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Abstract 

Extant literature related to the provision of effective arts learning experiences indicates a gap 

between policy rhetoric and the reality of practices undertaken particularly in primary school 

settings. Over recent decades a plethora of large scale reports and reviews carry 

recommendations and policy support for the introduction of professional artists into primary 

school settings. This concept is proposed as a cost effective and beneficial response to 

overcome reported obstacles in the delivery of authentic and meaningful arts learning 

experiences for primary school students and ongoing professional development for teachers.  

Although such reviews and articles examine the overarching impact of the arts in educational 

settings noting the benefits primarily to participating students, few focus on the interactions 

of the artist and members of the school community and the resulting influence on the 

implementation of the program. This thesis presents a narrative of one such arts and 

educational intersection in an Australian primary school.  Within an interpretivist paradigm, 

an autoethnographic research approach was taken employing narrative inquiry to distil the 

data supported by an a/r/tographic stance to accommodate the intersecting and overlapping 

roles of artist/teacher/researcher. The Four Lenses framework defined by Seidel, Tishman, 

Winner, Hetland and Palmer (2009) was utilised to organise the multi-dimensional sources of 

data and to subsequently analyse, distil and make meaning of the emergent data. 

The responses of members of the school community to the role of an artist and a program of 

arts learning experiences presented a range of diverse, complex, unexpected and at times 

conflicting perspectives.  Findings indicate that without adequate preparation for both artist 

and the whole school community such policy decisions may reduce financial costs yet lessen 

the real effectiveness of the arts and increase hidden costs of a more subjective, humanistic 

nature.   
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Glossary of Terms 

the arts Refers to the five key curriculum areas of the arts, dance, drama, 

music, visual arts and media arts. The lowercase ‘a’ is used in 

accordance with the style guide APA 6th which state that the 

names of academic subjects should not be capitalised. 

arts based education Refers to education in one or more of the arts curriculum areas. 

arts learning experiences Refers to visual arts learning experiences implemented during the 

life of the program. 

artist Any person who creates or gives creative expression to, or 

recreates works of art…who contributes in this way to the 

development of arts and culture. UNESCO (2005). 

artist-teacher One who holds specialised content knowledge and experience of 

the arts subject they teach. 

school community Refers in this study to the construct of a school as a community 

that is: an assemblage of people intimately associated with a 

school itself operating in a socially and culturally constructed 

milieu (Redding, 1991).   

co-construction Refers to the concept of assembling or combining the parts in 

order to build or construct knowledge, ideas, understanding and 
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Prologue  

 
I don’t remember drawing or painting as a very young child.  I imagine it happened. After all, 

drawing is said to be ‘a natural human response’ (Brookes, 1986). If such artefacts did exist 

they were not preserved by my parents, unlike my own collection of my children’s early 

creative efforts, so I have no evidence of my early efforts at making art. 

My first memory of an experience with Dewey’s (1994) ‘live creature’ was on the front 

verandah of my Nana’s house at the age of nine.  My family had left our life in a hot dry 

dusty Queensland mining town to live with a small rounded silver haired woman I barely 

knew.  My father’s mother was known to my brothers and to me as Nana.  Nana lived in the 

heart of a densely populated suburb in the often grey and wet inner city environs of Sydney.  

I did not like this new dull grey landscape crowded with noise of cars and trucks, the smell 

fumes and earth covered with cement and bitumen.  I missed my free adventurous existence 

and my wide open landscape of the northern inland.  I yearned for the dry heat, the clear air 

with a feint aroma of eucalypt and the bush sounds and hushed silences. I yearned for the 

freedom of my barefoot adventures over rocky outcrops littered with spikey spinifex grass 

that had to be avoided or endured. I wanted to once again jump into mounds of grey bull dust 

to see it exploded into clouds of magic dust that made small children disappear, if only for a 

moment.  I yearned for the freedom to enter and explore the abundant and imaginative worlds 

of my now lost landscape. I felt most keenly the loss of my landscape and my freedom when 

small sad and persistent raindrops etched thin reed like trails through the gritty film that 

covered the windows of Nana’s house. They pushed my memory back to long hot summers 

broken suddenly by heavy flooding rains that caused barefoot children to dance with glee as 

the heavens opened and cascades of clean fresh water etched deep furrows into soft, grey 
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powdery earth transforming mounds of bull dust into a thick grey creamy quagmires allowing 

strange alien shapes to emerge between small wriggling fingers and toes bringing to life the 

kingdom of the goo people, the enchanted creatures who rose and fell at my command.   

Not long after we arrived in Sydney, Nana found me jumping barefoot in a pot hole full of 

muddy water just outside her house.  She was cross and took me inside.  “Here dry your feet, 

and put your shoes on”, she instructed, “you must wear shoes all of the time here. And no 

more muddy puddles” her finger waved sternly at me.  In shoes I felt as caged as the hens in 

my Nana’s backyard chicken house.  Nana seemed to be either making chicken broth, her 

magic cure all as she called it, or tinkering with things, as my father dismissively referred to 

it.  In time, for me, Nana’s tinkering took on a whole new meaning.  Over time my Nana had 

taken on the persona of Walt Disney’s version of a fairy godmother.  Initially because she 

mirrored the physical attributes of a small, rounded, silver haired old woman, but more 

importantly because she could make magical things happen. Most importantly of all because 

she shared her magical ways with a young girl, trapped in a sad world, and showed her how 

to find her personal freedom through imaginative exploration and expression.  My Nana did 

not tinker my Nana made art.  I did not come to know, until many years later, that my Nana 

and her two sisters were artists and art teachers of some renown in their earlier adult lives.   

But as a young child, sitting on the verandah of a little wooden house in inner city Sydney 

she was the magical fairy godmother who opened the door to a young girl’s future.  I sat and 

watched, a wide eyed apprentice, as her hands, like silvery spiders spinning magic webs 

created miniature worlds with clay and paint, inhabited by strange creatures and miniature 

people; tall forests of colourful flowers from crepe paper and glue; pressed flower gift cards 

and finely beaded broaches.  The treasures we created were gifted to others but the gift of 

imagining and creating that Nana gave me was personal, priceless and enduring.   
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My father deemed it more a curse than a gift. A child with a poor academic record, lacking 

confidence and sporting ability with a predilection for fantasy, music, poetry and art 

presented a thorny issue in a family of high academic achievers, good athletes, accountants, 

engineers, all cognitive thinkers with a traditional work ethic. By the time I had completed 

year 10 I had experienced the educational, financial and social biases that stifled a young 

girl’s dream of a life in the arts.  Painting was deemed something one did as a hobby after a 

lifetime of gainful employment and employment in the arts was not considered an option. My 

worth as a student had been measured in my ability (or lack thereof) to spell accurately and 

make sense of structured numeric formulas and mathematical equations. Numbers and their 

associated symbols merely danced around the page when I tried to set them in order, and 

letters of the alphabet were no more compliant when I tried to gather them into the correct 

recognisable shapes to express one word or another. At fifteen I was destined for failure, my 

teachers sympathised with my parents, my parents sympathised with each other and with me.  

The only highlight in 10 years of education was a religion prize for an essay on the life of 

Jesus and a high achievement in visual art. Realising that his only daughter had no aptitude 

for the nun hood, my father finally gave me permission to enrol in a Diploma of Visual Art, 

at least until a suitable paid position could be found. This marked my second encounter with 

Dewey’s ‘live creature’ and the realisation I had finally found my place in the world. In the 

world of plaster casts, bony skeletons, charcoal smudging, intoxicating aromas and luscious 

textures of mediums and oil paints I understood my place. And as the soft earthy clays 

emerged through manipulating fingers I rediscovered my connection to the live creature of 

my childhood. My reconnection ended abruptly when my father found me a position as a 

shop girl, considered a more appropriate place for his daughter. My short lived tryst with art 

making had begun a passionate romance, though not always an easy relationship, that has 

endured across a lifetime.  
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From there my life, as lives do, took numerous twists and turns, but I inevitably returned to a 

focus on art. I had spent a more than a decade working as a fashion designer before I 

completed a course in visual art.  Before I finally commenced my undergraduate studies in 

fine art I had delivered after school art programs and provided adult art courses and arts 

learning experiences; coordinated artists’ residencies, arts festivals and community arts 

projects; freelanced in curatorial positions; and acted as an arts advocate. This step eventually 

led to an accidental intersection with an educational course that produced a Graduate 

Diploma in Education.  Half a life time after my encounter with the live creature on my 

Nana’s verandah and with seven years of accumulated study as a mature age student I 

returned to the world of secondary education, as a visual art teacher. By the time I had 

graduated first as an artist and then as a teacher, I was excited.  After several successful 

exhibitions I felt an artistic confidence that had escaped me previously and after successfully 

implementing art based projects, supported by Gardner’s (1982) notion of multiple 

intelligences during my pre-service placements I felt an unexpected surge of teacher 

confidence that led in due course to teaching in a number of secondary colleges in Australia 

and in the United Kingdom. I began to trust that I had the capacity to make a difference in the 

lives of my future students.  I had come to believe that my own negative learning 

experiences, rather than a hindrance, would help shape me into a more empathetic, supportive 

teacher. I would be someone who understood the true value of art and would teach its lessons 

accordingly (Eisner 2002).  I wanted to introduce others to the ‘live creature’ (Dewey, 1994) 

and share my knowledge as my Nana had shared with me.  Perhaps idealistically I believed 

my sense of freedom could become their sense of freedom.  I imagined that my personal 

experiences would shape my attitude to teaching in a positive way (Lemon & Garvis 2013).  

I was further buoyed by the marked changes in rhetoric I noted in the literature I had become 

familiar with during my teaching studies. It seemed much had improved in the approach, 
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attitude, and policies towards the arts since my own school days.  I was excited by the 

utterances contained in national and international policy statements as they responded 

positively to the growing number of reports from across the globe that painted a bold image 

of the arts becoming a core value in the educational life of every child (National Visual Arts 

Standards, 1994; Robinson, 1999).  Research in Canada cited evidence that “art education 

helps children develop and learn” (Campbell & Townshend, 1997, p. 5) and presented seven 

key messages related to the value of arts education.  In the same year I completed my 

teaching studies two ground breaking reports were released. In the United Kingdom, All Our 

Futures (Robinson, 1999) demonstrated the potential for the country to invest in creative 

education that underpinned the government’s commitment “to developing the creative 

capacities and cultural understanding of young people” (p. 12); and in America, building on 

the theme set by the National Visual Arts Standards (1994) that “knowing and practicing the 

art disciplines are fundamental to the healthy development of children’s minds and spirits” (p. 

35), The Champions of Change (Fiske, 1999) not only cited Dewey’s argument for the central 

role of the arts in all general education, it also identified “how involvement with the arts 

provides unparalleled opportunities for learning, enabling young people to reach for and 

attain higher levels of achievement” (p. 15). Although no similar large scale report had 

appeared on the Australian educational landscape I felt personally confident and 

professionally optimistic as I began my first full time visual art teaching placement.  I am not 

sure that any amount of training, professional or personal confidence can prepare an 

individual for their first day, term or even year of teaching in a school setting.  I found my 

entry into the world of teaching to be a uniquely terrifying, exhausting and at the same time 

exhilarating experience. My early teaching life was dominated by adjusting to the routines of 

administration policies and practices; the influence of the stated and hidden curriculum on 

subject/lesson planning routines; the flow and disruptions of the daily classroom procedures; 
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and the development of my own preparation, pedagogical practice and classroom 

management processes.  

I noticed gaps between what I had read, learned and understood theoretically as a graduate 

student, what I understood from the policy papers current at the time and what was actually 

happening in the curriculum planning sessions and the classrooms that I traversed as a 

recently inducted teacher. In the space between policy and practice I began to notice gaps. I 

sensed there was something vaguely amiss but alone in a staffroom of seasoned teaching 

professionals I decided that I would watch and learn. I understood that there were numerous 

theories and approaches to education, in particular art education (Wimmer 2009). I thought 

there must be something, as a new comer and relative outsider, I had not understood. I had 

learned a great deal about content but almost nothing about the educational culture and 

context that now surrounded me (Eisner, 2000, Robinson, 2000).  Then I began to notice 

something else more perplexing. I was assigned to teach year 8 students, which meant 

approximate 250 students in each year 8 intake from local feeder Primary schools came into 

my art classroom in 13 week cycles across the academic year.  In each group I noted two 

repetitive factors; (a) the students demonstrated a markedly varied range of art making skills 

and experience, from very proficient to non-existent and (b) some students in each group 

responded in varying degrees of negativity to the notion of making art. Both factors I found 

puzzling and intriguing.   

Discussions with my head of department in relation to the first puzzling met with a resigned 

shrug “Well that is just how it works. Our feeder schools used to have specialist art teachers, 

but only one does now, the kids from St Ives are great, Mrs Davis has been there for years 

and they are streets ahead of the others. So with the rest you never know what they have done 

so we just do the basics with all of them. That way everyone has some foundation.”  I had 

noticed there was always a group who would moan at the mention of a colour wheel or 
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contour drawing exercise. “Not again Miss we’ve done it all already, heaps of times.”  Or 

“Not that again, when can we get to do real art?” Related to the second puzzlement and more 

distressing to my artist self, the response from my HOD carried a disconcerting note. “Some 

kids just don’t like doing art, they’d rather be out running around on the field, but it is the 

curriculum and they will just have to do it. If they don’t like it they just won’t choose it as an 

elective next year.”  This pragmatic explanation did not pacify the anxieties of my artist self. 

I reflected on the pained expressions on the faces of some students as they arrived at my 

classroom door for the first time. I recalled the frequent comments, “I hate art Miss.” “I suck 

at art. Do I have to do it?” “Not art, anything but that. I can’t draw for nuts.” Can you hold a 

pencil, I would ask calmly, usually they would nod slowly, well then you can draw, I would 

say with inner conviction, it is just your seeing we might have to practice.  Sometimes this 

would entice a student to begin exploring shapes with eyes and pencils, other times it would 

not.  My heart would break when I observed capable students rip their work up or throw their 

art work in the bin as they left the room.  The comments made by these students resonated 

with my memories of similar comments made by adults I had taught some years previously. I 

conducted classes for adults who had always wanted to draw, but believed they could not. 

Some of these adults felt they could draw, remembering childhood experiences and merely 

sought encouragement in their now more adult efforts, but others had a different tale to tell.  

Their stories sounded similar in context and outcome to my current young students. These 

mature adults were able to describe the time, the place and event that triggered their decision 

that they could not, would not or should not draw ever again.  In most cases these decisions 

were taken as a result of an encounter with a teacher or significant adult such as a teacher-

aide or parent helper, in a primary classroom or school setting. “I was told by my teacher that 

I was no good at art and I believed that.” “I know I should be able to draw but I just decided 

not to after Miss Briggs said….”  “I remember I just stopped drawing one day in Grade 3 I 
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am just no good at it.” “I think I used to like drawing but then one year we didn’t do any at 

school, I somehow I just stopped.” “I remember my teacher leaning over my work and telling 

me my colours were wrong. I was only in grade 2. I didn’t want to try again.”  Decades after 

these classroom encounters these adults still felt the sting and the desire to retrieve that part 

of their personhood that had been closed off during their early school days. I wondered if 

there was a connection with my disengaged, disbelieving year 8 students. I felt there was.  

At this point my feelings, mixed with memories and puzzling observations were only vague 

notions but my own education was to take an unexpected turn that would give a scholastic 

shape to my instincts, and alter my direction as an art educationalist.  

 



1 

1 

1 Introduction and Overview 

1.1 Background to Thesis 

New practice in arts education not only opens the world of the arts to children, 

it opens the world to children through the arts. (Rabkin, 2000, p.1) 

Due to teacher qualification issues related to my interstate training, I was required to 

undertake further study to complete the professional requirements for teacher registration in 

Queensland. I elected to pursue a Master of Education, a choice that introduced a third 

perspective realigning my focus on both my art and teaching practices. In the research 

process I recognised similarities between the investigative nature of art making and the 

questioning nature of a qualitative research paradigm. Both forms of inquiry made visible 

valuable insights that could be shared with others. The research perspective provided both a 

new standpoint from which to view my position as artist in the broader narrative affecting the 

arts in the field of education and the need of a research topic, presenting an opportunity to 

investigate my students’ responses noticed in my art classroom. My request to conduct school 

based research, in any context, was refused by the Principal prompting a refocusing of my 

research interest. I turned the lens from year 8 students, predominantly boys, who shunned 

involvement in art making to a group of mature aged men who had spontaneously embraced 

the arts when faced with prolonged work-related stress. I wondered what art related stories 
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resided in their early school life. A comment made by one participant became a catalyst for 

this current study. The comment related to music, the participant recounted that he had had a 

difficult home life growing up and although he was considered clever at school and 

eventually pursued a professional career he loved, he felt that he had not been properly 

equipped by his schooling to deal with the decisions and the stressors he faced during his 

working life.  Yeah I like the music … I enjoy music now … if I had been exposed to that sort 

of thing [music] at a much younger age…[at school] it might have helped me more … to 

accept things more…and move forward…I sort of wondered what might have been… it might 

have helped with the serenity side of things (DW)” (McMahon, 2011, p. 99). This comment 

resonated with my own observations and literature related to: international policy statements 

on arts education “The arts are integral to every person’s daily life” (National Art Education 

Association 1994, p. 35); and views expressed by Craft (2002) who posited that engagement 

in what she termed, little ‘c’ creativity, or ‘agency’ was one process that would positively 

“affect a person’s capacity to cope with basic challenges thrown at them by life” (p. 56).  

Within a narrative of on-going personal and professional anxieties this study found that each 

participant returned to and found solace in a creative, arts based activity experienced 

successfully early in life.   

My concerns grew for students crossing an uneven arts educational landscape who might 

become caught in either the “cycle of neglect” (Alter, Hays & O’Hara’s, 2009a, p. 23) 

reflected in the marginalisation of the arts in primary schooling (Gibson & Anderson, 2008) 

or “poor quality arts programs” … considered … “detrimental to children’s creative 

development” (Bamford, 2006, p. 21). Primary years of schooling are recognised as a crucial 

period for setting the foundations, not only for the arts but for their future agency.  Questions 

continually surfaced in the background of my daily classroom experiences. What contributed 

to this gap between policy rhetoric and the practice across primary school classrooms? What 
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future lay ahead for the students who arrived at my art room door, in their first year of high 

school education with either limited, poor or no art based experience? What could I as an 

artist and as a teacher do to balance the inequities?  

Personal dilemmas and anxieties about the value, role and place of arts education (Eisner 

2002) and my role as a teacher of art found commonalities in the growing apprehensions 

voiced in scholarly literature highlighted by Bamford and Wimmer, (2012) “While this [arts 

curriculum inclusion] may exist in policy, there is anxiety that practices may fall short of this 

aspiration. There are ongoing concerns - arguably mainly from the arts education sector - that 

the arts still play a rather peripheral role in school” (p. 5).  Not only was I witness to the gap 

between policy rhetoric and classroom practices with respect to the access and equity for 

students transitioning from primary to secondary education, I also began to experience a 

sense of professional marginalisation within my own art department and secondary school 

community.  I came to realise this feeling of distance centered on the pedagogical approach I 

took with my junior school art classes. I was now teaching students in years 8 to 10 and the 

classes were often filled with disaffected students released from their struggles with the core 

subjects into what was considered by many teachers to be the less serious, less rigorous, arts 

(Eisner, 2002).  I endeavoured to employ a student-centered pedagogical approach that 

favoured my students’ interests and drew on notions of multiple intelligences (Gardner, 

1982).  This approach encompassed, arts based learning projects, student directed, authentic 

engagement (Eisner, 2002) that modelled route finding, problem solving little ‘c’ navigation 

(Craft, 2002) and mirrored my own arts practice attitude of investigation and exploration. 

Instead of direct instruction, as a teacher, I practiced standing back, a valuable technique 

learned from my own visual art lecturers, allowing my students appropriate space, time, voice 

and freedom to make their own decisions and choices (Burnard, Holliday, Jasilek & 

Nikolova, 2015).   
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Providing my students with authentically meaningful arts learning experiences proved a fine 

and often critical balancing act. It required a creative navigation of workable student-centered 

pedagogical pathways juxtaposed to the more entrenched teacher-centered pedagogical 

approach of my teaching peers. The clash of pedagogical approaches created tensions across 

an array of collegial relationships including unexpected challenges from members of my own 

art department feeding both my frustrations and my curiosity. The student-centered project 

based approach acted as an invitation to utilise a wide range of creative, artistic approaches 

and tools including several forms of media technology.  The students’ responses produced a 

range of beneficial outcomes: academic improvements in core subjects noted by their 

delighted yet skeptical teachers; a lunchtime film club designated a safe place for at-risk 

students by the school counselling team; individual and class awards to state wide arts based 

competitions presented by government ministers. These outcomes prompted the 

administration to introduce Media Arts as a subject in the lower junior school which quickly 

became popular with students and parents and a further anathema to those staff who 

considered “the arty stuff just gives the kids an easy ride” and “they already do media in 

English, that’s where the extra time and resources should go.”  The responses of some 

teaching staff both inside and outside the art department including auxiliary staff members 

continued to challenge surprise perplex and at times distress me. I had inadvertently 

unleashed Dewey’s (1994) live creature into their community and raised unexpected tensions. 

Staff deputations went to the Principal, petitions were signed, resources and loan equipment 

was often unavailable, technical support was difficult to arrange and voices fell silent as I 

entered the staffroom, or lifted audibly describing “what teaching was really about”. The 

breath of subtle and sometimes not so subtle critical response expressed across the school 

community took me by surprise. Could they not see the possibilities embedded within the arts 

based project approach (Eisner, 2002). As barriers were erected I felt my vision for future 
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potential diminished. I was reluctant to reverse my student-centered project approach due to 

the continuing influx of disaffected students and the continued positive outcomes. I was 

encouraged by the obvious benefits for students, the positive responses of their parents and 

continued support from a small number of my peers. Internal conflicts and uncertainties fed 

by external challenges within a practice community also continued to feed my artist/teacher 

frustrations and uncertainties.   

Through the process of critical self-reflexive questioning I can now understand the 

underpinning of such frustrations. I entered the teaching profession as an artist with the 

pedagogical attitude of an artist – not a teacher. Research literature details distinct differences 

between the two attitudes (Efland, 1976; Kind, de Cosson, Irwin & Grauer, 2007). The seven 

years of study undertaken prior to my first secondary school visual art class had included 

only twelve months focused on the philosophy and mechanics of performative based 

instruction. All other study, training and experience had been focused on my passion for 

developing a personal aesthetic and professional philosophy of finding meaning and 

expression through art making. I noted that my fellow art teachers had taken more traditional 

pathways to teaching such as a tertiary education with an interest in the arts, three year 

teaching diplomas culminating in teaching positions. Development of their art careers came 

during their teaching careers. I realised that my fellow art teachers and I had come to the 

same place but by distinctly different routes.   

I now understand how the uncertainties of student centered project based approach 

challenged the curriculum certainties of a school community immersed in the routine 

structures of traditionally performative pedagogy. My experience echoed Robinson’s (2000) 

comments that “too often teachers are employed to teach the curriculum, not to teach 

children” (p. 6).  Had I understood the disruptive impact to their taken-for-granted attitudes 
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more clearly at the time I might have approached my own frustrations and those of my fellow 

colleagues with greater wisdom.  

The arts based program that became the centre of this investigation began with a request from 

a school principal to (a) introduce a co-curricular program of visual arts for a number of 

gifted and talented students and (b) provide a visual feast of educationally inspired artworks 

across the school environs. The pivotal involvement of the Principal immediately piqued my 

curiosity as experience had taught me that Principals often resisted arts related initiatives. Our 

first meeting occurred in his sparsely furnished office. A tall narrow bookcase, positioned on 

the far wall was first to greet the eye. It held an assortment of files and papers forming a 

backdrop to two chairs huddled at a small circular table strewn with papers and exercise 

books. I later learned this paperwork belonged to his two daughters who regularly did their 

homework in his office after school. The only other furniture comprised a low “L” shaped 

soft black faux leather couch that hugged the far corner of the room and struggled for visual 

supremacy with the dark blue walls that equally stultified and antagonised my senses. The 

normal trappings of Principal-ship were not evident, no large impressive chair behind a 

polished timber desk, no desk top computer with oversized screen, expensive paintings or 

displays of gilt framed certificates. One single black document framed certificate hung 

slightly askew on the wall above the couch. A man, younger than expected with rolled up 

sleeves, apparently not reliant on trappings of technology or symbols of power, indicated an 

invitation to sit at one edge of the couch while he placed himself at the other. Balancing on 

the edge of the couch ready for action, he began to pour out his vision for his school. As I 

accepted his invitation to sit, sinking into the low soft folds of the couch and wondering how 

I would gracefully extricate myself at the end of our conversation, I worked to piece the 

elements of this picture together with the story Graham Nash now shared.  After a short 

exchange of pleasantries he pleaded a total lack of creativity and artistic ability, although he 
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talked eagerly of his daughters’ love of art making. His self-proclaimed creative lack 

notwithstanding he went on to paint an encompassing creative vision for his school 

predicated on the visual arts. He keenly extoled the educational strengths of the school he had 

inherited two years earlier and energetically described his vision for improvement to the 

physical appearance of the school buildings and playgrounds.  

He painted a clear picture of a small school with a rich area postcode, a large cohort of 

students from low socioeconomic backgrounds and under constant pressure, due to its 

attractive residential development driven location, of being sold to boost Government coffers.  

In his view, growth in student numbers and increased reputation for good innovative 

education was important to both the short and long term future of the school. Although the 

school did not boast an art specialist or art program he drew a strong link between the 

potential of visual art to enhance the promotion of the school and ensure its future growth. 

One path he perceived to attract more parents to the school was to offer a co-curricular visual 

arts program for a small cohort of students identified as gifted and talented. This addition 

would complement the existing, academically focused, Gifted and Talented program for a 

cohort of approximately 30 students and other extra-curricular activities hosted after school 

hours. A second aspect of his vision was to improve the appearance of the school’s somewhat 

ad hoc uninspiring physical environment with professionally presented art based installations 

such as murals and wall art underpinned by educational messages. The purpose of these art 

works would be (a) to give students opportunities to learn while they played and (b) enhance 

the visual aesthetic to provide a cohesive, creative and inspiring atmosphere for current and 

new students, staff, and parents. The increased school attractiveness generated by these 

changes he believed would support the future growth and shorter-term survival plans for 

Connell State School (pseudonym). After a further discussion a partnership was established 

between the school leadership team and a University team, which included my doctoral 
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supervisor - an experienced researcher in arts based education and my-self as the artist/art 

teacher/researcher to design and implement the program of artistic learning experiences.  

1.2 Rationale from Literature 

A wide range of global reviews and reports related to the provision of arts based education 

recommend the introduction of artists into primary school settings as a cost effective response 

to the multiplicity of identified obstacles said to inhibit the delivery of high quality arts to 

many primary school students (Bamford, 2006 and Ewing, 2010). Yet as I experienced 

through my own inner conflicts between artist and teacher and oppositional responses from 

fellow teachers to the policy driven implementation of arts based learning experiences, this 

solution raises complex issues for both the artist and the educator (Upitis, 2006). These issues 

include conflicting notions of purpose, identity, authority, pedagogy and educational 

perceptions and philosophies (Coburn, Bae, & Turner, 2008; Meban, 2002).   

An abundance of literature exists highlighting the gap in global policy aspirations and the 

documented peripheral role occupied by the arts in schools, including visual arts [see Alter et 

al.,    (2009a); Bamford & Wimmer, (2012); Davis, 2008; Eisner (2002); Ewing (2010); 

Robinson (1999); Russell-Bowie (2011); Sabol (2010) and Wimmer (2009)]. Other authors 

highlight issues related to pre-service teacher training and in-service professional 

development. Issues highlighted by Pajares (1992) Pendergast, Garvis and Keogh (2011) and 

Russell-Bowie (2002) surrounding generalist primary teachers’ self-efficacy and lack of 

confidence in teaching the arts in their classrooms are labelled by Alter et al., (2009a) as “one 

of the most substantial hindrances to effective teaching and learning of the creative arts” (p. 

3). Discursive arguments related to the marginalisation of the arts and differing views on the 

value, role and place of the arts in the educational landscape also proliferate in the field (Alter 

et al., 2009b; Barone, 2001b; Eisner, 2002; Lemon & Garvis, 2013; Robinson, 2000).  I 

discuss these issues more fully in the review of literature in Chapter Two along with an 
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exploration of the role of decision makers in the context of arts based education identified by 

Seidel, Tishman, Winner, Hetland, and Palmer (2009). Focusing on an “experience 

perspective” (p. 62) these authors present a model of three concentric circles each 

representing a group of decision makers, who occupy multiple roles in both policy and 

implementation of arts education and are categorised by their proximity to the classroom 

where arts learning experiences take place. In this study the concept of effective arts learning 

experiences eschews art as busy work or craft based, teacher-directed, product-orientated art 

activities often associated with primary school classrooms, to embrace “expressive 

meaningful interactions in the arts” (Eckhoff, 2011, p. 384). This approach is predicated on 

the views of Dewey (1994) and Pringle (2002) that paint art as a social practice, modelled on 

the roles of master and apprentice. The learner gains understanding through the experience of 

interaction with artist, materials and concepts. Learners develop ways of expressing thoughts, 

knowledge, and feelings beyond words (Eisner, 2002) and beyond the classroom issued 

templated outline. Authentic arts learning experiences emerge through an integrated program 

of activities that pay attention to the processes for developing ideas, skills, reflection and 

understanding. Activities are organised around themes, ideas and experiences that are 

relevant, challenging and interesting to the participants. It is envisioned as a student-centred, 

hands-on approach in a positive learning environment where the students’ artistic 

interpretations and expressions of their world are valued creating a sense of ownership, 

commitment and authenticity. (Dinham, 2011and Seidel et al., 2009).  

Seidel et al., (2009) argue that pivotal to the success of an arts based program is the level of 

alignment reflected in the interplay and communication of decision makers across these three 

groups, central to which is the classroom space occupied by students and teachers. While art 

based classroom interactions between teacher and student have attracted greater research 

focus in recent times more attention is called for (Power & Klopper, 2011). This inquiry 
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stretches across the two inner circles of decision makers identified by Seidel et al., (2009) 

they include students and others “in-the-room” and members of the school community just 

“outside-the-room” (p. 61). The concept of a school community conjures a myriad of 

connotations and constructs. For some it presents a sense of warmth, joy, camaraderie and 

trust (Redding, 1991). In a more corporatised educational world terms like networks, 

collaborative learning communities and Wenger’s (2000) notion of communities of practice, 

social learning systems and organisational performance have gained traction (Lesser & 

Storck, 2001). Gee (2005) reaches beyond the limitations imposed by membership labelling 

and geographical location offering an alternative view of community as a space where people 

interact. His concept of “affinity space” (p. 214) moves beyond face-to-face interactions in 

physical space to account for learning that takes place in a virtual world which in turn shape 

learning experiences and interactions in the physical world. This study, however, draws on 

Redding’s (1991) concept that “the school exists within a mosaic of overlapping communities 

and is, itself, capable of functioning as a community” (p. 9). A community defined as a group 

of people, students, parents, teachers, staff, who associate with one another and share 

common values, bound by geographical location and “a collective sense of the school's 

central purpose as academic and social learning” (Redding, 1997). Social capital is identified 

as an integral element in building community (Lesser & Storck, 2001; McCarthy, Ondaatje, 

Zakaras & Brooks, 2004; Redding, 1997). It is generated through connections and support of 

human relationships as members of the community associate and communicate with one 

another, developing reciprocity, trust and a culture of unified identity (Lesser & Storck, 

2001). I enter this community as an outsider without social capital, authority or status, 

lacking homogeneity and social links and with the intention of building bridges across 

possible social and educational divides (McCarthy et al., 2004). With this perspective I adopt 

Redding’s (1991) notion of a school community as an “assemblage” of people “intimately 
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attached to a school – its teachers, administrators, students, and the students' families” (p. 7) 

in a situated, cultural context taking into consideration Elbaz-Luwisch’s (2007) view that “the 

understanding of the individual cannot be fully realised without a simultaneous consideration 

of context” (p.6). This contextualised assemblage of decision makers framed my quest to 

understand the challenging responses of members of my pervious school community to 

Dewey’s (1994) ‘live creature’, an experience that had forced a deep questioning of my-self 

as teacher and as artist.    

1.3 Aim of the Thesis 

In this thesis I explore a number of storied experiences that unfolded as a primary school 

community responded to a program of arts learning experiences carried out across the artistic, 

cultural and social canvas of a school over a two-year timeframe. Their situated responses 

reflected their agentive capacity as decision makers and thereby co-constructors of the 

program to either enhance or reduce the capacity of a whole-of-school engagement in a 

program of arts learning experiences.   

The study aims to address two primary questions:  

• How do members of a school community respond to the role of arts learning 

experiences implemented across the artistic, cultural and social canvas of the school 

setting? 

• How do members of the school community respond to their role as ‘co-constructors’ 

of a program of arts learning experiences in collaboration with an art specialist? 

1.4 The Study 

This study was conducted in the Connell Primary School community over a two-year period. 

Positioned as an outsider, an artist and a participant/observer I made weekly visits to the 

school to implement a co-curricular visual arts based program. In addition to these weekly 

visits an extended program of artistic learning experiences was conducted through: in-school 
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artist-in-residence sessions; and after school, weekend and school holiday activities with 

volunteers, parents and students. Additional contact occurred during school celebratory 

occasions and extra-curricular activities related to a school based arts project and students’ 

exhibition generated by a request from the regional Art Gallery. While contracted to deliver 

eight two hour arts based sessions per term over the nine term duration of the arts based 

program additional hours of engagement occurred with the community members. These 

included meetings with the principal and support staff; professional development session with 

teachers; coordination of a mural project with artist-in-residence and volunteer pre-service 

teachers; discussion and development of elements in the visual arts feast requested by the 

principal; meetings with volunteer parents and deputy principal to form a working group for 

discussion and collaborative works; school-gallery coordination, installation of and 

attendance at students’ Gallery based exhibition; installation of students’ art and attendance at 

the school’s excellence evening; guest judge at school talent show and meetings with sub-

committee of parents group to discuss funding alternatives in an effort to continue the co-

curricular visual art program. Over the life of the program an accumulation of contact time 

between artist and various members of the school community amounted to over 200 hours. 

A number of other individuals were involved across the program: the school leadership 

assigned a teacher-aide to assist in the weekly co-curricular program of visual arts learning 

experiences; a small number of pre-service Bachelor of Primary Education students 

volunteered to attend at various times; a community artist delivered a three day mosaic mural 

artist-in-residence program; and two staff from the regional Art Gallery provided short 

workshops in preparation for a student exhibition. The format for the co-curricular program, 

developed in meetings between myself, the Principal Graham Nash and the Deputy-Principal, 

Marie Alberts, initially called for a program of weekly arts learning experiences to be offered 

to a small cohort of 15 students identified by school staff as gifted and talented in the visual 
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arts. Following an enthusiastic response from students, parents and some teachers to the 

introduction of a visual arts program, a three day artist-in-residency with a specialist mosaic 

artist was introduced followed by a three month extra-curricular program with the regional 

Art Gallery. These program extensions, although shorter in duration, offered approximately 

100 of the 700 students in the school the opportunity to work with several professional artists 

and visit a large community based gallery, some students for the first time. The gallery 

project led to an exhibition of works by 30 students to which the school and local community 

were invited.  

It is noted that the Principal’s narrow focus on excellence and the gifted and talented carried 

many ambiguous connotations, particularly in a multifocal, subjectively complex domain 

such as the visual arts littered with individual meaning and socio-cultural references. The 

word excellence served to fuel misperceptions and expectations adding complexities not 

evident or considered at the outset. I found my efforts to navigate a path through a socially 

sensitive and artistically subjective landscape in an attempt to arrive at an aesthetically 

balanced consensus challenging. I drew increasingly on the writings of Seidel et al., (2009) 

and Winner, Hetland, Veenema, Sheridan & Palmer (2006) as I attempted to revisit the 

conversation around notions of excellence with the school leadership team to tease out the 

elements that would underpin a successful framework for the program. Eisner (2000) noted 

“the arts traffic in subtleties…They teach children the art, not only of looking, but also of 

seeing, not only of listening, but also of hearing” (p. 10). Ultimately this concept guided my 

path as artist, teacher and researcher. 

The primary school at the centre of this inquiry had had no formal, visual arts program, no 

experience with an art specialist or integrated curriculum based classroom arts program prior 

to my arrival. On our initial tour of the school the Principal talked of the colourful art work 

displayed on classroom walls that had inspired his vision of art works flowing out onto the 
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exterior walls of the school, but we did not visit these classrooms. Other examples of art 

based activity in the school consisted of painted wall murals. These were ad hoc in subject 

matter, skill level, professional rendering and design aesthetics. I discovered many months 

later that one set of these murals had been rendered by community workers under a project 

manager who drew the outlines of sea creatures on walls and the workers painted in the 

designs. The origins of a more eclectic arrangement of forest, sea and jungle creatures 

remained a mystery. Unexpectedly I received a very startled and disbelieving response from 

one long serving staff member when I mentioned the Principal suggestion that the mural 

might be painted over as part of a revamped design. “No you can’t change that, I like it, we 

all like it, it been there forever, you can’t just paint over it.” I sensed that with the somewhat 

recent arrival of Graham Nash, a young energetic Principal with new ideas, the educational 

and social fabric of the community had already been subjected to efforts of perhaps equally 

unwelcome restructure. In the early stages I detected tensions in the story of the mismatched 

patchwork of ad hoc images juxtaposed with the bland State Government school colours of 

pale lemon and mid grey and to the Principal’s expressed desire to install art works that were 

both professional in design and presentation. This caused me to wonder how the presence of 

an artist/teacher/researcher, a social and cultural outsider, would contribute to the milieu.  

1.4.1 Overview of Thesis. 

The Thesis is organised in nine chapters. Each chapter builds on the previous chapter and 

collectively present an intertextual portrait of a primary school community’s response to a co-

curricular program of visual arts based learning experiences. 
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Chapter 1 Introduces the research including a background to the study and 

outlines the research questions, together with an overview of the 

subsequent chapters. 

Chapter 2  This chapter makes the case for this study through positioning the 

study in the extant of literature. It presents a review and analysis of 

literature on arts learning experiences, focusing on the gap between 

policy and practice in arts learning experiences, the positioning of 

artists and the value, role and place of arts in primary school settings.  

Chapter 3 Outlines the methodology and methods applied in this research, 

including the theoretical framework, data collection procedures and 

analysis framework. 

Chapter 4 Presents a textual underpainting of Connell State School as 

encountered and includes a description of the physical details and 

nuanced relational aspects that underpinned the aesthetic whole. 

Chapter 5 Presents a textual image of the arts learning experiences viewed 

through the lens of environment with a focus on the functionality and 

aesthetic of the physical space; the centrality of arts in the physical 

environment; and the requirements of time related to authentic artistic 

work. 

Chapter 6 Presents a textual image of arts learning experiences viewed through 

the lens of pedagogy. This chapter focuses on the pedagogical 

concepts and implementation challenges faced by the artist in a 

traditional educational setting.  
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Chapter 7 Presents a textual image of arts learning experiences viewed through 

the lens of student learning with a focus on the students as decision 

makers and the character of their artistic and relational engagement. 

Chapter 8 Presents a textual image of arts learning experiences viewed through 

the lens of community dynamics. It focuses on the nature and 

dynamics of the social relationships of decision makers ‘in-the-room’ 

and ‘outside-the-room’ considering the nature of relationships in the 

social and cultural context of a school community. 

Chapter 9 Concludes the thesis and presents a summary of the study, a 

discussion of the conclusions reached, and recommendations for 

future policy, practice and further research.  
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Plate 1 

Knowledge and knowing 

Acrylic paint, graphite pencil, photocopy, stencil. 
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2 Literature Review 

Chapter Two provides a background to the field of primary arts learning experiences, 

including references to factors that impact the delivery of arts based programs in light of the 

widely recognised gap between policy rhetoric and classroom practices. The factors 

contributing to this gap are discussed together with the proposed solution of positioning 

professional artists in school communities to fill the gap and provide essential arts learning 

experiences for students and professional development for teachers. The implications for 

policy makers and decision makers at both the macro and micro level, including artists, 

students, teachers, parents, school leadership, school communities and researchers are also 

discussed.  

2.1 Arts education 

Reports from both developed and developing countries published over recent decades 

focused on the importance and value of education have identified the equitable access for all 

primary aged students to effective arts based education as a key element and a primary goal 

in the delivery of quality education in the 21st century (Arts and Cultural Education at School 

in Europe, 2009; Ministerial Council for Education, Employment, Training and Youth 

Affairs, 2008; No Child Left Behind, 1999; National Advisory Committee on Creative and 

Cultural Education, 1999; The WOW Factor, 2006; United Nations Declaration of Human 

Rights 1948; United Nations Road Map for Arts Education, 2006). 
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The United Kingdom Government’s 1997 White Paper Excellence in Schools which 

described education as a vital investment in human capital for the twenty-first century 

(Robinson, 1999) foreshadowed the declaration by the National Advisory Committee on 

Creative and Cultural Education in England (1999, p. 2) that “the vital need to develop the 

creative abilities of all young people” was paramount in order to fully realise such an 

investment.  As a consequence, the inaugural World Conference of Arts Education in 2006, 

the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organisation (UNESCO) developed 

what became known as The Road Map for Arts Education.  Described as in-keeping with 

international and national research, this document presents evidence suggesting “participation 

in high quality cultural experiences has beneficial impacts on children and young people’s 

skills, knowledge and behaviours” (Bamford 2006, p. 6). The same document also calls for 

further studies into the effects of arts education and reforms within regional educational 

systems focused on two key features: (i) using the arts as a tool for equipping students with 

knowledge and skills to stimulate cognitive development and encourage innovative and 

creative thinking; and (ii) embracing the concept of multiple intelligences (Gardner, 1982) 

supporting the notion that there are many kinds of intelligence and a number of ways of both 

learning and teaching (Alter et al., 2009a; Craft, 2002; Eisner, 2002; and Robinson, 2000). 

This latter concept informs a pivotal aspect of this study as tensions surfaced driven by 

discord between the expected performative pedagogical classroom approach and the 

competency or creative focused pedagogical attitude of the artist (Burnard & White, 2008).  

Despite ongoing discursive arguments related to the role and place of the arts in education 

UNESCO’s Road Map for the Arts (2006) cemented the global recognition of the arts as an 

essential element in national education and social policies. In the same context Bamford 

(2006) declared that “a significant body of national and international research exists that 

highlights the positive impact of participation in arts based education on all participants 
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including the students, artists, arts organizations, schools and wider community” (p. 7). With 

such global recognition and a plethora of research in support of the positive impacts of 

participation in the arts for all children (Bryce, Mendelovits, Beavis, McQueen, and  Adams, 

2004; Campbell & Townshend, 1997; Deasy, 2002; Fiske, 1999; Hetland & Winner, 2001; 

Hunter, 2005; and Robinson, 1999, it seems noteworthy and centrally relevant to this study 

that UNESCO (2006) also acknowledged, with respect to arts education that the “greatest and 

most urgent need is to significantly improve the implementation of policy into effective 

practice” (p. 49).    

Current research indicates that this most urgent need, voiced more than a decade ago remains 

still largely unanswered. Global studies suggest that despite the broad range of identified 

intrinsic and extrinsic benefits that arise for students, teachers and communities through 

engagement in arts-enriched experiences (Eisner, 2002; Gibson & Anderson, 2008; McCarthy 

et al., 2004; Rinne, Gregory, Yarmolinskaya & Hardiman, 2011) the arts are still marginalised 

and continue to play a peripheral role in education (Bamford & Wimmer, 2012; Ewing, 2010; 

Russell-Bowie, 2011; Sabol, 2010).  

2.1.1 International viewpoints 

As the new millennium dawned a number of significant events took place that promised to 

move the arts from the periphery of education, where it had languished since the “culture 

wars” of the early 1990’s (McCarthy et al., 2004, p. xi) into the centre of global educational 

policy and educational practice. Firstly: The Convention on the Rights of the Child 1989 

Article 31 (2) stated that “parties shall respect and promote the right of the child to participate 

fully in cultural and artistic life and shall encourage the provision of appropriate and equal 

opportunities for cultural, artistic, recreational and leisure activity” (Bamford, 2006, p. 4). 

Secondly: The Director General of UNESCO made an appeal to all stakeholders in the field 

of arts and cultural education to “do what is necessary to ensure that the teaching of the arts 
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gains a special place in the education of every child, from nursery school to the last year of 

secondary school” (Eudyrice 2009, p.7). Thirdly: a number of highly influential International 

studies on the benefits of arts education for young people were released including, All our 

Futures, (Robinson, 1999), Critical Links (Deasy, 2002), Champions of Change (Fiske, 1999) 

and Reviewing Education and the Arts Project (Winner & Hetland, 2001). These studies 

documented the educational, cultural, and economic benefits available not only to students 

who engaged in artistic and creative activities but also teachers and whole school 

communities (Bamford & Wimmer, 2012 and Upitis, 2011). 

These events prompted governments to formulate and enact policies that repositioned arts 

education from the margins into the “core of educational learning” (Sabol, 2010, p. 24). The 

arts as core in education found support in a growing body of global research studies, mainly 

focused on student outcomes, that reported on the multiple benefits attributed to students’ 

continuous involvement in quality arts education (Bamford, 2006; Campbell & Townshend, 

1997; Deasy, 2002; Eisner, 2002; Finske, 1999; Hall & Thomson, 2007; Hetland & Winner, 

2001; McCarthy et al., 2004; Robinson, 2000; Sabol, 2010) and the flow on benefits to arts 

inclusive school communities (Bamford & Wimmer, 2012; Thomson, 2007; Upitis, 2011).  

A range of international and national reviews consistently highlight a number of factors that 

impact arts learning experiences globally and resonate with the focus of this study: 

(i) a gap exists between the arts educational policy expectations espoused by 

governments and the arts based classroom practices of teachers, particularly 

generalist primary school teachers (Bamford, 2006; Bamford & Wimmer, 

2012; Campbell & Townshend, 1997; Dinham, 2011; Ewing, 2010; Gibson & 

Anderson, 2008; Russell-Bowie, 1993, 2011; Sabol, 2010; UNESCO, 2006; 

UNICEF, 2000; Wimmer, 2009).  
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(ii) the shortfall in expectations, in the main is laid at the feet of the generalist 

classroom teachers, identified as ill-equipped to teach the arts for a number of 

reasons including: inadequate or non-existent training in the arts for preservice 

teachers and lack of ongoing professional development for serving teachers 

(Campbell & Townshend, 1997; Davis, 2008; Hallam, Burnard, Robertson, 

Saleh, Davies, Rogers & Kokatsaki, 2009); individual efficacy affected by 

personal arts related background, experience, perception and beliefs that 

enhance or diminish personal confidence in the delivery of effective arts 

learning experiences in their classrooms (Alter et al.,    2009a; Garvis, 2009; 

Pendergast et al., 2011; Russell-Bowie, 2010; Sabol, 2010); and professional 

beliefs and attitudes towards the value, role and place of the arts in education 

(Alter et al., 2009b; Graeur, 1998; Lemon & Garvis, 2013; Pajares, 1992; 

Stuart & Thurlow, 2000).                      

(iii) the broadly recommended notion of bringing together professional or teaching 

artists, teachers and school communities in partnerships as an efficient and 

cost effective (Ewing, 2010) remedy to the perceived shortfall in teacher 

education and ongoing professional development support (Andrews, 2006; 

Bamford, 2008; Eurydice, 2009; Hall & Thomson, 2007; Hunter, 2005; Kind 

et al., 2007; Robinson, 1999; Sabol, 2010; Thomson, 2007; Thomson, Hall & 

Russell, 2006; UNESCO, 2006; Upitis, 2006). 

(iv) the research gap in arts learning experiences particularly at the coal face of 

classroom interactions (Klopper & Power, 2010) and calls for researchers to 

undertake “more rigorous” (Winner & Hetland 2001, p. 4) yet innovative 

research including multivocal stories of art experiences (Barone, 1995, 2001a; 
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Barone & Eisner, 2006, 2012; Eisner, 2006, 2008; Gibson & Anderson, 2008; 

Hunter, 2005; Laaksonen, 2011; Lemon, Garvis & Klopper, 2014). 

Factors noted in (i) and (ii) above are not the main focus of this investigation. However, they 

do provide a contextual background and highlight underpinning issues relevant to this 

research. The introduction of artists into schools to implement arts programs and innovative 

concepts in how arts based research at the coal face might be undertaken are the central 

import of this study. The creative intersection of artist and educator can be instigated in one 

of a number of short or long-term configurations such as: adhoc visits by artists initiated by 

an enthusiastic teacher; school-based artist programs (Upitis, 2011) and artist-in-residence 

programs initiated by schools (Meban, 2002; Sabol, 2010); joint partnerships with not-for-

profit community arts or educational organisations including Galleries, Museums and 

Universities (Andrews, 2012; Campbell & Townshend 1997; Kind et al., 2007) and 

government initiated programs such as the Arts Council England enterprise Creative 

Partnerships that seek to foster innovative, long-term partnerships between schools and 

creative professionals (Bamford, 2008; Hall & Thomson, 2007; Jones & Thomson, 2008; 

Thomson et al., 2006; Wolf, 2008).  Whichever pathway is provided studies suggest a 

professional artist can play “a significant role in arts education” (Campbell & Townshend 

1997, p. 20) as they may: relieve pressure on the generalist teachers who are being asked to 

“teach what they do not know and often do not love” (Eisner, 1999, p. 19); provide valuable 

knowledge and expertise to enrich school-based arts programs; act as catalysts to provide 

authentic and in-depth creative learning experiences for students (Campbell & Townshend, 

1997); increase school attractiveness (Bamford & Wimmer, 2012) thereby bringing social, 

emotional, cultural and (contentiously) academic benefits to students, teachers and renewal to 

school communities as a whole (McCarthy et al., 2004; Hall et al., 2007). Bamford (2006) 

also proposes that partnerships between education and arts organizations that place artists 
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within educational contexts are a “cost effective approach …and…a very effective and 

efficient way to provide continued professional development” for teachers (p. 11). These 

multiple benefits provided by artists in schools do not come without challenges. 

Burnard et al., (2015) state that “the presence of art and artists in schools…plays an essential 

educational role at the heart of learning…and…artistic work…[becomes]…a model for 

educators and of education” (p. 99). They also note that the dual pressures of the “dominant 

discourses positioning artist’s work …and… the meditational role of policy on artistic 

practice and artistic pedagogies in education” work to create productive tensions “between 

the individual arts disciplines and the larger arenas of culture and education at the interface 

between policy and practice in schools” (p. 98). Seidel et al., (2009) suggest these tensions 

are exacerbated by conflicting views held about the place and role of the arts in schools 

fuelling discursive arguments about who should actually teach the arts, particularly in 

primary school settings.  

In their seminal work Qualities of Quality: Understanding Excellence in Arts Education 

Seidel et al., (2009) note that four foundational questions thread their way through current 

arts education literature: “Who should teach the arts? Where should the arts be taught? What 

should be taught and how? And how should the arts be assessed?” (p. 7). They summarise 

advocates arguments for the central teaching role in schools to be occupied by either art 

specialists, teaching artists, generalist classroom teachers or volunteers noting that although 

quality arts education is often characterised by partnerships between outside arts 

organisations and schools the question of which approach should be foregrounded still 

generates “real tensions in the field” (p. 50). Hallam et al., (2009) report on the long standing-

debate related to either the generalist classroom teacher or the music specialist being the most 

appropriate teacher for primary children. The debate carries warnings against an over use of 

specialists and the support for the benefits to the child of an integrated classroom approach 
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enabled by generalist teachers. While pros and cons encircle each positioning of arts teaching 

many of the respondents in Seidel et al’s., (2009) wide reaching study report that they believe 

teaching artists provided “the most authentic kind of arts experience possible for children” (p. 

52). Others however are sceptical of artists in schools who do not have a teaching 

background. For example, Eisner (1974) queries the lack of adequate evaluation of the 

American Artists in Schools program to determine the true effectiveness of the well-funded 

scheme as does Bumgamer, (1994) two decades on. Increasingly perceived as a successful 

initiative to offer professional development to teachers and improve depleted arts programs 

(Kind et al., 2007) warnings prevail. Some perceive a danger in such partnerships 

degenerating into one-off, one-time art experiences for students and argue that the presence 

of an artist-in-residence for various periods is not sufficient to bring about fundamental arts 

based educational change. Seidel et al’s., (2009) study raises further concerns such as schools 

booking visits by local artists and art organisations as short-term ad hoc token representation 

of the arts in the school and the spectre of visiting artists replacing certified arts teachers. 

While reported successes of artist led school-based schemes and partnerships grow 

(Laaksonen, 2011 and Rinne et al., 2011) cautionary tales by artists also exist. Meban (2002) 

noted her “experience as an artist-in-residence revealed that arts partnerships are considerably 

more complex than one would first imagine …[because]… partnerships involve the coming 

together of two distinct social institutions, the school and the art world, which have 

traditionally been considered to play quite dissimilar roles in society” (p. 10).  Her views that 

frame the role of schooling as the reproducer of the status quo and the role of the artist as one 

who pushes the boundaries to challenge the status quo find echoes in a study by Thomson et 

al., (2006) into an arts based school writing partnership that the school’s administration and 

teachers perceived as a failure and the writer considered was a case of censorship. A number 

of elements contribute to increased chances of success in partnerships between artists and 
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schools. Bamford (2008) cites: a supportive partner teacher; an enthusiastic school head; a 

welcoming and supportive school; positive collaboration; flexible attitudes, and sustained 

engagement. While Hunter (2005) focuses on the active, practical and moral support for the 

participating artist from the school senior management, administration and individual 

teachers, Seidel et al., (2009) notes the centrality of relationships, respect and trust among all 

participants, a belief in student capacities, open communication and collaboration as 

prerequisite elements for success. Themes of communication, respectful and reflective 

dialogue and relationship development are identified repeatedly as essential in achieving 

personal and organisational alignment of programmatic purposes (Andrews, 2006; Bamford, 

2008; Hall et al., 2007; Kind et al., 2007; Laaksonen, 2011; Upitis, 2011; ) across all 

participants. Many of these elements were not present in the partnership project examined by 

Thomson et al., (2006). The project foundered on: organisational issues and communication 

breakdowns primarily due to the pressures of time; lack of open discussions between artist 

and school staff which led to mixed expectations; the school head introduced the artist but 

was then absent for the length of the program and ownership was not transferred to other staff 

members. The study found that many of the challenging issues may have been alleviated had 

time been allocated to “discussing goals, process and potential pitfalls at the outset of the 

project” (p. 37). This resonates with implications noted by Seidel et al., (2009) in that the 

achievement of alignment of ideas and expectations depends on more basic investigation, 

dialogue and negotiation before the program begins and continuous open communication, 

dialogue and reflection across all decision makers over the life of the program. These 

conversational activities, central to promoting understanding and forging relationships, take 

time to develop and time to maintain. Although time is a scarce commodity for school staff 

pressured by overcrowded curriculum and multilayered expectations, increasingly research 

indicates that the mutual investment of time to explore the documented differences in 
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motivation, practice and values, between artists and educationalists misunderstandings are 

likely to continue to occur (Thomson et al.,2006). 

In their study on the conflicting expectations and tensions of artists and teachers working 

together Kind et al., (2007) contend that while an intermingling of institutional, curricular 

pedagogical and relational factors contribute to the success of school-based artist programs it 

is the quality of the relationship between the artist and the teacher that is central because 

“when the teachers and artists developed strong working relationships and a comfortable 

rapport, they learned a great deal from one another” (p. 844).  

Given the almost complete removal of arts specialists from primary school education in many 

western countries (Campbell & Townshend, 1997) and the demonstrated pressures on both 

policy makers and generalist primary teachers to deliver effective arts learning experiences in 

their classrooms (Alter et al., 2009b; Bamford, 2008; Hallam et al., 2009; Russell-Bowie, 

2002, 2013; Sabol, 2010; Wimmer, 2009) arguments against the artist as teacher in school-

based partnership schemes may well become a moot point.  

Broadly the literature indicates a patchwork approach in both policy and practice in fitting 

together of the oppositional paradigms of the arts and education (Burnard & White, 2008) 

often stitched together by pressures of (a) a growing “consensus among policymakers and 

parents, globally, that the arts should be an integral component of education” (Gibson & 

Anderson, 2008, p. 107) without a clear understanding of how the arts work and (b) the 

recent marketisation of schooling (Thomson et al.,2006). Much is known yet much remains 

unknown about “the ecology of the arts” (McCarthy et al., 2004, p. iii) their true value, role 

and place in society and in education. Limitations of available data about the arts are said to 

hamper policy debates and open dialogue between the arts community and the public. In the 

field of arts and education calls for the development of a body of rigorous arts based 

educational research have grown louder in response to the complexities faced by both 
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factions as they attempt to inhabit the same landscape. However, the paradigmatic petticoat 

slipped once more revealing a discord between the accepted scientifically based, 

methodological research approaches of education, officially sanctioned by policy makers and 

the subjective, qualitative and innovative approaches argued for by many in the arts (Barone, 

2007; Barone & Eisner, 2012; Lemon et al., 2014; Slattery, 2003; Springgay, 2011; 

Springgay, Irwin & Kind, 2005). These issues have yet to find resolution within the research 

community but this study follows the call to arts based innovative research characterised as 

emergent, imagined, and derived from an artist/researcher’s arts praxis inquiry model 

(Haywood Rolling, Jr., 2010).   

 

2.2 Australian perspective 

Since Bamford’s provocative statement concerning the lack of Australian based research in 

arts education (Lemon et al., 2014) the landscape has undergone some change. A range of 

reviews and reports have emerged that draw a familiar and positive picture recognising “the 

central, intrinsic role the arts play in the lives of all children” (Ewing, 2010, p. 5) and record 

the positive impacts on students who regularly engage with arts based learning: including 

increased self-esteem, increased collaborative skills and persistence in their studies (Bryce et 

al., 2004). 

National symposiums on arts and education such as The Australia Council’s Backing Our 

Creativity (2005) delivered 15 reviewed papers and 16 descriptive papers on a range of topics 

including research policy and practice (Brennan, 2005); educational partnerships (Chomley, 

2005) and arts-based pedagogical preparation of pre-service primary teachers (Jeanneret, 

Brown, Bird, Sinclair, Imms, Watkins & Donelan, 2005). Simultaneously, the Education and 

the Arts, Research Overview (Hunter, 2005) was released. This review followed ACER’s 

Evaluation of School-based Arts Education Programs in Australian Schools (Bryce et al., 
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2004). Further reviews followed that reflected the international experience particularly in the 

areas of policy and practice. Although the National Statement on Education and the Arts 

released by the Ministerial Council on Education, Employment, Training and Youth Affairs 

(2007, p. 5), enshrined “high quality arts education in every phase of learning” as a key 

principle, Davis (2008) referred to a “slippage” (p. 51) between the vision of policy and 

reality of practice, noting that visual art education has suffered from being “at the rim” (p. 

72), distanced from the educational core. Ewing (2010) noted that although all national policy 

statements routinely emphasised the importance of the cultural dimension and the need to 

promote the artistic and creative abilities of young people “such policy recognition has not 

necessarily been translated into practice” (p. 11). Russell-Bowie (2011) paints a sobering 

picture of and for the arts as she explores the litany of policy changes that have failed to 

realise significant benefits for the arts. Instead she describes a path of marginalisation and 

dissolution leading to the disappearance of the arts from the Australian core curriculum.  

These reviews present similar optimistic images to the international picture particular in 

recognising the benefits to students who regularly engage with arts based learning and “the 

central, intrinsic role the arts play in the lives of all children” (Ewing, 2010, p. 5). They also 

report similar pressures on and limitations of generalists teachers tasked with providing much 

of the arts based learning experiences to students, particularly in primary school settings.  As 

Davis (2008) found there is “an extensive history of research consistently producing results 

that draw attention to inadequacies and problems in the education of those who are expected 

to deliver quality visual education” (p. 169). Her review highlights the concerns voiced by 

many that although the majority of primary art teaching is done by generalists teachers “there 

may be a critical visual art knowledge deficit among generalist classroom teachers and a 

related crisis of professional confidence, particularly at a primary level” (p. 175). This image 

of deficit has resonance with more recent research. Alter et al., (2009a) found teachers 
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expressed doubt about their ability to meet increasing expectations due to a number of issues 

including a low self-evaluation of their own creative knowledge and skills which reduced 

confidence in delivering the arts in their classroom. Their study found that “[o]ne of the most 

substantial hindrances for effective teaching and learning of the Creative Arts in primary 

schools is attributed to a lack of confidence by teachers” (p. 3). Sustained research by Russel-

Bowie (2002, 2010, 2013) found that pre-service teachers’ backgrounds and attitudes to 

subjects played a large part in the issue of arts related confidence and that negative aspects 

were exacerbated overall by inadequate training, lack of competence, resources and time. 

Similar issues including a lack of time given to the arts in teacher education, low levels of 

self-confidence and self-efficacy, and the influence of past experiences of pre-service 

teachers engagement in the arts are raised in studies by Garvis (2012); Garvis and Riek 

(2010); Jeanneret (1997); Pendergast et al., (2011) and Russell-Bowie (1993). Such self-

perceptions, misconceptions and lack of understanding related to the value and status of the 

arts is said to lead to uncertainty about the role of the creative arts in education (Alter et al., 

2009b) blurring the lines between what authentic meaningful arts learning experiences entail 

or look like in the classroom (Power, 2014) and activities that resemble busy work or good 

behaviour rewards rather than good quality effective arts education (Dinham, 2011; Efland, 

1976). 

The concept of partnerships between arts and educational organisations to assist in the 

delivery of quality arts based learning experiences particularly in primary schools is 

highlighted in Australian research literature. The National Education and the Arts Statement 

(MCEETYA, 2007) identified partnerships as one of the four key areas of collaborative 

action and a key recommendation in the delivery of high quality arts education across the 

nation (p. 44). In Australia the development of such partnerships occur in response to both 

“the recognition of the importance of the arts in learning, as demonstrated through research, 
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and the recognition that there are often few arts educators in schools” (Perso, Nutton, Fraser, 

Silburn & Tait, 2011, p. 3). They take four general delivery forms: arts educators (specialist 

teachers in schools with expertise and training in The Arts); community artists (artists in the 

local community with or without teaching qualifications); arts providers who ‘sell’ an arts 

program to an education system and/or school through a product; or generalist teachers 

(teachers in schools with no specific qualifications in the arts). External providers are 

generally underpinned by State funded organisations, or by a range of private providers such 

as not-for-profit or philanthropic entities. While some of the programs have been evaluated 

(Bryce et al., 2004; Hunter, 2005; Creative Connections, 2010) Perso et al., (2011) report that 

only limited evidence is available regarding the impact of school based art programs. This is 

particularly indicative of programs involving local art centres and artists, where although 

programs are evaluated as a requirement of funding “evidence of educational and other 

benefits is largely anecdotal” (p. 1). Gibson and Anderson (2008) support this view and note 

that “beyond small-scale and issue specific research projects, there is precious little that 

Australian policy makers can rely on” (p. 106).  

In discussions related to partnerships between entities such as schools and arts organisations 

Davis (2008) notes that little is known about partnerships as they transpire in the “island of 

the classroom” stating “very few studies have investigated the visual arts in an educational 

context and even fewer that have explored visual arts classroom practice” (p. 51). The void in 

arts educational research noted by Gibson and Anderson (2008), particularly at the coal face 

of teacher student classroom interaction, has only recently come under the researchers’ lens. 

A recent publication Representations of working in the Arts (Lemon et al., 2014) notes that 

aside from an overview of classroom-based arts education research by Power and Klopper 

(2011), “no research is available on primary classroom practice of arts education as an 

umbrella term, that is, studies that focus on what is actually happening in environments where 
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art is taught” (p. 4). Power (2014) recently presented a doctoral thesis presenting “rich, 

descriptive portraits of quality arts education occurring in Australian primary school 

classrooms” (p. ii). While a number of her findings align with extant literature an important 

finding revealed that teachers in the study felt not only a lack of confidence in teaching the 

arts but expressed a lack of confidence at recognising levels of quality or effectiveness in arts 

learning experiences in their classrooms. Power (2014) proposes that further observation in 

the classrooms, beyond teachers’ self-reporting is crucial to bring a wider range of 

perspectives into the conversation. This echoes Gibson and Anderson (2008) view who 

declare that in the wake of an international surge in exploring the links between education 

and the arts, “innovative research in this area is desperately required in the Australian 

context” (p. 110). Lemon et al., (2014) also state that traditional methods of “assessing arts 

practice in generalist classrooms have been claimed inadequate” (p. 4) and hark to calls by 

Winner and Hetland (2001) for research approaches that move beyond measuring and test 

scores when assessing the effect of arts in relationship to learning and education. The 

tensions between the growing calls for an innovative approach to arts-based research and 

what Barone (2007) calls “moves…toward a narrowing of the officially sanctioned 

methodological spectrum” (p. 454) may in part explain the reported gap in the literature 

related to classroom arts-based educational research. A gap that requires urgent attention if 

policies, particularly those related to the arts, artists and arts educators in schools are to be 

successfully translated into effective classroom practice (Klopper & Power, 2010). 

2.2.1 Arts and Education in Australian Schools. 

In 2009 Victoria’s Department of Education and Early Childhood Development (DEECD) 

released a report, Every Child Every Opportunity, related to schools and the professional arts 

sector partnerships, which states:  
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“Arts education research is highly contextual in terms of the specific art forms 

employed in a project, the nature of the participants and the community in which a 

project is situated, as well as the particular educational and cultural policy 

environments” (p. 28). 

The report notes that due to this contextualised nature of arts-based research “it is difficult to 

generalise international findings to the Australian context” (p. 28). The small number of 

National and State-based  reviews and reports released within the past two decades do 

however reveal a similar focus and findings on the beneficial student learning outcomes 

achieved through successful arts-based partnerships between schools and the professional arts 

sector [see Evaluation of School-based Arts Education Programs in Australian Schools 

(ACER) (Bryce et al., 2004); Education and the Arts Research Overview (Hunter, 2005); 

Building participation and relevance in arts and cultural education (Bamford, 2007); First We 

See, (Davis, 2008); Partnerships between schools and the professional arts sector (DEECD, 

2009); Realising Potential (Ewing, 2010); Creative Connections (2010); Arts in education 

(Perso et al., 2011). Although the DEECD (2009) report identified a lack of Australian based 

research in the arts-related area it drew on the extensive body of research emanating from 

other western countries, particularly from the United Kingdom to underpin discussions on 

research literature regarding effective arts-based school partnerships. In the Australian 

literature these partnerships are often set within a cultural and creative economy conversation 

and artists in schools are positioned as silent contributors to policy agendas that emphasise 

“the role of partnerships between schools and communities in supporting children to thrive, 

learn and grow” (p. 9) than a cost effective measure. All State governments purport to 

support the national policy agenda on creativity including arts and education partnerships and 

arts based organisations that partner with schools proliferate, one State claims over 110 

offering a range of diverse programs that generally fit within three partnership models: the 
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Community Partnerships program which enables collaborations involving professional artists, 

arts companies and broader communities; Artists in Schools program which creates 

opportunities for practising professional artists to work with young people in primary and 

secondary schools; and Gallery and Museum partnerships that provide tours, workshops and 

presentations related to their permanent and temporary exhibitions. However available 

reports on partnership programs from across the States tend to focus on cultural and 

economic gains and contain little in the way of descriptive coal face or classroom interactions 

that might help to identify the characteristics of effective school/arts sector partnerships, 

particularly at the teacher – artist level. The DEECD (2009) report acknowledges this deficit 

disclaiming it as a focus of their report but goes on to raise a number of questions in this 

arena that require further investigation. These questions are seen as central to this study and 

include: 

• What are the functions of the Principal, the artist and members of the school 

community in an effective school /arts partnership? 

• What kind of communication patterns foster effective partnerships? 

• What is special about the roles of artist and teacher in an effective classroom 

partnership? 

• How can the aims of artists, students, teachers, schools, education and arts funding 

bodies be aligned and compared? 

• What is the role of context on measures of effectiveness? 

Eisner (1974) raised a list of similar questions related to the effectiveness of the Artists in 

Schools Program and consequent overseas studies have begun to examine a number of these 

questions [see Andrews, 2006; Burnard & White, 2008; Deasy, 2002; Eisner, 1974; Kind et 

al., 2007; Rabkin, 2012; Reeder, 2009; Seidel et al., 2009; Thomson et al.,2006; Upitis, 
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2006). These studies carry similar messages that although partnerships are often measured as 

successful: they are underpinned by problematic complexities; little understanding of the 

relational nature of artist-teacher learning exists; conflicting expectations between artists and 

educators abound and the reasons for such conflicts can be philosophical, pedagogical and or 

contextual; and issues of changing identity and power relations between teachers and artists, 

who are most often positioned as community outsiders, can create boundaries or assist to 

build social bridges (Coburn et al., 2008; Hellawell, 2006; Kerstetter, 2012; McCarthy et al.,   

2004; McNess, Arthur, & Crossley, 2015). 

Two further issues that conflict the arts particularly in the research field have been raised in 

these studies: (a) although there is “a growing recognition of the great share of arts 

instruction that teaching artists provide nationally” (Reeder, 2009, p. 14) the movement of a 

substantial number of teaching artists into the school environments has “mitigated but not 

reversed the decline” (Rabkin, 2012, p. 6) in arts-based educational opportunities for all 

students; and (b) conflicts exist with in the field itself in the appropriate directions of future 

research. A majority of the reviews, reports and articles available rely both quantitatively and 

qualitatively on early experimental studies and more recently on forms of measurement 

through surveys, interviews and less often observations. Reeder, (2009) states that her far 

reaching scan of teaching artist research “reveals interest in subtle and unique elements that 

cannot easily be measured” (p. 14). This concept is reflective of comments by Horowitz and 

Webb-Dempsey (2002) who question the need for “better-controlled experimental studies” 

(p. 110) to assist in the understanding of what the arts learning experience is for children (and 

by extrapolation their teachers). Instead they encourage research based on solid qualitative 

work, exploring processes of arts learning as a means of looking at both arts teaching and 

learning, simultaneously and separately, as both method and means: “[c]learly, qualitative 
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research is needed to build rich, meaningful descriptions of the processes and environments 

that promote arts learning” (p. 110).   

2.2.2 Artists in Australian Schools 

The voice less often heard in the research are the teachers, less still are the artists and perhaps 

rarely the others in school communities where these partnerships occur. These are the voices 

who can best present the meaningful descriptions of the processes and environments that 

promote the effective arts learning called for by policy makers. They are the voices who 

experience and respond to the problematic complexities and coal face challenges of 

classroom practice. Upitis (2011) elaborates on this theme suggesting that although arts 

partnerships can be highly successful, they can also be problematic, including the not 

uncommon resistance of schools and principals to “having “outside” artist-teachers involved 

directly in teaching their children” (p. 38) and the possibility of conflicting attitudinal 

responses from school communities to the presence of an artist such as a relinquishing of 

responsibility by teachers and administrators once an outside artist is introduced to take care 

of the arts. A number of studies that give voice to both teachers and artists involved in 

educational partnerships identify the potential complexities of such partnerships and provide 

a picture of commonalities in the successes and the challenges encountered when arts and 

education intersect (Bumgamer, 1994; Hall et al., 2007; Laaksonen 2011; Medan, 2002; 

Pringle, 2002).  

In her review Hunter (2005) lists a number of “perceived attributes of effective arts learning 

programs” (p. 34) drawn from six Australian studies that form aspects of the research, impact 

the program or are recommended for future study. They include: 

• Student-centered learning 

• Administrative support 
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• Integrated professional development

• Positive learning environment

• Authentic learning

• Artists as effective partners

• Adequate resources and financial support

Of these, administrative support in the form of practical, active and moral support from senior 

management and individual teachers is considered key. These aspects reflect findings by 

Bamford (2008) who identified a supportive teacher, enthusiastic school head, positive 

atmosphere in the school and willingness to be flexible and to take risks as key ingredients of 

a successful partnership, suggesting “the impact of a project is often greater if a member of 

staff with greater responsibility is in some way involved in the decision process (e.g. 

someone with a managerial role)” (p. 19). Chomley, (2005) agrees suggesting that at the 

outset of the relationship the partners need support, as “[s]ufficient attention to the initial 

planning and development of common goals cannot be underestimated” (p. 138) and then 

goes further: 

“Partnerships need ongoing support throughout all stages of a project or program, not 

just at the beginning. It is vital that the key people involved in the partnership have 

the opportunity and support to reflect, modify, and improve a program while it is in 

progress.” (p. 139) 

The concept of both initial and ongoing support resonates with the findings of Seidel et al., 

(2009) in three key areas; (a) achieving alignment across decision makers at the outset of a 

program is vital; (b) continuous reflection and discussion between decision makers is crucial 

to the life and success of the program; (c) partnerships consist of complex webs of decisions 
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and decisions makers that “always take considerable time and effort to build and sustain” (p. 

68).  

Research also indicates that for effective partnership to be developed and maintained artists 

must become effective partners. Hunter’s (2005) review of six Australian studies reports that 

effective artists: 

• are perceived by the students to be effective

• provide a clear and identifiable sequence that teachers can understand and follow

• become fully integrated into the school environment and

• teachers value working alongside professional artists, especially those who have

sustained experience in educational contests.

A study by Kind et al. (2007), found that when artists were positioned as teachers within a 

school-based program both artist and teacher could find the positioning problematic. The 

roles of artists and teachers were often viewed as distinct and oppositional placing artists and 

teachers at opposite ends of the spectrum in polarised roles that “complicated artist teacher 

partnerships, and placed both in a non‐generative tension rather than in relationship with each 

other” (p. 855). These issues are reportedly overcome by building good relationships through 

trust and rapport over an extended period of time. These two elements are highlighted in 

recent studies that suggest: the partners need time together at the outset of a partnership 

project or program to build trust between teacher and artist (Chomley, 2005); strategies to 

overcome initial challenges experienced by both artist and teacher “were developed through 

ongoing relationship-building” (Upitis, 2006, p. 64); the best teacher-artist partnerships 

developed over time as bonds of trust were formed (Kind et al., 2007); relationship building 

in collaborative partnerships occurred more often in programs that extended over a period of 

several years (Bamford, 2008; Sabol, 2010). Longer time frames are also highlighted in 

recommendations made by Hunter (2005) in the conduct of future research projects. Her 
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study suggested longer time frames would allow a more thorough investigation of the 

experience of all stakeholders to: (a) clarify what happens in artists-in-residency programs 

that could or could not be transferred into regular arts lessons and (b) to explore the impact of 

arts and education partnerships on the perception of the place of art in schools (p. 40).  

2.3 Summation and Implications 

The topic under investigation here focuses on the interactions between a professional artist 

and a school community in the implementation of a two year program of arts learning 

experiences within a primary school in southeast Queensland, Australia.  The study adopts an 

autoethnographic, narrative approach employing rich descriptions in word and image to 

present multiple voices in the creation of an intertextual image of a school community’s 

response to the role of arts learning experiences implemented across the artistic, social, and 

cultural canvas of a school providing opportunities for members of the community as in-

school decision makers to become co-constructors and collaborators.   

This investigation responds to the calls for an innovative research approach set within a 

longer time frame premised on the deeper rich descriptive interactions between artist and 

students, artist and teacher-aide, and artist, school administration and members of the school 

community.  The study explores aspects of the recognised gap between arts-based 

educational policy and practice through the lens of arts learning experiences as they impact 

on all decision makers in this school community. Detailed descriptions of classroom 

interactions between students, teacher-aide and artist provide insights into the prevailing 

oppositional stance of artist and educator while interactions of artist and the broader school 

community offer a wider view on the impact of arts-based partnerships linked to individual 

and community perceptions of the place of art in schools. 
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Plate 2 

The art of the a/r/tographer 

Acrylic paint, paper photocopy, modelling paste, graphite on canvas. 
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3 

3 Methodology and research design 

“Autoethnographic texts reveal the fractures, sutures and seams of self interacting 

with others in the context of researching lived experience” (Spry, 2001, p. 712).   

 

The overarching framework of an interpretivist paradigm within which this study sits is 

outlined in this chapter. The autoethnographic approach taken employing narrative inquiry to 

distil the data is then discussed, followed by a description of the a/r/tographic (Springgay et 

al., 2005) stance adopted to accommodate the separate yet overlapping roles of artist, teacher, 

and researcher. To accommodate the multi-dimensional multidirectional sources of data the 

Four Lenses framework designed by Seidel et al., (2009) was employed. This process is 

discussed along with its use as a filter and organiser in the presentation of data. The chapter 

concludes with an explanation and justification of the presentation manner of the intertextual 

image of a primary school presented in this study.   

3.1 Interpretivist paradigm 

Qualitative research is a situated activity. It locates the observer in the world and is governed 

by a “set of interpretive, material practices that make the world visible” (Denzin & Lincoln, 

2005, p. 3). Hathaway (1995) states that “[a]ll interpretive traditions generally share common 

assumptions about methodology, ontology and epistemology” (p. 544), that is, personal and 

theoretical assumptions that underpin their beliefs concerning the nature of knowledge, what 
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constitutes knowledge and how humans come to know (Burnard, 2006).  Of the four major 

interpretive paradigms that structure qualitative research, I position myself within the 

constructive-interpretivist framework which sees knowledge as subjective and constructed 

through a shared social system where the individual “constructs meaning based on the 

socially defined nature of that knowledge” (Pitsoe & Maila, 2013, p. 214). Consequently I 

have employed qualitative inquiry methods that focus on the socially constructed nature of 

reality; the intimate nature of relationship between the researcher and the researched; the 

contextual and situational limitations that impact on inquiry; and pursue answers to questions 

that “stress how social experience is created and given meaning” (Denzin & Lincoln, 2005, 

p.19).

Social constructivists who sit within the interpretivist paradigm hold assumptions related to 

how individuals seek to understand their day-to-day lives as they attempt to subjectively 

make meaning of their experiences.  The diversity and multiplicity of meaning leads the 

researcher to search for a range and complexity of views rather than narrowing meanings into 

relatively few categories. This supports the researcher’s intention “to make sense of or 

interpret the meanings others have about the world” (Creswell, 2009, p. 8). I align myself 

with these assumptions as I view reality as socially constructed, subjective, complex and 

constantly changing. In this context, as the researcher called on to be reflexively aware and 

explicit about the influential nature of “the assumptions and theories that underpin their 

work” (Burnard, 2006, p. 143), I described my own background, personal and cultural 

experiences in the prologue at the commencement of this thesis. 

Interpretivist studies are usually small scale and qualitative by nature. The prototypical 

qualitative study is ethnography where the researcher becomes immersed in the phenomenon 

being studied in order to “provide the reader with a series of significant, concrete details to 

give a depiction in enough detail to show that the author’s conclusion “makes sense” 
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(Firestone 1987, p. 19).  Tracy, (2010) proposes that hallmarks of high-quality qualitative 

research include a “rich complexity of abundance” in data (p. 841) provided through thick 

nuanced description and self-reflexivity, which she describes as “honesty and authenticity 

with one’s self, one’s research, and one’s audience” (p. 842). Thick rich descriptions emerge 

through the use of qualitative methodologies aligned with revealing the “multiple realities 

that are socially defined” (Firestone, 1987, p. 16). Tracy (2010) suggests such conventions 

include multivocality aligned to showing the complexity in the data through the presentation 

of multiple and varied voices, including that of the researcher herself, rather than “telling the 

reader what to think” (p. 843).  “Ethnographers should report their own voice in relation to 

others and explicate how they claim to know what they know … and …field notes should 

include self-reflexive commentary related to subjective feelings and sense making” (p. 842). I 

conducted a small scale study that involved one school community with a multiplicity of 

voices, including general staff, teachers, students, parents, community organisations, 

community artists and volunteers participating in a program of arts learning experiences over 

a two year period.  I sought to understand the process of interaction and response among this 

community of others in the situated context and cultural setting in which they lived their daily 

school lives. Intrinsic to this understanding of their responses was the impact of my own 

presence as an outsider, an artist/teacher/researcher. 

To investigate the phenomena in question, this study required a research process that would 

be flexible and evolutionary “in response to the lived realities encountered in the field 

setting” (Creswell, 2009, p. 13), one that also allowed for the inclusion of my own 

participant/researcher voice. I adopted an autoethnographic approach in this study as it is well 

suited to qualitative methodologies and embraces the interpretivist paradigm by combing 

both the autobiographical “I” and the ethnographical “other”. This approach seeks to 

understand cultural experience through describing and systematically analysing personal 
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experience as it opens a wider lens on the world offering alternative forms of writing that 

focus on a dialogical notion of self, voice and human consciousness. Ellis, Adams and 

Bochner (2011) explain that autoethnographers seek to produce aesthetic and evocative thick 

descriptions of personal and interpersonal experience by discerning patterns of cultural 

experience from collected data and then describe these patterns through “facets of 

storytelling, showing and telling and alterations of authorial voice” (p. 5). Such an approach 

works to reach wider and more diverse audiences by producing accessible texts that make 

cultural experience engaging while revealing meaningful personal experience. I draw on 

these elements in the design on this study acknowledging that the methodology is 

sympathetic to Barone’s (1995) arts based research notions of “metaphor-laden mode of 

language” (p. 175) and “narrative construction” (Barone, 2007, p. 454). I was also influenced 

by the views of Reed-Danahay (2009) who noted that autoethnography is adaptive as both 

method and methodology falling “squarely at the intersection of insider and outsider 

perspective” (p. 43) and raising “provocative questions about social agency and socio-

constraints” (p. 28).   

I acknowledge that autoethnography shares methodological borderlands with a number of 

interpretivist based theoretical frameworks complementing views held by Creswell, Hanson, 

Clark, Plano and Morales (2007, p. 238). Equally I share Denzin and Lincoln’s (2005) view 

that qualitative writers, as bricoluer-theorists may take stances or adopt certain perspectives 

within diverse, competing and overlapping interpretive paradigms in both research process 

and product. The position of methodological bricoleur is espoused here as it supports the 

large number of multifocal and multilayered research tasks, extending across interviewing, 

intensive self-reflection and introspection that are required in this investigative approach. 

Denzin and Lincoln, (2005) state: 
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“The product of the interpretive bricoleur’s labour is a complex, quilt like bricolage, a 

reflexive collage or montage—a set of fluid, interconnected images and 

representations. This interpretive structure is like a quilt, a performance text, a 

sequence of representations connecting the parts to the whole” (p. 6) 

These interconnected interpretivist practices laid the foundations of my own “quilt like 

bricoluer structure” (Denzin & Lincoln, 2005, p. 4) as I assumed the methodological stance 

of the a/r/tographer moving “beyond disciplinary boundaries…and…creating innovative 

junctures among art, education, and research” (Piantanida, McMahon & Garman, 2003, p. 

183).  The combination of multiple methodological practices, empirical materials, and 

perspectives in a single study is seen as a strategy that adds rigor, breadth, complexity, 

richness, and depth to this inquiry (Denzin & Lincoln, 2005, p. 5). 

Accordingly autoethnography and the attendant interdisciplinary methodologies of narrative 

and a/r/tography will be outlined below followed by descriptors of the Four Lenses 

framework (Seidel et al., 2009) employed in this study to distil, organise and filter the multi-

dimensional, multi-directional, multi-vocal sources of data evident in the presentation.     

3.2 Autoethnography  

Reed-Danahay (2009) describes autoethnography as an “umbrella term” (p. 30) that covers a 

catalogue of closely related terms including: narratives of the self, self-stories, first-person 

accounts, personal ethnography, reflexive ethnography, ethnographic memoir (Humphreys, 

2005) and narrative ethnography (Tedlock, 1991). Adams and Manning, (2015) consider 

autoethnography as both a research methodology and method of inquiry that combines 

techniques of doing autobiography with techniques of doing ethnography. Wall (2006) states 

that “methodology arises out of philosophy” (p. 10) and autoethnography as a methodology  

is “grounded in postmodern philosophy” connected to the “growing debate about reflexivity 
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and voice in social research” adding that autoethnography acknowledges the indissoluble link 

“between the personal and the cultural … and …makes room for nontraditional forms of 

inquiry” (p. 2).  Ellis et al., (2011) who note that to engage in autoethnography “an 

autobiographical author writes retroactively and selectively about experiences of the past and 

when researchers do ethnography they study a culture's relational practices, common values 

and beliefs, and shared experiences for the purpose of helping insiders (cultural members) 

and outsiders (cultural strangers) better understand the culture” (p. 3). Central to 

autoethnography is the researcher’s self-positioning at the centre of the investigation thus 

providing “a window through which the outside world is understood” (Eldridge, 2012, p. 72). 

Autoethnographies are based on stories, stories as constructs that allow people to make sense 

of their worlds and their lives (Ernst & Vallack, 2015) combining autobiographical 

techniques of recollection, reflexivity, and storytelling with practices of fieldwork, 

observation, acknowledgment of extant research and theories and ethnographical approaches 

of cultural participation and analysis (Humphreys, 2005). A report that “does not include 

many of these elements is not an autoethnography …which taken together allow … 

autoethnographers to create research texts and representations that appeal to non-academic 

audiences” (Adams & Manning, 2015, p. 360). Chang (2008) proposes that the 

autoethnographical approach differs from other self-narrative writings such as autobiography 

and memoir as it “emphasizes cultural analysis and interpretation of the researcher’s 

behaviors, thoughts, and experiences in relation to others in society” (p. 1) and argues that 

based on the triadic model created by Ellis and Bochner (2000) to illustrate the complexity of 

the autoethnographic nomenclature, “autoethnography should be ethnographical in its 

methodological orientation, cultural in its interpretive orientation, and autobiographical in its 

content orientation” (p. 1).   
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3.2.1 Features of Autoethnography 

Ellis and Bochner (2000) state that “[a]utoethnographers vary in their emphasis on the 

research process (graphy), on culture (ethno), and on self (auto)” and although researchers 

disagree on the precise boundaries of each category “[d]ifferent exemplars of 

autoethnography fall at different places along the continuum of each of these three axes” (p. 

740). Within the range of exemplars described by Ellis and Bochner (2000) reflexive 

ethnographies, native ethnographies, personal narrative and literary autoethnographies, the 

approach taken in this study is that of a self-reflexive ethnographer. It is one which focuses 

on a particular culture, that of a school community and uses my “own experiences in that 

culture reflexively to bend back on self and look more deeply on self and at self-other 

interactions” (p. 740). Bochner (2012) acknowledges that while autoethnographic works 

“range across a wide spectrum of multi-genre constructions” (p. 157) this complexity of the 

autoethnographic approach “shares a number of distinctive features” (p. 157) which are 

outlined in Table 1 below along with their application in this study. 

Table 1: The Five Features of Autoethnography (Bochner 2012, p. 158)  

Features of autoethnography Application in this research 
Use of first person voice making 
the author one of the objects of 
research, eschewing the 
conventional separation of 
researcher and subject. 

The first person voice is evident throughout the study. From 
the Prologue it traces my gradual shift from a focus on the 
other and the culture of the other to a focus on myself through 
the acknowledged positioning of insider-outsider evidenced 
through the inclusion of self-reflexive journal extracts in the 
body of the text and the of a/r/tographer   

Focuses on generalisation within 
a single case extended over time 
replacing the traditional focus on 
generalization across cases  

This narratively framed investigation was conducted in a 
single primary school community over a period of two years. 
The references to views of other authors and organising of the 
data via Seidel, et al’s (2009) Four Lenses framework provide 
a structure for generalisation within the situational context 
described.  

The text usually is presented as a 
story replete with a narrator, 
characterisation and storyline, 
fracturing the boundaries that 
traditionally separate social 
science from literature. 

Conversational and dialogical writing formats presented in 
vignettes evidence the voice of the researcher and of 
participants, without privileging either. Reflective passages 
that accompany the vignettes both present the telling and the 
showing of a storyline that characterises the 
artist/teacher/researcher as an outsider seeking understanding 
in and of a cultural community. 
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Emotional experiences are 
highlighted along with 
disclosures of hidden details of 
private life that challenges the 
rational actor model of social 
performance that dominates 
social science. 

Reflexive passages that intersect at specific points within the 
text highlight a number of emotional experiences I 
encountered as an artist, teacher and researcher. My position 
as outsider without authority or status resulted in feelings and 
frustrations that remained private in an environment of 
restricted conversation and dialogue between decision 
makers. These hidden details found a place of disclosure and 
discussion in the story telling and showing. 

Relationship experience is 
depicted in an episodic form that 
dramatises the motion of 
connected lives across the curve 
of time resisting the standard 
writing practice of portraying a 
relationship as a snapshot. 

The showing and telling of relational experiences through a 
series of vignettes organised via the framework of the Four 
Lenses (Seidel et al., 2009) dramatises the interconnection of 
participants and influences of decision makers across the 
community and the program over the two year research 
program.  

 

Adams and Manning (2015) describe autoethnography as a process that can help researchers 

achieve understandings the situations and contexts of their lives through the study of others as 

well as deep reflection of the self. It is viewed as a method that “emphasises particularity and 

personal experience” (p. 351). These authors identify it as a flexible and interdisciplinary 

methodology identifying four orientations of autoethnography that can often overlap in 

practice and “influence how a researcher understands, designs, and evaluates an 

autoethnographic project” (p. 353). These four orientations including emphasis, research 

techniques and presentation formats are described in Table 2 followed by examples of their 

application in research studies.               

Table 2: The Four Orientations of Autoethnography (Adams & Manning, 2015). 

Orientation Emphasis Research techniques Presentation Format 
Social-scientific or 
“analytic 
autoethnographies” 
(Anderson, 2006) 

Use personal experience 
provides interpretive 
context for the work and 
to frame interview data, 
fieldwork experiences, 
findings, and conclusions. 

Concerned with: 
systematic data 
collection, coding 
procedures, issues of 
biases validity and 
generalisability and 
triangulation. 

Text based. 
Resembles 
traditional research 
reports of: 
introduction, 
literature review, 
methodology, 
findings, and 
discussion. 
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Interpretive 
humanistic  

Foregrounds the use of 
meaning making in 
personal experiences to 
facilitate an understanding 
of cultural expectations 
and experience 

Embraces the 
ethnographic tenet of 
thick description, 
employing research 
techniques of 
interview, fieldwork 
and participant 
observation as sole 
or secondary focus of 
a project 

Text based, layered 
format. 

Critical 
autoethnographies 
informed by feminist, 
queer and postcolonial 
values and sensibilities 

Often use personal 
experience to surface 
contentious and unjust 
cultural values, practices 
and experiences dealing 
with oppression or 
systemic instances of 
harm. 

Postmodernist 
sensibilities – 
polyvocal without 
one voice being 
privileged over 
another. 

Text based: 

 

Evocative 
autoethnographic 
accounts or “creative-
artistic 
autoethnographies” 

Emphasise storytelling 
techniques such as 
narrative voice, character 
development and dramatic 
tension. 

Provide accounts of 
personal or cultural 
experience as “in the 
business of storying 
lives” Creative-
artistic approach 
assuming research 
questions and 
findings emerge 
through the creative 
process. 

Avoids traditional 
research report 
formatting in an 
effort to appeal to 
non-academic 
audiences embraces a 
variety of arts based 
representational 
forms and media. 

 

In one or more of its orientations, autoethnography has been employed in combination with a 

range of other methodologies and theoretical frameworks to address a range of issues. Pitard 

(2016) used autoethnographic styled vignettes in a phenomenological study as a constructive 

method for the in-depth research of her teacher-student relationship with a group of Timor-

Leste vocational educational professionals. In an inquiry that focused on researcher identity 

Huang (2015) conceptualised autoethnography as a space where researcher's personal and 

professional identities constantly evolve and interact. In a study related to racial 

representations on reality television Boylorn (2008) weaves autoethnographic reflection with 

research about representations of Black women on television using layered account 
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methodology that “allows the marginalised voice to speak for itself” (p. 414) by turning the 

ethnographic gaze inward on itself. Fung (2016) integrates autoethnographical and 

phenomenological approaches in the analysis of two intertwining narratives, music and 

medicine, incorporating evocative text, dramatic narratives and musical presentations as she 

explored the phenomenon of divorce. Autoethnography as a central method authorship is 

increasingly evident in the fields of education and art. Jago (2008) employed emotional 

introspection to craft stories as she explored the central role of emotion in learning 

relationships and layered personal accounts of her learning experiences with analytical 

discussions of pedagogical theory and practice. Brooks and DinanThomson (2015) used an 

autoethnographic approach within a framework of Place and Placelessness inviting readers to 

enter the world of a specialist Physical Education teacher to observe and respond to its social 

and cultural practices. Eldridge (2012) used the medium of collage to create a form of 

reflexive prompt in the process of doing what she referred to as visual autoethnography as 

she teased apart personal and cultural complexities encountered as a visual art educator in a 

public elementary school. Central to this study was her process of self-awareness, personal 

reflection and introspection using tools of collage, metaphor and expanded narrative to re-

conceptualise parts of her professional teaching life. Eldgridge (2012) claimed her “visual 

autoethnography” (p.71) as a form of arts-based educational research which broadened 

traditional research paradigms and allowed for wide-ranging and participatory dialogues 

(Finley, 2003). Recalling her pain and confusion of being both “an outsider” and an “insider 

with different experiences”, (p. 271) as a health worker in Vanuatu, Scott-Hoy (2003) 

employed what she conceived as an artistic evocative autoethnographic approach, as both 

process and product, to answer the question “what is the experience of cross-cultural health 

work like?” (p. 270). Taking a self-reflexive stance and inviting the reader to be privy to the 
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process of creating the oil painting she added a new dimension to her understanding of her 

experiences of self and other.  

In the methodological approach of this study it is important to reflect on the words of Ellis 

and Bochner (2000) with respect to the emphasis given to the research process of positioning 

of my artist/researcher self as central to the investigation. The intention of this study is to 

present the voice of the artist within the experiential cultural context of arts based interactions 

with a school community.  The autoethnographic research method chosen allows flexibility 

for the researcher to take up, or emphasise through their research, a particular position along 

the axes of process (graphy), culture (ethno), and self (auto) without infringing “precise 

boundaries” (Ellis & Bochner, 2000, p. 740) along a particular axis. 

I consciously positioned my a/r/tographic self at the centre of the investigation (Eldridge, 

2012) as a place from which to amplify the voice of the artist. A voice which is seldom heard 

amidst those of principals, teachers and students presented in the literature related to arts 

based education (Klopper & Power, 2010; Lawrence Lightfoot & Hoffman Davis, 1997; 

Lemon & Garvis, 2013; Perso et al., 2011; McCarthy et al., 2004; Sabol, 2010). When the 

artist’s voice is heard it is often a re-representation through observations by and interviews 

with the researcher undertaking the study (Bamford, 2008; Kind et al., 2007; Thomson et al., 

2006).  The strength of the autoethnographic approach lies in its ability to bring the voice of 

the artist forward whilst also reporting the voices heard by the a/r/tographer. As a/r/tographer 

positioned in the centre of the study I recognise a certain privilege in reflectively sharing 

voices of others and in doing so I also recognise the limitations of autoethnography. Primarily 

the limitation of the methodology is that the actual voices of others are not the focus of the 

study. Although the voices of others are present in the context of community and participants 

in the design of the study they will not be directly captured. As such the chosen 
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autoethnographic approach has on flowing limitations in respect of member checking or 

reflections on voices presented in the text from members of the school community.  

The concern of the autoethnographic approach in this study is as a process to assist the 

researcher and by extension the reader achieve understandings of contextualised lived 

experiences when an artist and a school community intersect. This process takes place 

through the study of others and a deep reflection of self, in this instance the a/r/tographic self 

at the centre of the investigation.   

The investigative process employed in this study embraced an overlay of orientational 

techniques including participant observation and thick descriptions of the interpretive-

humanistic approach layered with the storytelling accounts of personal and cultural 

experiences of the evocative, creative-artistic approach. The product however utilises the 

analytical autoethnography structural format of a traditional text based research report 

including introduction, literature review, methodology, findings and discussions overlaid with 

creative-artistic intersections in the less traditional forms of text based vignettes and self-

reflexive, image based artistic investigations. Thus the thesis culminates in an intertextual 

image, a portrait of the interactions of an artist and a school community. Rambo’s (1995) 

argument for a layered account format influenced my approach in the intertextual 

representation of this autoethnography account. In this context a layered account is “a 

postmodern ethnographic reporting technique that embodies a theory of consciousness and a 

method of reporting in one stroke” (p. 396). A layered attitude to conveying my own 

autographical journey is considered appropriate to accommodate the a/r/tographic stance 

taken to access and account for my situated and bounded identities as artist, teacher and 

researcher that “converge, blur, and separate as I write” (p. 369). Layered accounts draw on 

multiple points of view presenting them to the reader as images of lived experience. The 

layering of accounts offers an “impressionistic sketch” rather than the traditional fixed 
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narrative form, offering readers layers of experience that invites entry into perhaps familiar 

spaces to construct their own interpretation of the writer's narrative. This process is thought to 

be highly relevant to this study that seeks to gather responses from across a school 

community.  In alternative narrative forms such accounts seek to represent and produce for 

the reader, “a continuous dialectic of experience” that emerges from the multitude of 

reflexive voices. A multivocality that simultaneously “produce and interpret a text” providing 

the reader with as many ''ways of knowing" as possible (Rambo, 1995, p. 397). I exploit a 

number of concepts purported by Rambo, (1995) in this layered autoethnographical account. I 

present visual images and textual passages in the form of critical art making and text based 

vignettes interjected with passages of responsive self-introspection drawn from my daily 

journaling. These reflexive passages are consciously positioned in the body of the text at 

particular junctures to provide the reader with evocative responses to the situations that arose 

particularly at moments of tension, challenge or confusion. Like a quilter who returns again 

and again to the artefact of her obsession, constructing a substantive foundation, considering 

composition, selection, placement balance, stitching together the images that allow the story 

to unfold, mindful that each stitch, each thread, each image chosen and created will also 

expose the quilter’s private predilections revealing her personal aesthetic to the public gaze.  

Autoethnography gives the reader access to both the emic and etic positons of self in 

relationship to other encountered by this a/r/tographer on the insider-outsider journey by 

exploring lived experiences retold through vignettes, self-reflexive text based passages, 

references to theory based practices and representations of art works created during critically 

reflexive inquiries of a/r/tographic selves. To make sense of these experiences and deal with 

situations of uncertainty, instability and conflicts of value I used reflective art practices to 

surface, criticise, restructure and prompt further understanding and actions (Bergmann 

Lichtenstein, 2000). 
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3.3 Narrative Inquiry  

 
As a qualitative and multi-layered method of inquiry narrative discursively embraces and 

distils multiple ways of representing lived experiences (Craig, 2009; Clandinin, 2006; 

Eldgridge, 2012). As an artist I am interested in telling stories of experience through the 

images and installations I create, therefore I consider my art work to be artistically narrative 

in nature. My experiences as an arts educator created certainties, doubts and curiosities about 

the nature of art based educational practices, particularly in primary education. And as a 

researcher I want to understand how the implementation of art based endeavours is 

experienced by primary educators and school communities given the milieu of policy 

directives and encultured practices that currently prevail. Clandinin and Rosiek (2007) frame 

narrative primarily as a way of thinking about the phenomenon of experience and narrative 

inquiry as a study of the experience as story: “[n]arratives are the form of representation that 

describes human experience as it unfolds through time” (p. 9). Ellis et al., (2011) note that 

narrative ethnographies refer to texts presented in the form of stories incorporating the 

ethnographer's experiences into the ethnographic descriptions and analysis of others. In this 

context narrative represents an ideal methodology valued for its “unique potential for 

revealing complexities within personal stories of schooling and education” (Barone, 2010, p. 

149). Clandinin and Rosiek (2007) argue narrative inquiry is the study of experience as story 

and as a methodology entails a particular view of experience as the phenomenon under study. 

A view that unfolds in “the borderland spaces between various forms of inquiry … in which 

distinctions between methodologies become blurred and difficult to identify” (p. 49). Arguing 

in favour of a Deweyan view of experience these authors propose the most defining feature of 

narrative inquiry “is the study of experience as it is lived” (p. 49). This argument found 

common ground with the phenomenon under investigation in this study as it inquiries into the 

experience of and response by members of a school community to a program of arts learning 
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experiences and their role as co-constructors of those learning experiences with an artist 

outsider. This inquiry is unpicked and unpacked within the specific concrete, physical, and 

topological boundaries of place, that is, the school environment where the shared experiences 

of artist/researcher and community members has taken place. The centrality of place within 

narrative focuses not only on “individuals' experiences but also on the social, cultural, and 

institutional narratives within which individuals' experiences are constituted, shaped, 

expressed, and enacted” (Clandinin & Rosiek, 2007, p. 13). In my narrative travels through 

the qualitative post-modernist methodological borderland regions of shared philosophical and 

scholarly influence, I acknowledge the possibilities of tensions and disagreements as I stay 

“open to the complexities, contradictions, and enigmas” (p. 47).  

Interwoven within the narrative borderlands traversed in this study run the interdisciplinary 

methodological threads of autoethnography, a/r/tography and narrative approaches emergent 

in the field of arts based educational research. Barone (2010) notes narrative research is a 

traditional practice that as a field of research has found a “healthy maturation” valued for its 

“unique potential for revealing complexities within personal stories of schooling and 

education” (p. 149). He also suggests that the aim of “researcher-storytellers is not to seek 

certainty about correct perspectives on educational phenomena but to raise significant 

questions about prevailing policy and practice that enrich an ongoing conversation” (Barone 

2007, p. 466).  As shown by Scott-Hoy’s (2003) autoethnographic study such stories and 

storytelling emerge through a confluence of text and image. Autoethnography is not a neutral 

impersonal and objective research stance rather it is an approach “that acknowledges and 

accommodates subjectivity, emotionality, and the researcher's influence on research” (Ellis et 

al., 2011, p. 2).  It draws attention to how art can be used not only as a mode of representation 

but as a mode of inquiry, a research methodology, and a narrative practice particularly in the 

field of arts based educational research. I also paid heed to Spry’s (2001) notion that 
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“performing autoethnography allows the author to position herself as active agent with 

narrative authority” (p. 711) and agree with Bochner and Ellis (2003) as they argue for the 

legitimacy of using art making as a mode of narrative inquiry to produce knowledge and 

contribute to human understanding (p. 506). Therefore narrative in both text and image was 

identified as an appropriate fit for this investigation into the responses and storied interactions 

of my a/r/tographic selves and a community of others. 

3.4 The stance of the a/r/tographer 

A/r/tography is described as an “enacted living inquiry” (Springgay et al., 2005, p. 899), a 

process of inquiry “that lingers in the liminal spaces between a(artist) and r(researcher) and 

t(teacher)” (p. 902). This process involves a doubling of the visual and textual “wherein the 

two complement, extend, refute, and/or subvert one another” (p. 900) emphasising 

divergence and revealing further complexities of interrelatedness inherent in the shifting 

nature of these roles rather than creating artificial boundaries of categorisation. I entered this 

dynamic process to engage, provoke, trouble, open and explore a situational context through 

the “uncertain forms of inquiry and representation” of art/image and text/word (La Jervic & 

Springgay, 2008, p. 71). These authors suggest such forms of inquiry open up “the in-

between … the liminal spaces of art making, researching and teaching and the multiplicity of 

identities such as artist, researcher and teacher” (p. 71) that act to displace meaning. Leavy 

(2012) supports this view, arguing “meanings are never static” (p. 8) and without privileging 

either, the a/r/tographer “merges images and texts to open up and create new meanings” (p. 

7). In what she refers to as “marriage of “texts” in different mediums” (p. 7) Leavy (2012) 

explains the process as a blending of different ways of knowing that act to create multiple 

meanings which are then reflected and refracted back to both artist and to audience. This 

approach is supported by Sinner, Leggo, Irwin, Gouzouasis and Grauer, (2006) who propose 

a/r/tography as an ongoing inquiry through art-making and writing, “not separate or 
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descriptive of one another but rather working together as a process to create new 

understandings” (p. 240).  “Meaning is not simply waiting there to be consumed” says Leavy 

(2012, p. 8) “meanings are built as we”… artist, researcher and reader … “reflect and engage 

with a/r/tographical renderings” (p. 8). This attitude aligns with Barone’s (2001a) support for 

a research proclivity “to endow features of our experience with more than a single meaning” 

…to uncover … “alternative, perhaps conflicting interpretations of the phenomena under 

scrutiny” (p. 24). A/r/tography plays a part in setting up the conditions for interdisciplinary 

ways of knowing as it is seen by Irwin (2013) as a form of practice-based research within the 

arts and education integrating  “a research inquiry, a pedagogical strategy and a creative 

activity” (p. 201). Detlefsen (2012) argues that a/r/tography “invites such multiplicities of 

understanding to come together to explore the parts to the whole experience” (p. 73) through 

a process of vacillation between intimacy and distance in much the same way as Eisner 

(2002) describes the relational process of visual analysis-synthesis involved in moving close 

to a painting to see the details of the part and then moving back to understand how those 

nuances influence the whole. 

The stance of the a/r/tographer is a central methodological positioning in this inquiry into the 

lived experiences of my art, teacher, researcher selves and a school community of others. 

Crucially such a position gives voice to a multiplicity of perspectives, including my own via 

my first person researcher voice and provides “a meaningful exchange between the producers 

and consumers of social research” (Leavy, 2012, p. 8). This positioning draws on an 

understanding of a/r/tography as an interdisciplinary approach, not as a patchwork of 

different methodologies, but as a methodology in its own right, “as a loss a shift or a rupture 

where in absence, new courses of action unfold” (Springgay et al., 2005, p. 898).  These 

authors argue that loss, grief and rupture are foundational concepts for a/r/tography creating 

openings, displacing meaning and creating “presence through absence that become tactile, 
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felt and seen” (p. 898). These concepts of rupture, displaced meaning and grief surfaced and 

fractured the relationship of my own a/r/tographic selves as disruptive questions and doubts 

arose between my artist, researcher and teacher selves, between what it meant to be an artist 

and what it meant to be a teacher of art in this classroom setting, and how a researcher self 

observed and reflected the self. My lived experience with the Connell State School 

community ruptured hitherto internally accepted notions of self-identity and the agentive role 

and place of an artist and art teacher in an educational community. It also called into question 

the agency and positional influence of my researcher self with respect to the internal 

alignment between my artist self and teacher self.  

A/r/tography is a living practice; a life writing, life creating experience into the 

personal, political, and professional aspects of one’s life. The process pays attention 

to memory, identity, autobiography, reflection, meditation, storytelling, interpretation, 

and/or representation. In this way artists/researchers/teachers expose their living 

practices in evocative ways as a means to inquire in the world through a process of art 

making and writing (Springgay et al., 2005, p. 903). 

Springgay et al., (2005) argue that a/r/tography’s interdisciplinarity success rests with a 

methodology “based in concepts rather than methods”.  They describe such concepts as 

“flexible, dynamic, intersubjective locations” (p. 898) that invite close analysis through a 

creative process when engaging in a relational aesthetic inquiry into arts-based educational 

phenomena. Applying the term “renderings” (p. 899) to the enacted analysis of related 

concepts Springgay et al., (2005) identify six renderings to guide the analysis. They also 

caution that such renderings should not be read as descriptors, criteria or even as a method 

per se. Each rendering is not perceived as an isolated event rather each is formed in relation 

with one another through the act of inquiry. Thus they offer “possibilities of engagement 

…as…theoretical spaces through which to explore artistic ways of knowing and being 
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research” (p. 899). A/r/tography embraces an understanding of intersubjectivity, a research 

orientation that provides a thoughtful amplification and extension of the two modes of self 

interrogation in deep acts of engagement through word and image making, forcing 

understandings to evolve and sharing personal discourse with the reader.  An explanation of 

the six renderings and their application in this study are summerised in Table 3 below. 

Table 3:  The six renderings of a/r/tography. (Springgay et al., 2005, p. 899) 

Rendering Explanation Application in this research 

Contiguity 
A confluence of art and graphy, or 
image and word as a contiguous 
methodology where interweaving 
threads of theory, practice, and poesis 
are not separate and distinct but 
contiguous allowing for deeper 
understandings to emerge with time. 

I provide the reader with extracts – 
written passages and thumbnail 
sketches - from my reflective journal 
and art making images to reveal my 
discomforts feelings, ambiguities, the 
“frayed edges” and blurred 
experiences as I struggled to find a 
textual place for myself, my doubts 
and uncertainties within the cultural 
milieu of others. 

Living Inquiry 
A/r/tography is a thoughtful, enacted 
way of knowing and being, a living 
inquiry that forces understanding to 
evolve through acts of deep 
engagement. 

Accepting that understanding of our 
selves is constituted through 
experience I adopted an a/r/tography 
stance with a desire to make sense 
and create meaning out of difficult 
and complex questions that I felt 
could not be answered in 
straightforward or linear text based 
tellings. 

Metaphor and 
Metonymy 

A/r/tography in its interdisciplinary 
form exposes the dissolution of the 
boundary between the “creative” and 
the “theoretical.” Acknowledging that 
between metaphor and metonymy 
there exists an intertwined relationship 
in which meaning un/does itself.  

I adopted the metaphor and 
metonymy of quilt and quilt maker to 
reflect the interdisciplinary 
methodologies woven into this 
research, my artistic background in 
fibre arts and assemblage, and  
researcher self as I physically, 
intellectually and aesthetically 
understood response to shifts in 
awareness as entanglements, tensions, 
openings, unstitching’s and 
relationships that form and undo each 
other. 

Openings 
As a practice of meaning making, 
a/r/tography relies on a multiplicity of 
perceptions held between and within 
sensual and textual ways of knowing.  

The quilt metaphor personified a 
tangential partnership between my 
artist self and researcher self 
providing an opening that allowed me 
to understand experiences in sensual 
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Openings are invitations that leave 
room for encounters between artist/ 
researcher/teacher and reader/viewer 
entangling experience(s). 

and a visual/textual way. To consider 
both ‘the golden thread’ and fabric 
threads as extensions of this metaphor 
created a means of understanding 
a/r/tography by expounding the 
meaning of “openings” as invitations 
rather than as threats. 

 

A/r/tography acknowledges the practices of artists, researchers and educators as places of 

inquiry. Such practices may involve a range of activities at the centre of research, for 

example the customary approaches to art making and creative rituals as well as a subjective 

position of intuitiveness and responsiveness. In this context the word practices, rather than 

methods is used because the arts based practices of artists and educators and their forms of 

inquiry inform the process of doing research. By contrast, the term methods suggest a more 

traditional research orientation that involves “data generation techniques and procedures, the 

selection of data sources, sampling and a sequential step by step approach to inquiry” (Sinner 

et al., 2006, p. 1229). 

In this study the process of visual journaling as a source for ongoing theoretical and artistic 

reflexive practices was essential to understanding questions that arose in the process of a 

qualitative, interpretivist orientated inquiry. Piantanida et al., (2003) note that “working 

within such generative spaces …carries a risk for potential misunderstanding” (p. 185). To 

counter this possible risk I drew on Sullivan (2006) who argued “the task of the art writer is 

to produce work that is grounded in evidence that justifies the questions raised and supports 

the claims made” (p. 80); and Sinner et al., (2006) who claim that as a form of “inductive 

research, arts based educational inquiry utilizes the elements, processes, and strategies of 

artistic and creative practices in scholarly investigation” (p.1234). Sullivan (2006) states that 

the “status of knowledge production in the visual arts remains a vexed question for many” (p. 

27) and for art practice to be considered research, “artist-theorists need to engage directly 

with theoretical concerns that can be investigated in studio contexts” (Sullivan, 2004, p. 98).  
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Describing the way visual arts knowledge is framed, encountered, critiqued and created 

during research as “understanding practice” Sullivan, (2004) defines four visual arts research 

practices: understanding practices, reflexive practices, post discipline practices, and visual 

systems practices noting that although not definitive these “are additional means by which 

visual arts practitioners can respond to issues of theory and practice through research” (p. 95). 

Of these four reflexive practices lay at the heart of my autoethnographic approach and 

a/r/tographic stance. Sullivan (2004) describes reflexive practice, as a research activity that 

employs different methods to “work against” existing theories and practices offering “the 

possibility of seeing phenomena in new ways” (p. 100) and identifies four reflexive practices 

that were key in the inquiry process of this study. The explanations and applications of these 

practices are detailed in Table 4 below. 

Table 4: The four reflexive practices (Sullivan, 2004, p. 101). 

Practice Description Application 
Self-reflexive An inquiry process directed by 

personal interests and creative 
insight – also informed by 
discipline knowledge and 
research expertise  

Transparent understanding via 
personal experience in and knowledge 
of the field to “see through” existing 
data, texts, and contexts promotes 
openness to alternative concepts and 
options. 

Reflection On data to review conceptual 
strategies and consider other 
approaches 

A meta-analytic practice revealed in 
the presentation of a plurality of 
voices through direct dialogue in 
vignettes, self-reflective journal 
extracts and reinterpreted stories. 

Dialogue A plausibility of an 
interpretation of research 
findings via the capacity of the 
reflexive researcher to openly 
dialogue with the information.  

The reader is made privy to the 
dialectic exchange between research 
and the researched to reveal the 
significance of meaning making.   

Question The content and contexts of 
problematic situations are 
revealed within settings through 
the process of questions.  

Issues driving the inquiry identified 
problems and also opened up areas 
whereby as one of the participants I 
became responsive to potential 
change. 
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In this study the intention of theory and practice were transformed by the a/r/tographic 

approach from “stable abstract systems” into fluid spaces of “exchange, reflexivity, and 

relationality” (Irwin, 2013, p. 199). I engaged in art making processes which informed 

ongoing conversations not bounded by existential time and place or theoretical conventions 

that became openings to new ways of seeing and understanding. A studio practice of visual 

art based research with references to theoretical concepts emerged through the use of a visual 

journal as a repository for both written and image based recordings that involved moving 

reflexively back-and-forth “between experiencing and examining a vulnerable self and 

observing and revealing the broader context of that experience” (Ellis, 2007, p. 14). 

3.4.1 Reflexivity and the visual journal. 

La Jevic and Springgay (2008) argue that visual journaling can be “understood as an interface 

of textual and visual thoughts that facilitates a process” (p. 86); a process that involves both 

text and image enabling the artist/researcher to respond in multiple ways to uncover the many 

layers of experience embed in everyday life. Accordingly a/r/tography “allows these 

experiences to matter, to be examined and questioned in multiple ways” (p. 72). Further these 

authors suggest visual journal entries also illustrate the artist/researchers’ agency in 

“determining what is to be studied, what methods of inquiry are necessary or valid, and the 

intersections between critical reflection and daily life” (p. 86). This is a way “to “do 

research” that is creative, embodied, and open to difference” (La Jevic & Springgay, 2008, p. 

79).   

In this study such reflexive investigations unfolded in the methodologically blurred 

borderlands that flowed between modes of arts-informed research (Cole & Knowles, 2008) 

and an arts-based educational research inquiry tradition “that reaches beyond disciplinary 

boundaries—creating innovative junctures among art, education, and research” (Piantanida et 

al., 2003, p. 182). Through such junctures a/r/tographers rerepresent their questions, 
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practices, emergent understandings, and creative analytic texts in a process of integrating 

“knowing, doing, and making through aesthetic experiences that convey meaning rather than 

facts” (Springgay et al., 2005, p. 899). As an a/r/tographer I employed practices of an artist 

and a researcher to make meaning, to change meaning, and to understand meaning as I 

questioned the content and context of my insider-outsider relationship with the school 

community. I consciously created conversations and debated issues with my a/r/tographic 

selves through creating, exploring and analysing self-made images and re-imagined words to 

develop understandings rather than merely make visual and textual representations. 

Richardson (2000) considers textual representations in the form of writing as a method of 

inquiry and a “way of knowing – a method of discovery and analysis … although … it 

departs from standard social science practices” (p. 923). As an additional research practice, 

particularly to aid the process of self-reflexivity, but also to open conversations into 

alternative concepts and options I drew on Richardson’s (2000) approach of writing “in 

different ways” to openly dialogue with the information in efforts to discover new aspects of 

the topic and my relationship to it.  Writing in the context of the visual journaling process is 

viewed “as a dynamic, creative process” (p. 924) that allows a number of forms of writing to 

be employed in this study.  These forms of writing process and written product echo 

Richardson’s (2000) creative analytic ethnographic practices that circumvent conventional 

analytical procedures, metaphors and writing format granting the author opportunities to learn 

what might have been “unknowable and unimaginable” (p. 931) about themselves and their 

topics of research. Barone (2001a) refers to a similar concept as an aesthetic design element 

in arts-based research texts in the form of “contextualized and vernacular "everyday" forms 

of language” and expressive rhetorical strategies or devices such as metaphors that heighten 

ambiguity as they “suggest rather than state meaning” (p. 25). The use of metaphor is an 

acknowledged form of exploration in both text and image as a way to negotiate, open up and 
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create new meanings and imaginings text and image are merged in the a/r/tographic process 

without privileging either form (Hannigan, 2012). Metaphor performs several tasks in 

autoethnographic writing and is also used textually, visually and methodologically in 

autoethnographic texts (Ball, 2008; Eldridge 2012; Rambo, 2005; Wall, 2006). Richardson 

(2000) states that metaphors: carry a “truth-value” code that works to structure “the 

theoretical actions taken by the researcher” (p. 927) and act as a literary device that allows 

“the experiencing and understanding of one thing in terms of another” (p. 926) aimed at 

making “a connection to the reader which can help him or her to think and reflect about his or 

her own experiences” (Mendez, 2013, p. 284). I resonate with the metaphoric and metonymic 

choice of quilt and quilt-maker as this metaphor emulates in a theoretical methodological 

sense my experiences as a textile artist and a teacher of textile art. I have witnessed the 

conversation and process of communication that occurs with, in and through the creation of a 

quilt. Ball (2008) explains that the quilt offers both the academic and the general audience “to 

explore the creation of a social text” (p. 365). They become “a communicative expressive 

form … that …represents social experiences …and … contains complex stories and 

meanings” (p. 365) thus offering, in this study, a vicarious experience of educational 

storytelling (Barone, 1995, p. 174). The pieces, size shape colour texture represent virtual 

characters each with a story inside the story of the artistic endeavours implemented in their 

school community.  Although a quilt is a linear representation, it presents a plurality of 

voiced images and the voices of each of the characters open to conversations with the 

audience. Like Barone (1995) the elements of the design employed in researching and writing 

this educational story were deliberately chosen with the metaphor of the quilt as a 

“controlling insight” (p. 175). 

Metaphoric quilts are textually constructed in much the same way as they are in a textile 

form. They represent a “story-within-a-story format” (p. 175). Participants, including myself, 
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create individual quilt blocks from a variety of “materials” (Ball, 2008) available to them in 

the situated context. Each block tells their own story; some individuals may make several 

blocks, as an a/r/tographer I make different blocks with different textures, colours, shapes and 

threads that tell different stories about my selves and my experiences.  Making each block 

creates a space, a journey, an opportunity, an opening.  Making the quilt creates movement, 

interaction and prompts thinking in non-linear ways.  It can become a process of deep 

knowing (Ball, 2008, p. 366). Each block tells a story and the researcher as quilter, as an 

educational storyteller (Barone 1995) looking for new ways to represent her experiences 

collects opens and explores these storied blocks as social texts.  Then the researcher as artist 

and quilter stitches them together with question threads into a collective narrative and quilts 

the work onto a secure academic backing in order to validate the process and re-present the 

social text to an engaged audience.  In this way the pages of my visual journal became blocks 

drawn together by threads of theory, practice and reflexivity distilled into an essence of 

understanding.  

3.5 The Four Lenses Framework 

The Four Lenses framework was developed by Seidel et al., (2009) in a study focusing on 

understanding dimensions of quality in arts education, specifically the dimension of the 

quality of the learners experience in an educational setting (p. l). Their report found a number 

of key issues related to good quality arts learning experiences that include: the simultaneous 

serving of multiple purposes; the importance of foundational decisions, such as who will 

teach the arts and where will they be taught; decision makers and the decisions made at all 

levels affect the quality of the experience; reflection and dialogue are important at all levels; 

and quality revels itself in-the-room through four different lenses. Seidel et al., (2009) 

propose that each of the lenses: environment, pedagogy, student learning, and community 

dynamics, focuses on identified features of the experience in the setting itself. 
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Reflection and dialogue were identified as key to the essential alignment of ideas among 

decision makers and the identification and utilisation of the four lenses provided the tools that 

could be employed by individuals, groups or organisations to assist in achieving the required 

alignment. Their study provides a range of experiential elements that would become visible if 

you opened the door onto a classroom, studio or rehearsal hall looking for markers of quality 

(p. 8). Given the range and multiplicity of markers that indicate quality experiences and 

notwithstanding the possibility of overlap, particularly in social sphere and relationship 

dynamics, these authors specify that the four lenses focus on the same experience, but each 

bring a different dimension into view.   

Seidel et al., (2009) caution against utilising the lenses with their respective and overlapping 

elements as a checklist instead arguing that they provide a “provocation to think both broadly 

deeply about the elements that might matter most in a particular educational setting” (p. 29). 

It is in this vein that the four lenses framework was employed as a scaffold to analyse, distil 

and make meaning of the data in this study.  

The Four Lenses defined by Seidel et al., (2009) are outlined in Table 5 below. 
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Table 5: Four Lenses Framework (Seidel et al., 2009). 

Lens Focus  Identified elements 
Environment The lens of environment focuses on 

concrete elements such as the physical 
space of the classroom, the materials 
and physical resources available, and 
the kind of time students are given to 
engage in arts learning. 

Functional and aesthetic space and 
materials 
The arts occupy a central place in the 
physical environment 
Sufficient time for authentic artistic 
work 

Pedagogy The lens of pedagogy focuses on how 
teachers conceive of and practices their 
craft – how they conceptualize the 
teacher-student relationship, and how 
they design and implement instruction. 

Authenticity 
Modelling artistic processes, inquiry, 
and habits 
Participation in the learning 
experience 
Making learning relevant and 
connected to prior knowledge 
Intentionality, flexibility, and 
transparency 

Student learning The lens of learning focuses on what 
students are actually doing in the 
classroom – the kinds of projects and 
tasks in which they are involved and 
the character of their engagement. 

Engagement 
Purposeful experiences creating or 
engaging with works of art 
Emotional openness and honesty 
Experimentation, exploration, and 
inquiry 
Ownership 

Community 
dynamics 

The lens of community dynamics 
reveals the nature of the social 
relationships in the classroom, 
including relationships among students 
themselves, between students and 
teachers and teachers and other adults. 

Respect and trust among all 
participants, along with a belief in 
student capacities 
Open communication 
Collaboration 

 

The use of a scaffold was considered appropriate to both define each element and 

demonstrate overlapping relationships and interactions of decision makers across this 

educational milieu. Each of the elements identified through the Four Lenses provided both 

boundaries and focused openings that acted as a filter to organise the data generated in the 

multilayered, multidirectional and “complex web of actors and actions that undergird …arts 

learning experiences” (Seidel et al., 2009, p. 49).  The elements viewed through each lens 

provided opportunities to suspend my own taken-for-granted views and assumptions of artist-

as-teacher and observe evolving themes that emerged for the artist-as-researcher and artist-as-

outsider. The fluidity of narrative inquiry coupled with reflective inquiry permitted 
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opportunities to branch out in many directions in order to follow the story (Craig, 2009).  

Through this reflective and evolving process the lenses were adapted to view art based 

learning experiences implemented in a school community with the artist-as-artist and the 

artist-as-outsider in mind.   

3.6 Data Collection  

The Four Lenses (Seidel et al., 2009) acted as a framework to guide data collection and data 

organisation. Each collection method provided data relevant to one or more of the four lenses, 

Environment, Pedagogy, Student Learning and Community Dynamics locating and 

identifying particular as well as overlapping elements within situational contexts. Identified 

sources of data include participant observations, field notes, recorded impressions, reflective 

journaling, art journaling, self-reflexive artmaking, students’ art based images as artefacts, 

unstructured conversations, spontaneous comments, semi-structured interviews, interview 

notes and transcripts, school newsletters and web site postings (Chang, 2008 and Wall, 2006). 

As with ethnography, autoethnographers seek cultural understanding through examining 

autobiographical experiences. In a broad approach the process involves qualitative research 

procedures of data collection, data analysis/interpretation, and report writing. 

Autoethnographers are expected to treat their autobiographical data with critical, analytical, 

and interpretive eyes to detect cultural undertones of what is recalled, observed, and told of 

them.  The hoped for cultural understanding of self and others is gained through an in-depth 

process of self-examination within a cultural context. 

3.6.1 Data Analysis 

Autoethnographers also examine experiences analytically to ensure the validity of the story 

and it’s positioning within existing research literature. To better understand the cultural other, 

authors of autoenthnographies concentrate on ways of producing meaningful, accessible, and 
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evocative research grounded in personal experience. To accomplish this goal they participate 

in and closely observe a particular culture to aid their production of aesthetically rich and 

thick descriptions of personal and interpersonal experience.  Accordingly they adopt a 

research approach that acknowledges and accommodates subjectivity, emotionality, and the 

researcher's influence on research Ellis et al., (2011).  I considered the focus on the nexus 

between personal and shared experience in search of a deeper cultural understanding 

presented an appropriate fit with the topic under investigation and my own situated insider-

outsider position as a participant in the study. Data analysis consists of thorough discussion, 

introspection, and thought (immersion and incubation) until themes and meanings emerge. 

Ultimately, heuristic research is similar to more familiar forms of qualitative research, in that 

it focuses on experience and meaning and uses similar data sets and analysis techniques. It 

can be intensely personal, introspective almost obsessive in its depth and rigor (Wall, 2006, p. 

5). 

3.7 Ethical Considerations 

In keeping with the Griffith University Code for the Responsible Conduct of Research 

approval was applied for and granted in May of 2014: GU Ref No: EDN 51/13/HREC. 

3.7.1 Confidentiality 

No identifying information, such as names of individual staff members, children or pre-

schools, will be recorded or published. Both the participants and the location presented in this 

study have been de-identified with an allocation of pseudonyms. 

3.7.2 Voluntary participation and informed consent 

All research participants, including minors and their parents were supplied with  an 

information pack containing sufficient information to ensure that consent for voluntary 

participation was based on sufficient information presented in a way suitable to each 
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participant, in accordance with sections 2.2.2 and 2.2.3 of the National Statement on Ethical 

Conduct in Human Research (National Health and Medical Research Council, Australian 

Research Council, & Australian Vice-Chancellors' Committee, 2007) and in accordance with 

Education Queensland protocols. Consent was agreed to on the condition that it could be 

withdrawn at any time during the project.  

3.8 Conclusions 

Autoethnography is considered both as doing research and presenting research. Styles of 

autoethnography used in the showing and the telling of stories differ primarily on the level of 

emphasis placed on the study of ‘others’, the researcher’s self in interactions with others, 

analysis approach, context of interviews, and a focus of power in relationships. This study 

sought to understand the responses of all participants including the school community 

members as well as the artist. A narrative ethnographic attitude was adopted to incorporate 

the researcher’s experiences into the descriptions and analysis of others. The study attended 

to the encounters between myself as the narrator and members of the community as they 

intersected with the analysis of patterns that emerged.  To present this experiential position of 

self in the encountered intersection of self and other I turned to the device of employing 

vignettes in layered accounts to place my experience alongside data, inductive analysis and 

relevant literature.  
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Plate 3 

The outsider 

Acrylic paint, stencils, graphite pencil, pen. 
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4 

4 The Underpainting: Seeing the aesthetic  

Teaching the arts is very much concerned with helping students learn how to see the 

interactions among the qualities constituting the whole. One of the techniques people 

use to heighten awareness of these relationships can be seen in an art museum as 

people move close to a painting and then step back several feet.  Move up, and then 

step back.  What is happening here is a kind of visual analysis-synthesis relationship.  

The person is trying to see the details or nuances of the part and then, by moving 

back, how those qualities influence the whole. 

One might say it is a kind of dance in the service of sight. (Eisner, 2002, p. 76)  

 

I drove around the school site three times, slowly, searching for a vacant parking space and 

the main entrance. The long rectangular block of land I circumnavigated hosted an ad hoc 

collection of buildings clustered at the southern end.  The only free car park available I found 

was at the northern end.  An expanse of grassed playing fields bordered by a line of trees 

inside a chain wire fence perimeter sat between me, the cluster of buildings and hopefully the 

administration building where I was soon to meet the Principal of Connell State School. I 

passed by a gate in the north fence, a few metres from my car (a) because it was padlocked 

and (b) it would have taken me across the hot open expanse of playing fields occupied by 

several groups of children. Bedecked in sports uniforms and regulation sun smart wide 
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brimmed hats energetic children were engaged in sporting activities. A small number of 

adults stood in clusters of two or three and watched on, some issued instructions and others, 

also in sports uniforms, blew whistles. Instead I followed the footpath that ran parallel to the 

chest high chain wire fence and at the corner turned right and followed the fence along the 

eastern side of the school in search of a more acceptable entrance.  

I had walked two thirds of the way along the eastern fence line when the chain wire fence 

abruptly ended and a tall solid wall of creamy coloured textured brick work began.  It rose 

above my head height which made it impossible to see what lay behind.  The outer face of the 

wall featured a brightly painted mural with school related images, open books, musical 

instruments, sporting equipment and the like.  I continued on as I made mental a note to 

return and investigate the details at my leisure.  My goal was to find a suitable entrance and 

the administration block.  The high solid wall ended as abruptly as it had begun giving way to 

a much older, much lower, cement rendered wall. I visually traced this boundary to the 

southern corner and around the corner without any indication of an entrance, save the small 

chain wire gate that sat open a meter or so from where I stood.  

Although it gave no hint of being the main entrance gate it appeared to lead to a number of 

pathways and buildings that offered possible progress.  As I entered a new vantage point 

opened and allowed me to see what had been previously blocked from view. The high solid 

wall was a three sided fence that enclosed a courtyard attached to a low set building on my 

right.  A simple rectangular design, it was rendered in the same creamy coloured stuccoed 

texture as the wall and four wide steps marched up to an arched entrance giving access to a 

wide shaded verandah and large glass doors.  The steps were flanked either side by low set 

gardens of deep green broad leafed plants.  For some odd reason the building reminded me of 

a Spanish hacienda or humble monastery, without the bell tower, cool and inviting in the heat 

of summer.  In time I discovered The Macintosh Hall was well used by both the school and 
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the local community.  During school hours it hosted numerous school related gatherings; after 

school it provided a site for student dance and Ty Kwon Do sessions. On Sundays ‘the hall’, 

as it was generally referred to, became a Church for a small local culturally connected 

community.  It was also available for hire by the general public for appropriate events. 

Thoughts of cool relief were interrupted by the thoughts of progress; I had to move on, but in 

which direction?   The hall sat at a junction of three pathways.  I shifted my gaze from the 

hall entrance to the building directly in front of me.  Set on an East West axis two stories of 

red brick confronted me, impervious to the heat it radiated.  A corner of a wooden veranda 

protruded from the top level on the right hand side.  The marked contrast between style and 

substance of the two buildings did not escape me, nor did the visual details that occupied the 

physical space in-between. This gap allowed a view of a bituminised playground overhung 

with sun safe shade sails and marked out with a pattern of lines in pale yellow that led my 

eyes to another two story red brick block of classrooms set on the same axis and about fifty 

feet away. Banks of louvered windows were set into the building at regular intervals. The 

buildings appeared strong and sturdy, serviceable but without a hint of decorative design to 

disturb the straight lines of the functional facades.  A narrow strip of faded green grass gave 

both a hint of the playing fields that stretched beyond the buildings and provided a relief of 

colour contrast set against the layers of brick red and glare of gun metal grey bitumen 

playground.  Predominately the State School sanctioned pallet of mid grey, pale lemon, red 

brick and asphalt tones held sway.  To my artist self the scene called up images by Jeffrey 

Smart1 symbols of civilisation basking in the hot still air that seem to flatten the physical and 

reduce the human element to a two dimensional illustrative pattern of functionality.  My 

teacher self responded to the view with a sense of physical dis-ease as I felt the momentary 

                                                 
1 Jeffrey Smart: Italy, Australia. Born Adelaide, South Australia, Australia 26 Jul 1921 Died Arezzo, Italy 20 Jun 2013. 
Acclaimed for his precisely-delineated urban and industrial landscapes Smart absorbed the influences of Australian 
modernism in the 1940s but worked in a distinctive, highly finished and detailed style 
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tense clutch of stomach muscles, an unavoidable physical reaction linked to years of good 

and bad educational experiences.  

The spell was broken when my eyes found the only visual relief on the tall red brick wall 

directly in front of me.  A small faded black and white sign that read ‘Administration’ with an 

arrow pointing to my left. I turned and took several steps in that direction and then stopped.  

Firstly because a chain of three little people pranced happily in front of me, small hands 

clasped tightly, this human chain had abruptly stopped and called to the fourth ‘link’ who had 

lingered too long in his hand washing duties.  A newish looking toilet block to my left was 

the focus of their growing chorus of calls to hurry. Its entrance faced directly opposite the 

hacienda styled hall but bore no resemblance to it in design, or to the brick red building. 

Constructed of terracotta brick, it presented as modern and functional. It featured a 

serviceable portico with small stainless steel water troughs positioned within the walls. These 

were surrounded by laminated signs, bearing brightly coloured outlines, presumably of 

student’s hands and slogans related to the importance of washing hands. The missing link 

finally rushed to join the line and they disappeared before I had the chance to ask for 

directions. The faded Administration sign seemed to point to a labyrinth of possible 

pathways. 

One path led down the side of the red brick two-story classroom building that bore the sign. 

From the beginning of this path it was easy to see that this initial red brick set of classrooms 

was joined by a walkway to another parallel wing of classrooms and in so doing formed a H.  

At a much later stage I discovered that the cross bar on the first floor of this H design was 

used as an adjunct to the administration services and passage way for staff.  Restricted to 

teachers and staff it was covered, louvered along one side and occupied by a number of store 

rooms, offices and work spaces that ran the length of the opposite side. Directly below it ran 

another walkway, open to the elements along each side it provided a thoroughfare well used 
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by students, staff and visitors alike. Initially I did not take this path as it’s beginning gave no 

hint of its ultimate destination yet as I later discovered this open walkway led to the main 

point of convergence of all the pathways that wound through the school setting.   

Still undecided and a stranger without a map or known reference point in a new territory I 

needed help.  I interrupted the journey of a student as she passed nearby and received some 

directions, beginning with “Well … uumm… maybe …it is probably easier if you … umm… 

well … you could….no … go down there …but … ah don’t go to the Tuckshop but then take 

the next kind a turn right …you go between the buildings … and you will see it…” I thanked 

her and like Alice in search of a way through the garden of live flowers to the top of the hill 

(Carroll, 1958) I followed the given instructions, avoided the path to what had been pointed 

out as the Tuckshop, turned right at the prescribed juncture and found myself standing in a 

laneway between two buildings of unequal height and substance. On my right I noticed a 

small blue door set into the solid red brick wall. A stack of empty red plastic bread crates and 

a tower of four blue milk crates standing guard on either side suggested the back door of a 

Tuckshop. Remembering my instructions, I turned my attention to the low set building on my 

left. The structure was a long unembellished rectangular shape with the standard aluminium 

framed sliding glass doors and windows injected on either side. The steady flow of adults and 

children passing before me brought a sigh of relief. 

Not far now, I thought, grateful for the slight coolness in the air offered by the shadows  

between the buildings and the noticeable hum of the air conditioning unit attached to the 

building I was about to enter. A quick glance around as I turned the corner of the building 

provided valuable information for future reference. The view from inside the fence was more 

enlightening than from outside. The main entrance presented itself a few meters from where I 

now stood. A chain wire gate held in slightly bent metal frames sat open allowing 

unrestricted access to a small crowded carpark reserved, as I later discovered, for senior staff 
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and visitors. A simple white metal sign about eye height and partially obscured by trees stood 

mid-way between the gateway and the building I was about to enter. Positioned to face the 

car park this sign announced in faded blue text the name, the motto and the badge shaped 

logo of Connell State School. I simultaneously noted two other features, there seemed to be a 

maze of pathways in and though the cluster of buildings I had just skirted, and someone in the 

school had a passion for bromeliads. This ancient species has a number of characteristics 

related to structure, form, and colour variegation that I am particularly drawn to as an artist 

and here a number of varieties were lined up in a mass planting that ran almost the length of 

the building. Several more hung like little sculptured lanterns on the lower branches of 

several nearby trees. “Take note, this may be helpful” an internal voice instructed.  

Lawrence-Lightfoot and Hoffmann Davis, (1997) considered building good relationships a 

key factor in the successful journey of the outsider, the sociological stranger (Hellawell, 

2006) towards hopeful insider acceptance in an unknown community and it occurred to me 

that this simple ancient plant might represent a useful point of connectivity in this regard.   

By a sequiturs route I had reached my second territorial boundary. No one had challenged me 

at my first point of entry, unlike my experiences in schools in England where uniformed 

guards, the official gatekeepers, asked for identification and nature of business, before access 

was granted, or not. Now it was just a few quick steps along the simple cement pathway to a 

sliding glass door adorned with a number of colourful posters, one declaring “I Give a 

Gonski2”and others related to school activities. As I approached the door that marked this 

important crossing I was acutely aware that I was not alone. I was accompanied by a 

triumvirate of selves. My artist self who noticed things like: the bromeliads growing outside 

                                                 
2 The Australian Education Union mounted a campaign known as ‘I Give a Gonski’ in response to promised funds being 

withdrawn by the federal Government. The campaign can be accessed on: http://www.igiveagonski.com.au/ 

 

http://www.igiveagonski.com.au/
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the Administration office, the colour of the buildings against a clear blue sky, the mismatch 

of architectural styles, the cool of the shadows and the shimmer of heat haze, interiors and 

exteriors, the symmetry and tensions of person and place, constantly reflecting on the 

aesthetic and the anaesthetic (Eisner, 2002); my teacher self as the pragmatic educator often 

engaged in internal combat with the artist self, frequently frustrated by systemic educational 

approaches, still pedagogically reflexive and flexible after years of experience in educational 

settings while both cautious and sensitive to the nuances of school cultures; and my 

researcher self driven by curiosity and a willingness to explore beyond known limitations in a 

search for meaning, with a strong interest in stories, the narratives of passion, practice and 

place that feed a desire to understand and to share such understanding as advocate in the 

cause of arts based education. These selves operate intrinsically and extrinsically with 

different sometimes oppositional theories (Springgay et al., 2005) viewing the world through 

distinctive yet flexible lenses. 

The narrow covered walkway offered little protection from the heat of the afternoon sun that 

stung my bare arms as I pulled sideways on a reluctant glass door. It moved only a few inches 

at first allowing a shot of cool air to escape. My body rejoiced. I pulled sideways again and 

the door gave way and slid open but as I attempted to enter several small children in uniforms 

of varying descriptions darted out, busily repeating instructions to each other and correcting 

one another. One held tightly to a folder that seemed to be the prize for understanding and 

being able to recite the instructions correctly. I watched them hustle each other down the path 

towards a large cavernous opening set in the middle of the two story building I had just 

skirted.  Momentarily I reflected on the difference a change of position can make. I felt 

chilled air escape around me. I returned to my mission and stepped inside the administration 

office for the first time. A stare of disapproval and furrowed brow met my eyes from behind 

the counter. Of course cool air is precious. Quickly I closed the door behind me, entering the 
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physical space unchallenged, I was now about to attempt entry into the psychological and 

relational space. Briefly I reflected on the sequiturs route I had just taken to gain entry into 

the Administration building as a possible fore taste of the journey that awaited me as “the 

sociological stranger” (Hellawell, 2006, p. 486) but deeper reflexive thoughts would have to 

wait. Thankfully another blast of chilled air blew across the counter and reduced both the 

level of physical heat and the level of heat I had begun to feel psychologically. I needed a 

clear head as I prepared to approach another kind of gatekeeper. Although not defined by 

uniforms or badges, experience had taught me that this encounter could be pivotal to the 

success or failure of numerous small yet important future encounters and first impressions 

were often most telling. The person behind the counter marked Reception could either 

become a valuable ally or a resistant force for an outsider seeking acceptance. 

Once the door slid closed I was released from the stare that moved onto other incursions. I 

was grateful for the reprieve to gather my thoughts and even more grateful for the cluster of 

little people who were gathered two deep in front of the cluttered counter preventing my 

immediate summons to the bench. A cacophony of interruptions ensued, a parent called to the 

school to retrieve a sick child; an instructive conversation on the phone with a parent or carer 

that led to relayed instructions accompanied by reassurances that “Mum was on her way”  to 

a unseen child (later revealed to be waiting in sick bay, a small room across the corridor but 

in visual range of the woman with the furrowed brow); an intensive three way discussion 

with another staff member about follow-up protocol for non-payment of fees; attention 

diverted to small students with requests, not easily remembered; requested information from 

assistant for help with newly installed computer system; reassurance of “Marie won’t be long 

now” to a family group of four who occupied the only available seating, a small timber slated 

pew-like seat set against the wall big enough for three, leaving one child languishing self-

consciously on one parent’s knee. I watched in awe at the mastery of a well-practiced, well-
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honed care centered yet authoritarian response to each request or situation that arose. Each 

purposefully directed interaction ensured a continuous and reasonably harmonious flow of 

human traffic through a cramped reception space. A space further crowded by empty 

brochure racks, recycling bins and an oppressive deep blue colour that covered every 

available wall and had begun to feel physically invasive by the time I was addressed by a 

questioning look.   

I gave my name and information of arranged meeting time with the Principal. The frown 

reappeared. “I am not sure…he has someone with him....  I will find out for you”. The phone 

on a paper laden desk rang again and she turned away to answer it. More students of varying 

heights and dispositions arrived and crowded around the counter. I stepped back. The family 

on the small wooden pew had disappeared into a room behind the wall of the reception area, 

which I took to be the Principal’s office, so I settled into their vacated space to wait. From 

this vantage point I could see down a long corridor into a well-lit open room with evidence of 

tables and chairs and some seated individuals, indicative of many staffrooms I had occupied 

over time. What were these others like I wondered? The room looked open and relaxed, was 

that a reflection of this school’s culture? I did not realise at the time that during my two year 

interaction with the school I would never be invited in to their space, physically or 

figuratively. Now though a small view gave me a familiar feel of lived in functionality I had 

come to associate with staffrooms. I also noticed on the wall nearby a television screen that 

presented a loop of students’ images engaged in a number of different activities, 

predominantly sports and music related, and students receiving award certificates. I reflected 

on the fact that no visual art based activities were evident.  Then as I glanced over my other 

shoulder I noticed a colourful display of art work, a class set perhaps as each image bore a 

strong similarity to the others and appeared to be modelled on an image from Picasso’s series 
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Tete de femme, translated as head of a woman.  Images from this series of Picasso’s3 

modernist period had become staple fare for primary school art activities over the past decade 

while many secondary school student art exhibitions promote a post-modernist perspective.  

As I stood to investigate the display more closely I heard a greeting that included my name. I 

turned to be greeted by a man, younger than expected, with rolled up sleeves who exuded a 

sense of energetic, personal agency.  

He apologised for the wait and introduced himself as Graham Nash the Principal. Our initial 

meeting (described in Chapter One) left me with more questions than answers. Graham as he 

wished to be called presented conflicting views of the visual arts. He admired his daughter’s 

love of and abilities in “doing art” they were “always doing art, they love it” and although he 

professed several times to “have a total lack of any artistic ability” as we toured the school, 

Graham painted a broadly encompassing creative vision for his school, predicated on the 

visual arts:   

I see it as a visual learning feast. When I walk into classrooms here I see so many 

colourful displays on the walls, I want that colour, that vibrancy of learning to spill 

out onto the walls outside the classrooms.  I want it to be a teaching tool too.  I have 

been to schools overseas where they have huge colourful banners with positive 

messages and different languages.  I have seen visual learning images about math 

equations, measurements, geography, and cultural heritage integrated into the school 

setting.  I want to bring some colour into the school; I want to cover the grey, the 

cement and red brick work with visual learning panels, learning experiences that can 

be engaged with and absorbed while the students are playing. I want the school to 

                                                 
3 Picasso was part of a movement that would become known as Modernism. Picasso's images from his series of works Tete 
de femme or head of a woman are well known. The face is shown in a combined frontal and profile view. 
http://www.pablopicasso.org 

http://www.pablopicasso.org/
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look more attractive to prospective and new parents and I want to offer our really 

gifted students an opportunity to excel at art.   

My artist self was immediately caught up in the Principal’s enthusiasm, although his closing 

comment gave me pause for thought:  

“Come up with creative ideas, you are the artist ….You can do murals, panels, 

banners whatever you think will work … but it must be professionally done, I don’t 

want an amateurish approach or students’ work.” 

This comment triggered internal conflict between my professional artist’s ego-self and my 

community artist’s self-knowledge of complex yet critical issues of community co-

construction and collaboration, engagement and ownership in the process and production of 

art works installed in their name, and in their environment. The comments also triggered 

questions for my researcher self as the Principal’s generous and visionary attitude towards 

funding long term art projects and co-curricular ‘in-school’ art programs ran contrary to 

much of my readings on and experience. When asked about the allocated budget for the 

visual works program, his response surprised me: “Don’t worry about that, you come up with 

the ideas and I will find the funds”.  My queries related to the in-school program for gifted 

students received similar responses, “you are the artist, just tell us what you need”.   

Noting that “reflection and dialogue is important at all levels” (Seidel et al., 2009, p. iv), I 

listed in my field notes several points for discussion related to the principal’s stance, the 

involvement of staff, and the funding.  As things progressed these discussions became more 

reflexive than agentive, held mainly with my triumvirate of selves. My desire to research the 

school community others as participators in an art program became more a self-reflexive 

inquisition into the confluence of stories, open and hidden, voiced and silent of “I” and 

“other”.  I wondered what stories lay behind a self-identified “not-at-all-artistic” principal 
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who conjured up a creative vision predicated on the visual arts with a vaguely framed 

budget?  What stories of art, of artist and of art program swirled through the homes, hallways, 

classrooms, tuckshop and lunchrooms of staff members? How might their stories intertwine 

with my own stories of self-set within these stories of others? Knowing that “all inquirers 

come to their inquiries with their own views, attitudes, and ways of thinking” (Clandinin & 

Rosiek, 2007, p. 34) my curiosity turned to how the intersection of artist and educational 

setting would transpire for both artist and community. This Principal led approach had stirred 

my curiosity and added to my troublings as I sensed shifting plotlines (Clandinin, Downey & 

Huber, 2009) that bought me back to an initial internal disturbance. The Principal had 

requested an almost immediate start for an art excellence program working directly with a 

group of students identified as gifted and talented in visual art, with such a vision and 

financial investment in art excellence for his students, and his school, why the apparent 

exclusion of student works from the visual feast he envisioned for his school? Seidel et al., 

(2009) identify pedagogical authenticity as a crucial element in engaging students in the arts. 

These authors suggest the process of developing a mindset of excellence is supported when 

“[s]students are more able to fully invest themselves in arts experiences when the work has 

an authentic purpose” (p. 34). As I reflected on the fact that the Principal had both suggested 

the visual feast and apparently restricted the opportunity for his students to engage in the 

process my thoughts aligned with Alice “The shop seemed to be full of all manner of curious 

things” (Carroll, 1958, p. 70).  

What an opportunity! My artist’s ego self is reeling with joy - and some disbelief.  A 

Principal with an open ended budget for a series of art works to be created and 

installed across a school setting.  It seems like a fantasy; am I really being offered the 

keys to the art educational kingdom?   
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Then the voice of reason spoke. This concept is not the sole province of the artist’s 

ego self you realise!  The rush of my artist’s ego’s self-indulgent joy subsided as my 

other selves jostled for attention and a bigger picture began to form. I must remain 

mindful of the multiple aspects to this visionary picture … my teacher and my 

research selves are also involved…. each of my experienced and knowledgeable 

‘selves’ has a part to play – and an opinion to offer. There is so much to consider … 

(Journal extract) 

At stake was the strong probability of a co-curricular, two year visual art program for 

students, albeit a small group, but a substantial improvement on the less effective short term 

art based workshops normally offered to students. While my artist self reflected on past and 

positive community art and teaching experiences (Burnard, 2006), my researcher self shifted 

focus. The multiple long term benefits attributed to engagement in the arts, for the child, the 

teaching and learning environment, and the community are well documented (Bamford, 

2006; Robinson, 1999; Seidel et al., 2009; Upitis, 2011). The thoughts of my researcher self 

however moved to a more immediate focus related to the interactive, social and agentive 

relationship between an art form, an artist, and a community.   

These concerns were brushed aside by an enthusiastic artist self and a pragmatic teacher self 

who had experienced the power of the arts to overcome resistance and build lasting 

relationships from the most tenuous beginnings. Graham had explained, “We have some very 

talented students here, we have excellence programs in sport, language and music and we 

have very good artists too.”  He talked of the school’s Gifted and Talented program that 

provided specialist educational support for the top two percent of enrolled students.  Then he 

continued, “but we do not have specialist art teachers or art program available to encourage 

and promote a level of excellence in art. I want to change that. I want to offer our talented art 

students that opportunity. It might attract new parents too, looking for a school that can offer 
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excellence in all aspects of education.”  Researchers have sounded cautionary notes related to 

the challenges in the implementation of arts based programs in primary schools (Alter et al.,    

2009a) and for art an specialist who entered a community as a newcomer or knowledgeable 

stranger by dent of connection to a tertiary institution, whose knowledge might transform 

their place and perhaps their identity (Handley, Sturdy, Fincham & Clark, 2006; Hellawell, 

2006). As we walked around the school setting I noticed a variation of architectural styles and 

building materials used across the campus. Each structure had been positioned in a 

disjunctive fashion to the others and linked by a variety of covered walkways, uncovered 

cement pathways and open spaces. Like an appliqued patchwork quilt sewn by different 

hands at different times, disconnected shapes were stitched onto the background with an 

indiscriminate eye. An arrangement it appeared governed more by available funding or 

immediate needs such as the demountable classrooms clustered near the edge of the sports 

field some distance from the main buildings. Graham explained that this placement had been 

a hasty decision of necessity when new enrolments increased markedly the year he came to 

the school and the response had to be swift and least disruptive. I wondered what had 

determined the positioning of the earlier additions. During our walk words such as discordant 

and haphazard were not voiced, visual coherence, excitement and unification were.  

Again I felt like Alice who “stood without speaking, looking out in all directions over 

the country— and a most curious country it was” (Carroll, p. 30). And thoughts of a 

large chess-board came to mind – or rather for me a kind of quilt, a patchwork quilt of 

sorts, although not like Alice’s well-ordered squares and hedges … this was rather 

higgledy-piggledy…but then I have always had an attraction for what might be 

termed a crazy patchwork quilt.  Upon reflection ... I must do my own grand survey 

… … Graham the energetic - Graham the visionary - searching for form of visual 

connectivity to draw the disparate physical elements of his school together to act as an 
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educational tool for his growing student body.  Could I as an outsider – a quilt maker 

of a different kind - be part of the visual school change he seemed hopeful of?   Am I 

the latest patchwork piece being stitched into the quilt – or am I the quilter in charge 

of the stitching?  Graham presented as a leader who exhibited a sense of pride shaded 

with momentary insights into some tough realities as he promoted a vision,  

underpinned it seemed to me, by a determination to be the one who made a difference 

… would I find … or make a harmonious fit or bring a discordant tone? (Journal 

extract)  

Internally questions grew exponentially, we had completed our tour and there was a great 

deal to consider. I needed time to step back to engage in some serious reflection and critical 

thinking about the possibilities and probabilities (Burnard, 2006; Craft 2002; Eisner 2002) as 

well as the challenges (Alter et al.,    2009b). The Principal’s concept of a visual feast, as he 

saw it unfolding across the school setting was indeed visionary but how did the school 

community really feel about the project and the process? I was keen to meet the other quilters 

before embarking on a plan of visual school renewal (Hall & Thomson, 2007; Upitis 2011).  

Graham, the Principal who apparently valued action was keen for a response, particularly 

with regard to the art excellence program which he wanted implemented the following Term.  

The current term was drawing to a close and he needed time to inform teachers, select 

students and contact parents before the holidays commenced. I harboured questions and 

concerns, mixed with a deep feeling of excitement at the prospect of involvement in such a 

visionary endeavour. Graham’s voice faded into a monotone background hum as I moved 

into an internalised reflective mode akin to Schon’s (1983b) reflection-in-action and 

imagined how the project might unfold, who in the community might become involved, how 

the gifted students might be engaged and where might I place myself, or be placed, in the 

unfolding.  Finally I realised that the monotone had ceased, and focused, expectant eyes fixed 
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on mine drew me back.  A decision was required, yet much was still invisible as is often the 

case when decision points are reached (Seidel et al., 2009). 

If the architectural heritage was visible the social, psychological and ideological 

culture had yet to be encountered. I had spent well over an hour with a very 

enthusiastic Principal, I was a stranger in this landscape and I had yet to meet any 

‘others’. I wondered what they were like. I wondered if they shared their Principal’s 

enthusiasm for the visual arts.  I wondered how I would be perceived. How I would be 

received? More than once in my career I had witnessed the disruption and change as 

art became the catalyst for uncertainty and resistance in school communities… and in 

classrooms.  And then I thought of Alice again – I wouldn’t mind being a Pawn, if 

only I might join (Carroll, 1958, p.31).  (Journal extract) 

Eisner (2002) suggests “The artist regards preliminary moves as leading to the creation of 

qualitative relationships that are necessary if the creation of later qualities is to be possible” 

(p. 77).  As an artist I rarely knew on embarkation the path or journey a new painting would 

take me but the intrinsic desire to explore the particular expressive qualities of a form, a 

process that generated questions and led to productive puzzlement would not be diffused by 

inaction so I accepted the challenge. After another short discussion agreement was reached to 

implement the art excellence program at the commencement of the next school term.  

Mentally I drew up a short list of physical and material requirements for the art sessions. I 

had questions that needed answers before the structure of the excellence program could be 

finalised. I also needed time to collect, consider and coordinate my thoughts before I knew 

the full extent of the questions. Graham and I agreed to meet again on site the following 

week. I would email any further questions and a list of necessary resources such as materials 

and equipment before the meeting.  
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Apart from resources my questions related to relationships, said by researchers to be a key 

factor in successful arts programs (Chomley, 2005 and Kind et al., 2007). The resources I 

listed included space, equipment and time. Time was a crucial factor in the implementation of 

effective arts programs as it related to imagining, doing and reflecting (Burnard, 2006; and 

Eisner, 2002) and while I nominated at least two hours per session, I expected further 

discussion on this topic.  Appropriate space and equipment included a room with good light, 

work tables or benches, sinks or wet area, suitable storage for materials, enough room for 

students to move about easily, easels and a drying rack. The physical requirements were 

straightforward, quantifiable and easily listed.  The relationship factor however was a 

subjective multifocal clutter of attitude, disposition, perceptions, personal meaning, 

contextualised and situational experiences that unfolded through multiple layers of 

interconnected social interactions and social relationships both inside and outside the 

classroom (Seidel et al., 2009). These elements are explored and discussed fully in Chapter 

Eight but as I said my farewells to Graham and the haphazardly stitched quilt I realised that 

these vital requirements could not be easily listed in an email. 

I took myself to a nearby café, ordered a pot of strong English breakfast tea and a sweet 

biscuit. I sat with my thoughts until my pot was empty and only crumbs remained of the 

biscuit, and then I made notes, copious notes, littered with question marks. The excitement of 

my artist self, who had been involved in numerous art based activities and projects was not 

diminished by the persistent questions that all seemed to begin with ‘but’. Her motto had a 

similar ring to that of the Principal’s “let’s just get started and we can work it out as we go.” 

My creative artist self had made a strong connection with the passion and visions shared by 

the Principal as indicated by the first line scrawled across the front page of my journal.   

I am abuzz with excitement!!!  So many possibilities… there is so much potential to 

put arts education front and centre of a school’s agenda.  It is like winning the gold 
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lotto of arts education… my artist self is over the moon.  But … said a little voice … 

“but why did you come out here at all?” she added in a kinder tone (Carroll, 1958, 

p.29). (Journal extract) 

As the story unfolded there remained many ‘but’s’ that resurfaced many time in my self-

reflexive moments. The passion of the artist self, that often overlooked the realities, was 

nevertheless very useful in moments that called for flexibility and experienced based artistic 

and creative responses. The concerns of the teacher self predominantly clustered around 

issues of pedagogy, programmatic structure and implementation that were addressed through 

consideration of art based educational theories and practical art based experience brought 

together in a structured yet flexible curriculum plan. The researcher and community artist 

selves huddled together in reflexive deliberations that provided both a deep pool of 

experiential knowledge and a reality anchor for the exuberance of the artist self (not always 

with success).  In deeply reflexive moments, I returned again and again to both pool and 

anchor for guidance and reassurance. Multiple layers of reflective rearrangement 

accompanied my curriculum deliberations in the two weeks prior to the first art excellence 

session with students. I would not meet my students until the first session, these yet-to-be 

known decision makers were at the centre of my thoughts. I was as much a stranger in their 

world as they were in mine. How would we meet and how would we progress, I wondered? 

Would our initial encounter be inviting enough, engaging enough for them to want to return? 

This was a voluntary exercise for students and teachers. My experience reinforced my belief 

that art acted as a common language through which relationships and rapport developed 

between master and apprentice that allowed effective learning experiences to unfold, even if 

not in the way originally planned. 

My teacher self, as an arts education insider was in possession of a pragmatic, flexible 

pedagogical approach developed after countless experiences of arts based activities 
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implemented across a very uneven educational landscape. As I mapped out a number of 

options within a pedagogical framework I contemplated programmatic flexibility around the 

issues of environmental factors such as studio space, storage and equipment. As an artist I 

fully understood the impact on creative dispositions of both master and apprentice when 

immersed in the appropriate studio or creative space. As a teacher of art I had a similar 

understanding and appreciation of the pedagogical imperatives of the spatial environment 

(Winner et al., 2006).  

On our first tour of the school Graham, the Principal, proudly displayed the Gifted and 

Talented Centre located in a recently constructed building set in the south-west corner of the 

grounds. He described the school’s Gifted and Talented program for approximately eighty 

students in academic subject areas with a dedicated coordinator and flexible modern learning 

space. He alluded to the possibility of using this space for the arts excellence program.  

Standing there in the space noting the carpet, grey cloth covered chairs, moveable tables and 

walls, lack of sinks and cupboard space, my brow furrowed with concerns. After 

complementing his commitment to developing the gifts and talents of his students, I listed my 

preferred requirements for art making such as an unused space that would not attract 

complaints of messiness, with access to sinks and water, serviceable floors, good natural 

light, bench or floor easels and ample storage shelves. Graham looked thoughtful and then 

suggested he would consult with his deputy and assured me a suitable place would be found 

by my next visit. This was my main concern as I made my way to the school for our second 

meeting. A meeting which in due course unfolded in marked contrast to my first experience.  

As I prepared for my second visit to the school I felt more confident although I still had many 

questions and some reservations; I had accepted the challenge and returned, prepared with a 

pedagogical framed canvas marked with loosely applied broad strokes that mapped out the 

known territory and indicated possible boundaries and potential points of entry. The morning 
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air was cool. I parked in the last available visitor’s car park inside the main gate and was 

offered entry into the Administration Office by a young male student who, just ahead of me 

slid the heavy glass door open and stepped back to allow me first entry. A change of 

circumstance I noted to myself and felt a lift in spirits that even the dark dismal blue walls 

could not dampen.  A smiling face greeted me at the calm and orderly counter and almost 

immediately I was ushered into Graham’s office with a flurry of friendly exchanges. Graham 

was just as energised as I remembered from our previous meeting and within a few minutes 

of my arrival I was being introduced to his Deputy. Marie Alberts was a mature woman with 

an air of serious intent, or perhaps studied calm, and a friendly smile. She listened carefully 

as Graham laid out a brief plan for our time together, nodded slowly (or cautiously) once or 

twice and offered a slight smile in general agreement.   

Marie showed less concern at the list of practical issues, mainly related to space and 

materials, than the short lead in time to select students, notify parents and receive permission 

for their children to attend the art excellence program during normal class times. This would 

require permission to be released from class, Marie’s brow furrowed significantly.  I sensed 

unspoken tension. Marie was the woman I had noticed talking to the family during my 

previous visit, in an office with toys, colourful floor rugs, comfortable chairs, well stocked, 

organised book shelves, paintings on walls, and curtains on windows.  An environment that 

promoted a comfortable sense of easiness mixed with a practical efficiency.  The contrast 

demonstrated by the two offices on opposite sides of the corridor did not escape me.  Then, 

and on numerous future occasions I noted that Marie’s first concerns were for the students 

and their parents. Now though, with time again our master, she led our move from the office 

to the school grounds towards the southwest corner to inspect the space, the only available 

space considered appropriate for the art excellence sessions. I was excited and apprehensive 

in equal measure. More practical than visionary, more calmly collected than enthusiastic, my 
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teacher self had found an ally. In the short time I had spent with Marie I felt a sense of 

possibility and even potential in her presence.   

As we navigated our way between two of the older styled buildings Marie stopped and 

directed my attention to the colourful murals painted on the pale yellow timber clad walls on 

the building to our left. Clearly the work of students’ tasked to re-imagine the school’s logo 

and motto in their own individual thoughts and styles, the mural works presented a variety of 

ideas and art making abilities. Marie expressed admiration for the creativity of her students 

but did not make clear if these works were done by those considered gifted and talented.  

These images were painted in individual panels marked out by the cover strips on the 

building itself approximately a metre apart. A hand drawn line determined the height of each 

work, to about three metres so that all images finished uniformly. The north south orientation 

of the building, and a high grey fence that ran two-thirds along the eastern wall meant that the 

images could mainly be seen from inside the school and not from the street. To increase their 

obscuration a well-used bike rack sat in front of the murals. Graham remained silent and I 

reflected on his instructions related to professional not student work with respect to the 

external art works we had discussed.  

We continued on to our destination. I felt relieved as we passed by the entrance to the gifted 

and talented grey carpeted classroom and continued to the far end of the same building and 

entered what Graham called a flexible learning environment and others called the Science 

room. He was effusive in his praise of this L shaped building. The long stem of the L ran east 

to west along the southern fence line and housed the gifted and talented classroom, two 

flexible meeting spaces cum classrooms and good sized library with high ceiling and sky 

lights.  The short leg sat along the western boundary.  An undercover space was slotted in 

between the library and the room we had just entered. This space was enclosed on the 

western fence side with strong timber slats, spaced so to retain security and allow light and 
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air flow through. Benches on either side with a grey-black rubber matted flooring and a 

lockable timber slatted gate on the inside of the L completed this mainly unused area.  We 

were standing inside the room at the very end of the short leg and looked through a window 

into this open, slatted space. Graham recounted back to me the requirements I had listed. His 

voice carried enthusiasm with a hint of pride as he highlighted each positive aspect of this 

room designed and used intermittingly for science lessons. Two deep stainless steel sinks sat 

at either ends of a bench that ran two thirds of the way along the east facing wall; the non-

slip, serviceable linoleum floors were cleaned at the end of each day; windows in all but the 

end wall provided an abundance of natural light; and there was a locked storage cupboard 

which Graham mentioned had “to be shared with other science equipment.”  The equipment 

included a realistic looking full size skeleton; two unmarked cardboard boxes; and the 

school’s computer mainframe, which occupied half the floor space, with limitations (it could 

not get wet and must not be covered with objects of any kind to avoid a reduction of air 

flow).   Six long grey tables and thirty six dark grey cloth covered chairs, all on wheels to 

enable flexibility of arrangement completed the picture of light grey coloured walls, grey 

floors and grey bench. The space certainly fulfilled the practical letter of my listed 

requirements, but in spirit did little to support the unavoidable messiness that accompanied 

artistic expression. My artist self was dismayed. The aesthetic nuance of grey when used 

appropriately, such as a backdrop can enliven or pay homage to other tones such as the 

fragile clouds of lavender Jacaranda blooms that glow with more intense luminosity when set 

against a grey overcast sky than the strong clear tones of midday blue. The grey I assured 

myself would soon be covered by vibrant art works and dismissed my artist’s dismay.   

Instead I queried the suitability of the room on the grounds of limited storage space and the 

question of keeping it clean. Graham’s response was clear, this was a great space he would 

like to see used and if it got a little paint on the floor or “got messy” in the process he would 
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view that positively as “proof it was being used, besides we employ cleaners, so I am sure it 

will all work well.”  Silently I wondered if the cleaners would take the same view. Graham 

continued with enthusiasm, “Besides you have out there, there would be no problem with 

paint on the floor out there. No one uses it anyway”. The semi-open space we contemplated 

through the window would indeed accommodate the easels and the drying rack he was certain 

could be located for the commencement of the program. I was to provide a list of any other 

equipment required and see the Bursar about the materials to be purchased before the 

holidays. That brought us to the last two, but most relationally important items on the list the 

students and the staff who would participate in the program. 

Previous discussions had led to the expectation that at least two identified teachers and one 

teacher-aide would be regular participants in the art excellence classroom sessions. The 

teacher-aide would be there to assist me with classroom management and act as school 

liaison for any other issues that arose. The teachers would be involved as part of an 

embedded professional development aspect of the overall program. Graham confirmed that 

the teacher-aide would join us shortly. Marie assured me that the selection students would be 

undertaken within the time available. Graham reiterated that the students would come from 

“…the top two percent of students…” and should number about fifteen in total. Although I 

viewed the space offered as not particularly suited to art making, the reasons for which are 

described and discussed in the following chapter, the combined space of classroom and 

covered outside area would easily accommodate fifteen students.  As I reflected on the 

practicalities of desk arrangements and easel placement, the door of the flexible learning 

space opened and admitted the person who would become an important and in time my only 

conduit to the school community.   

Fleur would not have been out of place on the cover of a sixties Vogue magazine. She wore a 

short brightly patterned dress over a pair of three quarter length black leotards with a wide 
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brimmed brightly coloured felt hat with a large flower trim.  As she removed the flamboyant 

yard duty prerequisite I noticed that her dark short bobbed hair framed strong facial features 

and eyes accentuated by black eyeliner, long dark lashes and perfectly crafted brow lines. 

Names and memories surfaced from my past. I recalled images of Vidal Sassoon4 and Mary 

Quant5  who were quintessential iconic figures in the nineteen sixties. Much later I smiled at 

these names noted in my early field notes, when Fleur, in a brief moment of personal 

disclosure admitted her “love of all things sixties”.  Another feature that instantly struck me 

and decided my assigned helper’s pseudonym in this document was her love of flowers. She 

regularly wore big bold colourful printed floral fabrics fashioned into outfits layered with 

black leotards; comfortable flower trimmed shoes and all manner of flower hair trims, 

matching bangles, book folders and pens. She adjusted her flowered hair clip, now disturbed 

as she removed her hat. Graham gestured in her direction; she introduced herself with a 

slightly self-embarrassed voice, slightly at odds with her very colourful, confident 

appearance. We exchanged pleasantries. Graham presented Fleur as the school’s resident art 

person, responsible for supervising the students in the painting of the murals we had 

inspected earlier, to which Fleur responded with coloured cheeks and self-depreciative 

murmurs. Marie conferred on her the authority of classroom assistant for the art excellence, 

co-curricular program, while Graham assured me, with a nod to my new assistant, that if I 

had any questions or needed anything at all, “Fleur would be the best person to see, she 

knows everything about the school and was there to help in any way she could”.  Again she 

responded with a slight blush and embarrassed smile. With that Fleur and I were left alone to 

become better acquainted. Fleur broke the slight awkwardness of the ensuing silence with a 

reiteration of Graham’s remarks, including the invitation to “volunteer as classroom assistant 

                                                 
4 Vidal Sassoon (17.01.1928 – England). Hairstylist who popularized the use of angular and easy-to-wear haircuts. He 
became an icon of Swinging London in the '60s and was featured on covers of Vogue magazine. 
5 Mary Quant was a famed fashion designer of the 1960’s. Famed as the originator of the miniskirt. She introduced the 
"mod" era and the Chelsea look. Among her best-selling items were black stretch leggings. 
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for the program” that might run “as long as two years if the program continued”.  Fact-

finding question flowed back and forth. Had the Principal explained the situation to her, I 

asked?  Fleur nodded, “yes he told me everything about the art excellence classes. He has 

arranged the timetable changes from my other duties.”  “No I am not sure about a drying 

rack, but if Graham said there was one…well he would know, I guess.”  “There are easels in 

the Kindy, I’ll ask if we can borrow them next Term, but I think they are the only ones, and 

probably too small for the uppers” (reference to the students in years 4 to 7).  “Do you want 

to borrow their paint too, or you are going to get your own?” I explained Graham had said to 

place an order with the Bursar. Fleur’s facial response intrigued me, “well good luck with 

that” silently crossed her face but she said “the school has lots of great artists, so there won’t 

be a problem finding fifteen top students…probably a lot more will want to be in it.”  This 

was followed by her own list of questions, “are you sure you can fit fifteen students in this 

room with easels?”….”how is that going to work?” …”what about the floor, won’t it get 

messy if they are painting, you might have to talk to the cleaners first?” My attempt to answer 

the last question was halted by her sudden glance through the window; there was movement 

in the playground. “Oh there’s the bell…got to go I’m on duty”.  “If you wait I can come 

back and we can go over the details, they want this program to start next term so we don’t 

have much time.”  With a hurried goodbye she departed and I was left alone with my 

thoughts.  I had not heard the bell and wondered if she had responded to a sixth sense that 

some staff developed for the time honoured rhythmic daily flow of school lives. 

I watched through the window as she hurried towards the uncover play area and as the 

playground filled with children of various ages and heights, hatted and marshalled onto bench 

seating in shaded areas. Most had lunch boxes in hand. Then I allowed my gaze to wonder at 

will around the room I hoped to make into a studio space for fifteen students and a number of 

teachers, for only two hours a week.  My artist’s heart sank a little. I had engaged children in 
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art making in any number of environments including dirt surrounded cement slabs under 

school buildings and bench tables under trees with buckets of water to state of the art studio 

spaces. The environment that presented itself, I knew by experience, might well impact and 

restrict my preferred pedagogical approaches. 

Really – this is all so experimental at this stage – I don’t know the school – I don’t 

know the students – I don’t know the staff – I don’t know their ‘culture’ educational 

or otherwise – every school I have been in has its own particular ‘culture’ like a 

village … I would like to get in there and find out what the peculiarities of this culture 

are before I go doing anything that might be seen as ‘invasive’ or ‘radical’… art does 

have a reputation that often proceeds it – and it seems everyone has a story or a least a 

feeling about art – I would like to hear some of their stories … I want to involve them 

– not alienate them from the get go … and as the artist I am going to be using one of

their new, clean, multipurpose, showcase classrooms … I wish we had been offered 

an old disused space that no one really cared about ... 

On the other hand to see the glass half full …. If this room is used by many different 

groups…then it has a higher profile and if we can get the students works on the wall it 

could lift the profile of their art … and the idea of art … the optimist reasserted 

herself. Besides the room does have good light and deep sinks … And we can cover 

the tables and the cloth chairs. (Journal extract)  

I reflected on Fleur’s list of questions as I wandered out into the timber slated open area 

adjacent to the grey room.  “Yes” I spoke aloud to myself.  “There is enough space; the light 

is excellent; easels have been promised; the two deep sinks and wet area are a bonus; and 

there are table surfaces too, that despite Graham’s assurances will need to be covered to 

protect them from marks, and to protect me from the cleaners, I remembered past experiences 

with cleaners only too well.”  I thought back to comments of Seidel et al., (2009), and in 
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reality this space did not “qualify as a high quality physical environment” (p. 42) in art 

making terms. It did however provide a space of a permanent nature which lifted it slightly 

above the level of the proverbial art on a cart (Eisner, 2002) equally given the nature of the 

room I could see challenges to creating an authentic work space for young artists.  The use of 

easels, drawing boards, a range of art materials, canvases and objects that could be 

incorporated into co-constructed studio based projects would meet some of these challenges.  

These studio elements including art posters and students works arranged on the walls would 

add to the aesthetics, and assist in the development of a new ‘mind set of excellence’ for the 

students as they entered the room and began to work as artists (Winner et al., 2006). 

The answer to breaking down the barriers lies in the program design!!– and how you 

manage it, implement it ?…said a quiet sobering voice - the program will have to do 

double the lifting!  Further thoughts bubbled uncomfortably to the surface. A program 

of art excellence – what does that really mean? A program to produce perfect 

paintings – or a program of authentic learning experiences to encourage excellence in 

one’s habit of mind?  What does excellence mean to a school with no art program I 

wonder? – to this community- to these possible quilt makers? (Journal extract) 

My reflexive interlude was interrupted by the sudden increase of noise outside the flexible 

grey classroom. Another unheard bell had released the children from their seated interactions 

with lunchboxes and the playground had erupted into running, jumping, chasing, and playing 

games that produced a noisy pitch of activity.  My first impressions of the school space as a 

flattened and dehumanised Jeffrey Smart image was immediately replaced by images of the 

peasant painter, Pieter Brueghel6  His work titled Children’s Games (1560) had come to life 

6 A Flemish Renaissance painter Pieter Brueghel the Elder is considered a renowned painter of community or ‘peasant’ 
scenes. A number of Brueghel's paintings focus on the lives of Flemish commoners (or communities) as we are told he 
translated moralizing subjects into vernacular language. 
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in front of me a kinetic patchwork of relationships and interactions, child with child, adult 

with adult, adult with child and child with adult.   

I stood in the grey flexible classroom transfixed, gazing out at a community in action, 

accompanied by shouts and peals of laughter, intermittent shrills of a distant whistle, children 

and adults intensely immersed in their school related daily or even ritualistic actions. Then 

gradually I became aware of an ethereal image that floated in the space in-between me and 

the boisterousness of lunchtime school yard activity. It was several moments before I 

recognised my own transparent image reflected back at me in the closed window. A fixed and 

unmoving figure held in glass and framed with a thin strip of aluminium, an ideal Jeffrey 

Smart composition I mused, the lone human figure positioned by circumstance or by design 

flattened against a strangely familiar yet alien landscape. Layered images depicting the 

transience of human presence in echoes of Jeffrey Smart’s work (O’Hara, 2012) and now it 

was my own sense of transience that I felt as I stood caught in-between two worlds (Cuncliffe 

& Karunanayake, 2013). Then I smiled, at my own image and at a post-modernist aesthetical 

moment, alone with myself and the internal reflection on my own external reflection as 

another thought tugged at my mind.  The nature of impermanence was a reality to be dealt 

with in this art based lived experience with this community. Stories unfold, stories move and 

change overtime within contexts and present openings “for shifts in knowing and identity on 

the part of individuals or society” (Craig, 2009, p. 106).  Where was I, in my various roles as 

the artist, the teacher, the researcher positioned in this narrative by others in the community, 

and where had I, where would I positon myself?  

The intentional stance of the researcher is of critical importance to the validity of the research 

(Hellawell, 2006) and is taken by the researcher (as detailed in Chapter Three) whereas the 

literature suggests that the positioning of the artist and teacher of art may be influenced by the 

responses and dynamics of the ‘assemblage of members’ who form the school community, in 
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this instance the students, the teachers, parents, administration and other staff members 

(Coburn et al., 2008; Hall et al., 2007; Redding, 1991; Upitis, 2011).  I believe that 

positioning is as much about perception as it is about actuality and I wondered what 

perceptions would arise and what perceptions would prevail. I recognised that I had been 

positioned by the school Principal as the knowledge outsider, expected perhaps to see through 

the cultural prejudices and view this environment with a degree of objectivity (McNess et al., 

2015).  Would others perceive my presence as a positive adjunct to the practice of arts 

learning experiences or a threat to practised norms?  Would I become an accepted insider 

authentically positioned to stare outwards with insider understanding or always remain the 

outsider, who stared hopefully inward, or would I find myself caught somewhere in-between 

like the ethereal image set before me? (Cuncliffe & Karunanayake, 2013; Kerstetter, 2012; 

and Milligan, 2014). 

As more questions lined up for consideration, children’s squeals pierced the air and laughing 

bodies clashed with the wall in which my viewing window sat. The shudder broke my self-

reflective spell. A whistle blew in the distance and the laughter and squeals subsided. The call 

to the classrooms had focused me on my own duties. As I saw it then the design of the 

program curriculum was my next big challenge. My current challenge however was to wait 

for the return of Fleur with her own list of questions, none of which I felt confident to answer 

just yet.  Hopefully I could divert the conversation. Fleur arrived but did not remove her wide 

brimmed hat. My inspiration for diversion came from the mural visible through the classroom 

window. “I’ve noticed the school has a number of murals already, do you know who has been 

involved in doing them?” I asked.  A blush crossed cooling cheeks and a hat was removed.   

Fleur followed my gaze through the window to a painted mural and explained that it was one 

she was working on “partly in my own time …to fill up some boring plain walls.” This mural 

depicted dozens of small handprints and the word welcome spelt out in several languages that 
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radiated out from around a painting of a green and blue earth.  “I got the students to print 

their hands on the wall to represent all of the different cultures we have here at the school. I 

am painting the different words that mean welcome and I’ve been supervising the students 

who don’t do sport on Friday afternoons.  We’ve been painting the big murals near the bike 

racks. I guess that’s why they asked me to help out here. I was the only support person asked.  

They come to me now for anything to do with art.” During later conversations Fleur 

elaborated further on her ‘arty’ reputation that had grown over a number of years at the 

school, where her mother had been a respected teacher and her sister now headed the Gifted 

and Talented Program and where it seemed she took every opportunity to involve herself in 

visual art activities. “Even my family call me ‘the arty one’ it has just kind of developed over 

time, I guess.” It was evident that her interest in art crossed personal and professional 

boundaries. Fleur was replacing her hat, “I have to go. You’d better go and sort out the things 

you need. You don’t know this school and there is not much time to organise things. If you 

want to order paint you’d better see Alison, it takes ages to get anything.”  With that Fleur 

was gone again across the empty playground to her next duty and I took one last reluctant 

look around the grey room, gathered up my note pad and pragmatic optimism and made my 

way through a now empty playground to the office reception desk in search of the Bursar’s 

office.  

“Alison’s office is just there”, a few steps from the desk I stood at “…but she is on the phone, 

you can sit and wait if you like”.  I had a few short days to order art materials before the 

holidays commenced, so I opted to wait and sat down on the hard timber bench. A place that 

became quite familiar to me over time.  I felt some comfort in the friendly smiles that greeted 

me from across the counter and that fact that they remembered my name. Human traffic 

ebbed and flowed around me as I sat listing art materials under two headings, needs and 

wants, and progressively becoming more uncertain about access to Alison’s office. I was 
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expecting to be summoned at the appropriate time but as minutes ticked by I began to have 

doubts.  In this time, I had witnessed a progression of people entering and leaving Alison’s 

office. Simultaneously I grew both anxious and more confident that I had seen a pattern 

develop. Personal agency was required. I tentatively approached Alison’s office and stood by 

the door way as I had witnessed others do. Leaned against the outside doorframe and waited. 

Within a few minutes her previous visitor had been allowed to go and I was seated at her desk 

as I explained who I was and the purpose of my visit. Her response was somewhat surprising 

but not completely unexpected. “No, I did not know you were waiting”. “No I don’t really 

know about the art excellence program … I do have some paper work from Graham…but I 

haven’t been asked to buy art materials”. Alison smiled politely and suggested she would 

“discuss it with Graham when he was available”. Alison’s attitude was friendly, business like 

and carried a feint air of resignation as she listened to information delivered by an outsider.  

Further responses left me disappointed.  

“No, the Government Stores we normally ordered from have closed down”. “No I 

don’t know who else we can order from”.  “If Graham agreed, you could purchase the 

supplies yourself, keep the receipts and bring them to me for reimbursement”.  

“Remember our books close in a few days… so I cannot accept receipts for payment 

after that you will have to wait until school starts again in January.”   

I thanked her, took my leave and returned to the front office.  “Is it possible to see Graham or 

Marie?” I enquired.   

“No Anne sorry, Graham has left for meetings elsewhere and won’t return today. 

Marie is in class for the rest of the day. You could wait for her but I cannot say when 

she will be back, she has parent interviews after school. Or you could email or phone 

for an appointment but they will both be very busy, it is the last week of term.” 
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Later that day I sat with another pot of well-brewed English breakfast tea: 

At least we have a physical space…. and Graham has promised easels and drying 

racks …there are some issues - I will have to sort something out with the storage 

space … and I have come up against the usual school realities of budgets and time 

frames…so nothing new there.   But I have concerns more social in nature… this is a 

problematic start… and I have questions…. I wonder who will actually be involved 

… who will fill the physical space …what stories what materials textures colours will 

be included … what shape will the quilt ultimately take…and what story will it tell 

(Journal extract). 

With no response to my email and phone requests for meetings or information before the 

holidays commenced, I decided to purchase and retain the receipts for cartridge paper, small 

amounts of paint and pastels. Brushes, pallets and assorted resources would come from my 

own studio supplies to begin the process and the issues of budgets and ordering materials 

could be discussed with Graham at the commencement of the following term. I understood 

the response to my social concerns would unfold over time as I drew closer to the community 

immersing myself through observations, listening, gathering materials together and stitching 

their stories and my own together in a whole aesthetic textual image. Wimmer (2009) 

suggests there is evidence that the space in which arts education provision takes place can be 

decisive for the quality of the process as well as the result. This notion resonated with this 

study as the physical environment provided many of the borders and boundaries that shaped 

the design of the arts learning experiences and by extension influenced the basic design of the 

researcher’s quilt.   
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Plate 4 

Environmental elements 

Acrylic paint, stencils, photocopy, ink, muslin, gloss medium, cardboard letters.    
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5 The Lens of Environment 

I had little knowledge or understanding of the cultural environment I was about to enter. The 

programmatic goal voiced by the Principal was loosely tied to the notion of excellence for a 

small number of gifted students and what he termed a visual learning feast of art works 

installed in the school environment. Two images painted with a very broad and multi-

dimensional brush. I felt my initial challenge was to create a program that provided effective 

visual art learning experiences; was sensitive to the contextual implications and limitations of 

the physical environment; and allowed for flexibility of content in response to the personal 

interests of the students.  I anticipated that once a flexible programmatic structure and 

pedagogical approach was established, relevant and meaningful content would emerge 

through a co-constructive process as I developed a rapport with the students and gained 

familiarity and understanding of the school’s cultural milieu (Bamford, 2008). In the week 

prior to the commencement of the program I had completed a curriculum design of studio 

based learning experiences informed by (a) the views of authors including Eisner (2002); 

Winner and Hetland (2008); Winner et al., (2006) and Upitis (2011), and (b) the structure 

offered by the Four Lenses framework (Seidel et al., 2009). I felt confident this program 

would engage the 15 gifted and talented students I expected to meet in the forthcoming week. 

Late that same week I received an email from Marie to confirm the date and time of our first 

art excellence session with an attachment that contained a list of students’ names. I sat quietly 

as I repeatedly read and re-read the email and the attached list of names with a growing sense 
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of confusion. The list occupied two pages. A group of 20, Preparatory to Year 4 students 

were listed on one sheet and a group of 21 students from Year 5 to Year 7 were listed on the 

other. My world was spinning. I was not prepared for these numbers of students. The 

expected 15 students had become 41 students a few days before the first session. The email 

explained that due to the numbers, the students had been split into two groups to attend the 

sessions on alternate weeks. I took a very deep breath and then another. I checked the email 

was correctly addressed and then rang the school.  “No”, a no nonsense voice answered “No, 

Graham is not available, I don’t know when he will be back in the office”.  “No I am sorry 

Anne, Marie is not available either.” “Yes you can leave a message, but I can’t promise when 

they might get back to you. It is a very busy time.”  I had much to consider. What led to this 

dramatic and unexpected response?  Moments of curiosity cut through my flustered thoughts.   

Had the school leaders seriously underestimated the strength and number of their artistically 

gifted and talented population? If all of these students were considered gifted and talented 

how were they being assessed and selected and who was doing the selection?  Was there 

another explanation?   

As I contemplated the changed situation other implications presented themselves. The school 

administration obviously had a reason for accepting so many more students than originally 

intended, if I said no to the increased number of students at this late stage, how would the 

school respond? How could I feasibly say no to the extra number of students now that their 

names had appeared on the official roll and were “very excited about being in the art group” 

according to the email?  How would a de-selection process work?  If I insisted on the original 

ceiling of fifteen, would the program be in danger of collapse before it was begun?   

Gradually, another possibility occurred to me, driven by my egalitarian and passionate artist 

self.  If the program was successful with forty one students, might it then be expanded to 

include more students, a worthwhile outcome given the national and international 
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commendations that all students have access to quality arts based education as a human right 

(Bamford, 2006). Moreover I was curious about the obvious disjuncture between the initially 

forecast expectations and the reality of the overwhelming response. I wanted to know more. I 

had taught 20 or more students in art classes for many years so the numbers per se were not 

my greatest concern. I reasoned that it was after all a one term program with opportunities for 

review and adjustment if warranted during the process itself. As Eisner, (2002) suggested art 

is nothing if not flexible and experience had taught me that programs could respond to 

necessary changes without losing their effectiveness. The initial thematically framed program 

had favoured a studio based approach with a small group in weekly two hour sessions 

(Winner et al., 2006). It called for a close artist-student mentor relationship, particularly in 

the early stages of developing projects, individual investigation and creative resolution 

expressed through an artistic attitude with less emphasis on learning technical skills and more 

focus on addressing messy and ambiguous problems that needed time for exploration and 

discovery as the students searched for creative artistic responses. The increased student 

numbers and my growing concerns over the understandings and criteria used to identify 

students as gifted and talented presented a moment of tension that prompted a deep critical 

reflection on the purpose and aims of the program. Seidel et al., (2009) suggest the priority 

and relationship of identified programmatic purposes may shift or evolve over the life of the 

project responding to the movement of complex interconnections that lie below the surface of 

the social-cultural landscape. Similarly Clandinin et al., (2009) comment on the shifting plots 

that underpin social landscapes and influence the contexts and experiences of teachers, 

students, and others in school settings. The increased number of students was one such shift 

that changed the programmatic landscape, the first of several changes required in the coming 

months.   
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While my teacher self considered the prospect of working with 40 students non-problematic 

in relation to previous teaching experiences, my artist self reeled with the added complexity 

of becoming mentor and coach to 20 students seen every two weeks.  Accommodating an 

increased number of students within a less than ideal physical space called for a new frame of 

programmatic reference and style of implementation without losing the essence of the 

intended experience.  My concerns now began to circle around the choice of appropriate 

subject or content; the level of student technical ability, and successful utilisation and 

management of the available space. Reflecting on Bamford’s (2006) warning of the negative 

impact of poor quality art experiences and the disappointed faces and luke warm response of 

my year 8 students arriving at their first high school art class only to discover that the 

program was a repetition of their primary school art exercises. Once lost it was hard to regain 

their interest and motivation. I did not want to risk the possible disillusionment of the 

students at the first hurdle. Seidel et al., (2009) suggest that “arts programs can and often do 

serve many purposes and play many roles in a community” (p. 17). Remaining flexible and 

engaging the students would be my touchstones at least until I understood more of the 

community’s expectations of this program and more particularly had gained artistic insights 

and relational rapport with the students. Seidel et al., (2009) identify three primary elements 

through the lens of environment: a functional and aesthetic space and materials; the centrality 

of the arts in the environment and the sufficiency of time available for engaging in authentic 

artistic work. The increased student numbers propelled considerations of aesthetics and 

functionality of the physical space, materials and time into sharp focus.  

5.1 Functional and aesthetic space and materials  

In theory the flexible classroom allocated for the art sessions was both functional and flexible 

from the perspective of the school’s administration.  The classroom space was located in a 

modern multi-purpose building (as described in Chapter 4). Form to a greater extent 
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determines function and as I contemplated the space in the context of a visual art studio I 

realised that flexibility and functionality were not mutually exclusive, nor were they 

necessarily one and the same thing.  My artist self was initially dismayed at the prospect but 

gradually joined an alliance with my pragmatic teacher self and decided that the space did 

present a number of workable attributes. Firstly it represented a permanent work space for 

students rather than the often experienced art on a cart scenario (Eisner, 2000). Secondly it 

was a space apart from their normal classrooms which supported one of my programmatic 

goals to help students step over the normal, traditional teaching-learning boundaries marked 

right and wrong (Eisner, 2002; Robinson, 2000; Seidel et al., 2009). Consequently I saw the 

move to a different physical environment as an opportunity for the students to change some 

of their learning and thinking patterns associated with normal instruction based classroom 

practices. This ultimately proved to be more challenging than first imagined. Secondly this 

classroom had been designed with science in mind.  As a theme science presented the 

possibility of an authentic connection to the students interests and learning that was worthy of 

investigation, as art and science employ similar process, only the outcomes differ (Eisner, 

2002). Much of my own early student art practice was based on the fundamentals of scientific 

knowledge, including the periodic table and the composition of compounds such as earth and 

water, so I perceived co-joining concepts of art and science as a valuable consequence of 

classroom location.  Of particular interest was the full size skeleton housed in the flexible 

classroom’s storage cupboard. Drawing the structural bones of any object encourages key 

observational and investigative techniques used by artists to substantively inform edges, 

proportion and structure of the images they create. Now my artist self was enthusiastic and 

planning ahead. I made a note to connect with the science teacher to discuss a collaborative 

art-science drawing project. 
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However such plans were short lived. Apart from stainless steel sinks and closeted skeleton 

links with science remained elusive. Attempts to connect with teachers in other subject areas 

were resisted, misunderstood or unfruitful. The benefits of this space to art making became 

mostly practical. The two deep stainless steel sinks with running water at either end of the 

long wide bench were well utilised; the mobile tables that could easily be rearranged and 

repositioned became a valuable asset as the program unfolded and numbers fluctuated; the 

good natural light from several large windows was welcome; and the only serviceable, 

linoleum covered, floor surfaces in the whole complex were invaluable when the inevitable 

collisions and slips occurred.  I clung to these beneficial elements as I reflected on the 

drawbacks of flexibility and the limitations of functionality. My internal artist’s initial and 

overwhelming sense of dismay was that the whole space was grey, in a variety of shades 

ranging from the pale grey walls through to the dark grey, cloth covered office style chairs on 

wheels.  Wheeled chairs in carpeted computer labs were perhaps a common sense item. High 

back cloth covered office style mobile chairs on a linoleum surface, in a space with mobile 

bench tables supporting art work, paint, water, clay and the like, mixed with young students 

(and artist) wielding paint laden brushes and spontaneous movements was a problematic 

scenario. Regardless of Graham’s assurances that “a few marks won’t matter” and “I’d rather 

know that the room is being used” the possibilities of tensions and ramifications from 

wheeled collisions, paint stained chairs and dried clay hand prints haunted my sleep, curtailed 

the shape of experiential learning experiences and often had me wondering how long it would 

take me to sew up calico chair covers. In the first few months however I was still hopeful of 

acquiring easels as I imagined a working studio space with little need for cloth covered 

chairs. The fact that the smooth pale grey walls provided no opportunities for hanging or 

displaying art works seemed almost more problematic. It is well noted that different images 

of art and design work provide stimulation and inspiration for eyes and minds when 
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encountered by students, encounters that may lead to conversations, and creative 

interruptions to a normal schooling mind set. Such displays could also provide an aesthetic 

feel to the environment promoting artistic thinking (Winner et al., 2006). I included hanging 

fixtures under conversation topics to discuss with Graham and moved my attention to 

materials and storage. More difficulties loomed. In a moment of frustration I felt that not only 

the students but also members of the school administration would profit from a short course 

on how the arts work including the minimum requirements for equipment and particularly 

storage. Later I reflected that as the artist I might require a comparable course if challenged to 

reconcile complex school policy and budgets, and arrange effective timetables across a 

primary school setting.  Thankfully the easels and drying rack would be a definite advantage 

and although the storage space was minimal, and shared, Graham suggested I could ask 

Vince, the school maintenance man to install shelving in the small lockable cupboard 

increasing its capacity and usefulness. So this was high on my list of priorities. Meanwhile I 

would provide drawing materials for students to use and take steps to arrange an order 

through the school. As an artist I have often found the quality of art materials given to young 

students quite disheartening. Paint texture is often thin, the intensity of colour fades quickly, 

and wax drawing crayons contain more wax than colour leaving weak impressions instead of 

a deep rich line or block of colour. Often the cartridge paper used disintegrates under the 

reworking efforts of young hands; HB pencils distributed for drawing in class cannot easily 

produce the array and qualities of line and texture produced by a range of graphite pencils 

such as 2B, 6B and 8B. I realise that this paucity in materials related to variety and quality 

may often be a result of teachers, who want to encourage artistic creativity in their students, 

being forced to purchase art materials from their own funds due to budgetary restrictions 

placed on them by school administrations (Sabol, 2010; Seidel et al., 2009).   
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Still I was determined that the aesthetic dimension residing in the core of the relationship 

between student and materials, tools and instruments used in artistic learnings would be 

accessible to all the students (Eisner, 2002; Seidel et al., 2009) even if it did mean sourcing 

the materials myself and waiting for reimbursement from the school. As the program 

progressed, the consumable materials and various tools for drawing, clay and collage were 

provided but equipment such as easels and drying rack did not eventuate. The lack of 

shelving did not improve which limited the capacity to plan ahead with materials and students 

work vying for storage space. In the early stages my car became the storeroom for materials 

to be unpacked and repacked at each session. As an artist, particularly working in the field of 

community arts, I have learned to adjust to the context and circumstances that prevail, and 

although Seidel et al.,(2009) reported that the quality of an arts learning experience was 

linked to both the authenticity of the processes in which they were engaged and to the 

authenticity of the spaces and materials of those experiences (p. 42) they also found that inn 

focusing on the art professional artists who teach had learned to “creatively adapt” to 

challenging spaces (p. 43).  The restrictions on space led to restrictions on the relationships 

students could experientially develop through interactions with materials, especially materials 

of interest such as clay, oil paints, natural and man-made materials that were not usually 

available in their daily classroom activities. 

5.2 The Arts Occupy a Central Place in the Physical Environment 

Seidel, et al’s., (2009) notion that “art needs to be visible in the school” (p. 43) was a far 

more problematic proposition from my stance as artist, teacher and researcher in this 

situation. Seidel et al., (2009) state the aesthetic impact of such displays is central, 

proclaiming art “should occupy a central place in the physical environment” (p. 42) providing 

a visible indicator of effective arts learning. From experience I know that the display of 

student art works is important for a number of reasons particularly in respect to authentic 
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learning practices discussed more fully in Chapter Seven. Displaying art and cultural images 

to inspire and to generate discussion was a practice I had followed for many years and 

expected to continue in this space, particularly as I reflected on Graham’s enthusiastic 

support for “many colourful displays on the walls of classrooms” but now such ideas bought 

challenges in this environment. My early discussions with Fleur about options for the display 

of art images and in time students’ work, on the walls of the grey flexible classroom met with 

resistance. “I wouldn’t … lots of people use this space and things might go missing”.  My 

questioning brow brought further comment. “…you’d be surprised.”  I recounted several 

previous classrooms experiences where the display of students work had a strong 

motivational and beneficial effect for students. “What if we had a special display board or 

hanging rack put on one of the walls, Graham said just ask for what we need?”  I want this 

space to look more like an art studio (Burnard & White, 2008 and Winner et al., 2006) than a 

flexible grey classroom, I ventured with enthusiasm.  Fleur’s eyes widened slightly yet she 

seemed unmoved.  “Well you would have to talk to Vince, he’s pretty busy and we need him 

to do the shelves in the store room first.  But I don’t think he would want to mess up these 

walls with display boards and things.”  I decided to change focus. “Well we will need 

somewhere to display the students work too as we go along” I responded.  Given her 

voluntary supervision and mural projects with some of the students I thought this might have 

perhaps had a higher priority for Fleur. I was mistaken. “Oh no, that’ll be the first to go!” 

Fleur responded with a mix of incredulity and humour tinged sympathy for the outsider who 

just ‘didn’t seem to get it’.   

Fleur made it clear that she was reluctant to take responsibility for losing student’s art work 

left out on display. I must admit to some empathy for her positon. As an emerging artist I had 

had some of my art works taken from an exhibition in a busy café so I understood how a 

student might feel if placed in the same situation. Fleur saw herself as the school’s 
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representative and responsible for the program within the school so I respected her sense of 

accountability towards the students.  As an outsider I felt there was perhaps more to 

understand about her reluctance, so I accepted her position and decided to revisit the 

conversation at a later time. Meanwhile I added a note to a growing list of discussions to be 

had with Graham and remained determined to look for other possibilities to make student’s 

art visible in the school. 

On this note I remembered something useful from my first visit to the school. As I left that 

afternoon I made my way to the office to investigate both the process for inclusion of art 

works on the display board above the wooden bench provided for those waiting for 

appointments and the television monitor that sat adjacent to it. Both positions appeared to 

provide a small avenue for displaying the work produced by students in the art program and 

give visibility to their artistic endeavours. I had noticed that images displayed in both formats 

changed with some regularity, my mission now was to find the person responsible and 

request inclusion of the students’ work.  The office area was enjoying a moment of rare 

stillness as I entered, the after school rush of staff, parents and students had abated, at first I 

thought it was completely devoid of attendant personnel, I contemplated going around the 

corner into Graham’s office on the off chance he was available. My efforts to contact him and 

arrange a meeting had proven fruitless in recent times. As I ventured in that direction a door 

slid open in the office section and Pat emerged from a small annex occupied by a large 

photocopier and a variety of shelving. “Oh Pat, I did not think anyone was here” I managed 

in a slightly startled voice, like a student caught almost doing the wrong thing. There was a 

certain look or presence that Pat carried about her that commanded deference and obedience. 

“Can I help you Anne?” the frown had reappeared. I explained my overt mission, the 

inclusion of the art students’ works in the displays evident in the front office.  Her mood 

lightened, instead of a problem I had brought her a request that was easily responded to. “Oh 
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that’s fine, I take care of it, just bring the work you want displayed in a folder and I will put it 

in the queue.  There was a hint of a smile as I thanked her and agreed to do as instructed. That 

exchange had gone quite smoothly so I was prompted to ask about my covert mission, to 

arrange a meeting with Graham. The frown returned. “I don’t know when he can see you. 

What is it in connection with?”  The list of conversations I had noted in my journal was too 

difficult to explain, I mentally tried to sift through it quickly to choose a response that would 

give a sense of urgency that would perhaps draw a positive result.  I had taken too long 

though, Pat broke into my thoughts “Well why don’t you email your request, but send it to 

me and I will make sure he receives it, otherwise he may not see it in amongst all of the other 

emails he gets.”  A solution and action I agreed to, Pat returned to her desk, wrote her email 

address on a slip of paper and handed it to me as she picked up the phone that had just begun 

to ring. I duly emailed my meeting request later the following day.  The following week I 

excitedly told Fleur of the arrangement I had with Pat to add the students work to the display 

process in the front office. She seemed unimpressed. “Oh ok, so what work do you want to 

use?” Curatorial considerations are many and in some cases complex. Ideally the students 

would be involved in the selection process. Sensing some reluctance and considering issues 

of time, expediency and hoped for co-constructive opportunities, I asked Fleur to help gather 

a selection of students’ works. A glimmer of interest took hold and in due course a folder of 

works on paper was ready to be presented to Pat. Fleur offered to take it to the office for me 

and suggested I should also talk to Margaret, the staff member responsible for uploading 

images displayed on the television monitor because “she is always looking for stuff to put up 

there.” I was pleased and relieved that opportunities seemed to be opening up to include the 

students’ images in the cultural life of the school. After several months of unanswered 

expectation and anticipation of students’ work appearing in the reception area I voiced my 

concerns laced with frustration to Fleur regarding the length of time it would take to reach the 
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top of the queue.  “Oh, oh well I didn’t take the folder to Pat, it is up in my room, do you 

want it back here?  Margaret said if you want to put some photos of their work on a USB she 

will upload them when she has time.”   

What is at play here? I had to bite my tongue today, physically and metaphorically… 

It is as if the school has this art program – and the artist is running it but there is so 

little evidence of real involvement or ownership of – I don’t know – I guess it is early 

days but something just is not sitting right. Is it just me…am I not clear enough, 

forceful enough…perhaps that is it?  Fleur has begun to tell me that I am too soft with 

the students … the good cop she calls me perhaps I am too soft with the whole 

process. Constant misalignments of expectations keep knocking me off course… yet I 

feel reluctant to push the boundaries of authority – mainly because I feel I have no 

authority- no status - apart from my artistic authority of course. Perhaps we all just 

need more time to build relationships and understand how we each intersect each 

other’s cultural and artistic boundaries. (Journal extract) 

5.3 Sufficient time for authentic artistic work 

The third element viewed through the lens of environment (Seidel et al., 2009) is that of the 

temporal order. Sufficient time is a rare and prized commodity in school settings at both its 

macro and micro levels. It is also of central import to the notion of student learning and 

classroom teaching. Virtually all of the elements embedded in and vital to arts learning, such 

as reflective practices, emotional openness, artistic exploration, sense of ownership, “are 

dependent on adequate time” (p.44).     

5.3.1 Macro level of time 

At the macro level this element includes the extent, length and sequencing of learning 

experiences. In this study it was agreed that the art program would occupy a two year time 
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frame. This time frame stretches well beyond the normally encountered visiting artists and 

artist-in-residence programs each of which may occupy a block of time from a few hours, a 

few days to a few months in duration. The decision on the programmatic length of time is 

taken by a school’s administration team constrained by available funding, resources, and 

(particularly in Primary schools) a necessary focus on preparation for high stakes testing 

(Sabol, 2010). This intersection of artist and school community carried the potential for 

professional development for teacher art related confidence building and the possibility of 

collegial mentoring around the integration of the arts in their classrooms. The length of time 

that an artist resides in a school community is crucial to building relationships that support 

this programmatic extension (Upitis, 2011). Seidel et al., (2009) also note that students 

working on the arts over extended periods promotes “important dimensions of artistic 

development and learning” (p. 44). Over time students are able to develop a personal art 

practice, as artists do, which comes from repeated efforts of making art work sharing their 

ideas, reflecting on their works and the works of others, and drawing on the richness of 

experience that this creative cycle generates. This cannot happen in a few short hours as time 

“is an essential ingredient in the soil in which artistic identity, sophistication, and 

accomplishment grow” (p. 45). This program was implemented over nine consecutive school 

terms of eight lessons per term. Students attended each alternative week so in effect, barring 

absences, each student would have been engaged in 36 sessions of approximately 2 hours 

duration giving them access to art learning experiences for approximately 72 hours in total. 

Experiences related to time led me to question whether lived experiences collected over a 

period of time were more valuable than an interaction or relationship formed with materials, 

artist or art making processes in a discreet, intimate event that unfolds at the micro level of 

time.  
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5.3.2 Micro level of time 

At the micro level time impacts every aspect of the program and process, this element is 

central to the relationship between student, artist and art experience. In the art program time 

at its micro level began and continued as a constant source of tension. Marie spoke with 

enthusiasm as we stood together in the grey flexible classroom on the first day of the program 

“The response from teachers, parents and students, some of whom self-nominated for the 

program, has been much greater than expected. We are pleased to have this program for our 

students. They are excited and looking forward to starting”. This had been my first 

opportunity to see her face-to-face and I tentatively inquired about the unexpected increase in 

numbers. Marie seemed buoyed by the overwhelming response by teachers and students to 

the program and unaware of the small number of gifted students identified by Graham as the 

expected cohort. As time progressed I realised that Marie thought every student was gifted, 

which may have accounted for the difference in expectations with regard to the numbers of 

students enrolled in the art program. She promised to return and introduce me to the students 

as they arrived.  “One other point” she said “before you get under way, the two hour time 

allocation that you requested was difficult to manage in the school timetable so we have 

arranged with teachers to send the students at a subject changeover before lunch and then 

they will come back to the art session after lunch and play break. Fleur knows and will do the 

role.”  I was not conversant with this school’s timetable but understood the difficulties of 

working within designated time frames, for artistic endeavours flexibility is often required 

(Wimmer, 2009).  I had initially been surprised and impressed that a school would grant even 

a small amount of time to a co-curricular art program, given the current educational climate 

with a strong focus on literacy and numeracy; preparation for high stakes testing; and 

juggling an overcrowded curriculum (Eisner, 2002).  “So the students will be going out for 

lunch during the art session?”  My question served both a moment of outward clarification 
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and inward exploration as I reflected on what such an interruption would mean for the 

learning experiences I had planned. “Yes, Fleur will confirm the times. I have a parent 

coming so I must go now.” 

As Marie turned to leave I asked quickly about the easels, drawing boards and drying rack 

adding that Graham had assured me they would be available but they were not evident in the 

space. Marie looked perplexed. “I wasn’t aware you needed them” she replied as frown lines 

etched themselves deeper into her forehead.  “Perhaps you could borrow easels from the Prep 

school and they might have some drawing boards too, ask Fleur, she will know. Graham may 

have arranged something.”  With that she was gone. As I reflected on school environments 

and pressures triggered by the limitations of time I looked out across the open, empty 

playground for signs that I would soon be joined by Fleur. I had a list of student’s names and 

year levels, coloured board markers and a white board covered in text accompanied with the 

message ‘please do not remove’, a sheath of butcher’s paper, a roll of tape, a stack of A3 and 

A4 size cartridge paper and a collection of quality drawing materials from my own studio 

collection. Today, according to the email, the younger group, were scheduled to attend. 

Silently I imagined Marie’s introduction and rehearsed my opening gambit of friendly 

welcome, a short chat about favourite things to draw, paint or make and favourite colours.  

Then on to the topic for today exploring lines and colour. It had been my experience that 

classes rarely ran completely to plan. Equally I had learned that greater preparation allowed 

for greater flexibility when things did go awry. Now I had an unexpected gap in the middle of 

my planned learning experience, a large number of young students of unknown interests and 

backgrounds and a clock ticking loudly in my head. I reflected briefly what they, the students, 

might expect of this session and what they, the members of the school community, the 

audience, might expect of my performance (Burnard, 2006). The clock ticked even louder. A 

knock at the door broke into my thoughts. No it was not Fleur as hoped.  Three older students 
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were half way through the door. “Is it us today Miss?”  “Oh, I am not sure, what year level 

are you?” I replied just as my saviour arrived in a brightly coloured flower patterned dress, a 

folder and a large colourful pen decorated with feathers and flowers.  “No not you today, tell 

your teacher you come next week” she addressed the older students.  

As these students retreated across the playground dragging their feet, a trickle of younger 

students flowed towards the room. I noted with some internal consternation that Marie had 

not yet returned. There was no time to discuss the concept and approach for today’s session 

and I hoped Fleur would take my lead until we found time to talk.  Fleur asked “Where do 

you want them?” as she prepared to mark their names off the roll as each arrived. Internally 

my teacher self was sifting through a number of art based scenarios related to the balance of 

function and aesthetics in this space with the increased number of students and no sign of the 

promised equipment.  The artist self took control and indicated a circular shape on the floor 

in front of the movable tables, as an internal voice gave sage advice, “use the drama circle 

make eye contact with your students, make a connection, and build rapport”. This process 

also gave me time, time to connect and time to think (Burnard, 2006). I wanted to avoid some 

of the traditional classroom culture of the teacher authoritatively positioned at the front of the 

class and students seated in orderly rows. This situation was not possible for the whole lesson 

I realised given the numbers but it was a symbolic gesture of an artist/mentor relationship 

where we all could come together to discuss and share our ideas about art. Half the listed 

students had arrived and the trickle had stopped. Fleur picked up the phone and began a series 

of calls to the classrooms of absent students. I stretched our group conversation with talk of 

shapes and feelings about colour as more students from the seniors group arrived only to be 

repelled by Fleur. Marie arrived just as the last of the phone calls was made and Fleur began 

her calculations. “Three not here today” she reported to Marie. At Marie’s appearance 

fidgeting children stopped their movement. Several more junior students arrived as Marie 
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introduced me and explained that this was a rare and special opportunity they had been 

offered by this school, agreed to by their parents and delivered by a “real artist”.  Several 

pairs of wide eyes looked unblinkingly at me, while others glanced furtively around at the 

other students. Like Alice meeting the Red Queen I was not sure if I should curtsey or wave 

or remain quite still. I decided on the latter non-responsive option save to smile warmly, and 

return my attention to Marie. Marie concluded her introduction with instructions to the 

students to sit still, listen well, follow instructions carefully and remember how well Connell 

School children always behaved.  Marie’s voice was serious yet clear, caring and evoked 

calmness. Fleur’s approach was quite different.  When Marie had gone she added her list of 

her own expectations with a pointed finger and demands for their respect and expectations of 

classroom behaviour. Summarised it meant that there would be no talking; no moving in 

seats; instructions must be followed without question and any infringement would incur 

instant removal from the program as there were “many other students who’ll replace you in a 

minute.” I cringed. It was not the attitudinal or pedagogical tone I had hoped to set as a 

mentor coach and fellow artist.   

The students accepted these rules without response and followed further instructions in the 

prescribed manner. One student finally spoke with a raised hand, “Excuse me Miss, I think it 

is lunch time.”  Fleur spun around to the window, “Yes it is, off you go, have lunch and 

you’d better bring your bags back with you after the play bell, you will be here for the rest of 

the afternoon.”   Thirty minutes of our allotted time had passed and although there had been 

some discussion about lines, feelings and colours, there had been little opportunity to begin 

any art work. I wondered if any of the students would return after the play bell, with or 

without their bags. Fleur had lunch duty and said she would be back in time to help arrange 

the tables and hand out materials before the students returned. I took several deep breaths and 

worked to re-shape the planned activity to accommodate the reduced time frame and ensure 
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(a) the students had a satisfying art learning experience in their first session and (b) retained 

an alignment with my planned programmatic focus of line and colour. I felt it of paramount 

importance not to drift too far from this path in the early stages regardless of the pressures 

and distractions wrought by time, student numbers and limited space. The core goal at this 

point was to prevent effective learning experiences from slipping into activities of “busy 

work” (Dinham 2011) or a “normal school art style” (Efland, 1976, p. 37). At the end of the 

play session all but three students returned, most with their bags. Some returned to class to 

collect bags and another ran to the Prep school to collect three prep students who had 

forgotten about the art session. 

Problematic issues related to time inside-the-room focused on the break for lunch and play, 

particularly as each group was schooled to remember their week and remember to return to 

art once play break was over. I searched for ways to lengthen my time with the students. This 

was a voluntary program the students could decide to withdraw from at any time, I did not 

want to force students to give up their play time but it represented twenty minutes of valuable 

time. I secretly hoped that they would make the choice to return once their ten minute food 

break was over. I was excited when some students asked if they could stay and continue their 

art during lunch break. This request was met with a determined refusal from Fleur on the 

grounds that she could not be there due to her own lunch time duties and I was not a member 

of staff so therefore could not take legal responsibility for care, or be alone with the students.  

Still several students expressed a desire to remain or return early from playground.   

After many similar requests I approached Marie. Her brow furrowed as I opened the 

conversation about the students’ requests and the possibility of finding a way to extend our 

time in class with the students. “They must have a lunch break, it is a legal requirement and 

food is not permitted in the classroom” she replied without humour. We discussed possible 

options of students returning once the ten minute official lunchtime had ended, but there was 
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still the legal requirement to have Fleur or suitable staff member present. We agreed to leave 

things unchanged and reconsider the situation at a later time. As an artist I was concerned by 

both the enforced break in the artistic processes of deep concentration, imagination, 

reflection, evaluation and the waste of precious time as I perceived it. My teacher self though 

was more pragmatic and took the view that this break could be used in a positive way while 

the longer term structure was considered. A second factor that influenced this decision was 

the recurring expectation expressed by Fleur that the program should involve a good deal 

more instruction from the blackboard. An expectation I came to understand was born of her 

long experience of traditional pedagogical approaches. This mirrored a pattern of expectation 

from some students who also found my student-centred approach unfamiliar and challenging. 

Responding to these factors I restructured my classroom delivery. I framed the lunch/play 

break as a positive interruption between a twenty minute pre-lunch demonstration, technical 

instruction, art history or thematic discussion and the longer post-lunch session allowed for 

the individualised response by students. In the pre-lunch session I presented information and 

in the post-lunch session I acted as the art coach drawing out responses in a more invitational 

manner; standing back, attending to requests, modelling problem-solving, reflective practices, 

allowing each student to work at their own speed and take their own direction (Burnard & 

White, 2008).  In time this included Fleur who began to make her own art works in the post-

lunch session. In between I hoped the students would absorb and reflect on the information or 

concepts presented. I recognised Fleur’s need for production above process, but noted that the 

revised structure seemed to satisfy her concerns for a more instruction based approach. Such 

are the “conflicting expectations …[and]… existing tensions” mentioned by Kind et al., 

(2007, p. 839) that arise between artists and teachers, or those schooled in ways of teaching 

through daily lived experiences. Although Fleur’s teacher-aide identity was not strictly that of 

a teacher her positional stance and response to our respective and distinct pedagogical 
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philosophies as they unfolded in the classroom reflected her normative classroom 

experiences. Over time Fleur began to include herself in the after lunch phase of art making, 

in the process of becoming an artist along with the students.  This became a successful 

working structure for several terms before other pressures wrought more changes. One other 

issue attached to the nature of time that surfaced in-the-room later in the program, was 

Fleur’s expressed concerns that I was spending too much time with some students. “You 

should stop doing their work for them” she instructed me in response to my discussion of 

brush selection and demonstration of blending colour on a student’s clay work. “You spend 

too much time with some of them, the needy ones; you should spend equal time with each of 

the students”. I was taken aback by this comment. It caused me to reflect critically on the 

nature of my mentor/coach relationship as it developed with the students and ultimately with 

Fleur (as discussed in Chapter Eight). Time related problems that originated outside-the-room 

impacted the programmatic function inside-the-room.  These issues related primarily to 

access: access to keys in time to set up the classroom for the students and access to 

administrative personnel, particularly Graham, the Principal. Graham although the 

enthusiastic instigator of the program of artistic endeavours and present in the very early 

stages became increasingly difficult to access as issues affecting decisions in the classroom 

surfaced and required an authoritive response beyond the limits of my outsider status.  

Redding (1991) and Sabol (2010) note, once the artist has been brought into the school some 

school administrators believe that they have fulfilled their responsibilities to the program.  

Everything seems so rushed and so constricted at the same time.  I arrive each week 

with a well prepared well timed session plan only to find that it must be revisited and 

revised usually due to some disruption to starting on time!  Most disruptions are 

beyond my control. Both setting up and packing up are problematic. This week I 

arrived at the usual time to find the room in use.  I had to wait until class change over 
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time to gain access- I could see the excited students on their way across the 

playground before I could even enter the room and begin setting up. This experience 

was a doubled edged sword when I reflected on it - usually it is about getting the key 

because the door is locked – so at least I did not have to beg at the counter for a key. I 

am really frustrated at times - this level of rushing at the beginning puts extra pressure 

on scare amount of time available. And then exiting the room has its problems too!  

Art making requires time – a commodity we seem to have so little of…every aspect 

seems to incur disruption and be pressured by time.  My thoughts turned, not to Alice 

this time, but to the rabbit and his watch – “I am late, I am late for a very important 

date” this was the mantra that gained volume and woke me at night …Like Alice 

though I must focus on the positive. (Journal extract) 

Encountering an occupied room, I realised, did have one benefit.  I did not have to engage in 

the process of soliciting a classroom key from the office. Routinely I arrived thirty minutes 

before the session began, signed in as a visitor at the front office where my arrival generally 

received a friendly greeting except if times were busy or calamities had occurred. Once 

signed in I was given a visitor’s card on a lanyard, if one was available, and then I would 

request a key to open the grey flexible classroom. This request often caused some degree of 

consternation for Sandie who occupied the receptionist’s seat nearest the front counter. In the 

early days the question-answer response routine was repetitious: “Oh, oh don’t you have 

one?” Sandie’s voice carried an undercurrent of anxiety. I often felt the subtext was closer to 

(oh please don’t ask me, I don’t want to take responsibility for giving you a key, what if you 

don’t bring it back?).  “No, no unfortunately I don’t” I would reply in a calm voice and 

friendly smile, with an undercurrent of pleading. “I am sure it is not locked” Sandy would 

reply. “There is bound to be someone there. I can’t leave the office right now to walk over 

with you.”  On this occasion I reflected briefly on the events of the previous week related to 
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access and keys. Sandie and I had had a similar conversation with a slightly different 

outcome. “Yes the room will be unlocked” she assured me after consulting a folder on her 

desk.  When I arrived the classroom was locked and no other teacher or staff member was 

about, so I returned to the office.  I was reluctantly issued a key from Sandie’s desk top draw 

accompanied by instructions “that needs to be signed for and please return it immediately”.  

This I did after I discovered that while this key gave me access to the classroom, it did not 

open the storage cupboard where our materials were housed.  I returned to the office with key 

in hand and delivered this news to at first, a very thankful, then rather perplexed Sandie.  

Fortunately, Alison walked past as we discussed the inability of one key to open both the 

classroom and the storage cupboard and resolved the situation with the news that the storage 

cupboard could only be opened by a school master key as it housed the school’s computer 

mainframe. Sandie withdrew from the conversation at the mention of the master key and left 

Alison to supply me with the correct key from her own office with instructions to return it as 

soon as possible. I returned to the room released the art materials from captivity, said a quite 

prayer for patience, and headed back to the office for the third time that day. As I entered the 

office Sandie said “Oh there is a message for you, from Fleur, she just rang, she is over in the 

room waiting for you, she said you are late.”  I glanced at the office clock; this process had 

taken most of our 20 minute preparation time. I was indeed late and harbouring feelings of 

frustration. 

Of the three environmental elements described by Seidel et al., (2009) the temporal element, 

that of time proved to be central to the opportunities and challenges encountered in this 

physical environment. Focusing on the art program, time at the macro level provided the 

expectation of a substantial block of continuous and sequential interactions between artist and 

members of a school community. This laid the ground for possibilities to build relationships 

and potential to extend and develop those relationships into a program of co-constructive 
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artistic endeavours. However the bridges and boundaries to these relationships were to be 

found in the pedagogical, teaching-learning, social and cultural encounters and interactions 

that occurred at the micro level of time countless times over the life of the program, both in-

the-room and outside-the-room. In the following chapter the pedagogical interactions 

between artist and teacher-aide are analysed and discussed.  
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Plate 5 

You can’t go outside the lines 

Acrylic paint, stencil, graphite pencil 
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6 

6 The Lens of Pedagogy 

“But Miss…you can’t go outside the lines!” (Exclamation by Year 4 student in 

response to a painting demonstration.) 

 

Of the four lenses, the lens of pedagogy casts the strongest light on the often-reported 

conflicting expectations and tensions as artists and teachers work together in classroom 

partnerships (Kind et al., 2007). Focusing on the teacher, the elements framed by the lens of 

pedagogy relate to (i) how a teacher conceives of and practices their craft; (ii) how they 

conceptualise the teacher-student relationship; (iii) and how they design and implement 

instruction (Seidel et al., 2009). 

Fleur was not a qualified teacher, nonetheless as a teacher-aide her working days were spent 

in classrooms and she belonged to a family of teachers. Therefore she had been immersed in 

the pedagogical culture that could be considered normative of generalist teaching approaches 

in primary school classrooms. I felt that although Fleur regularly deferred to me as the person 

in the room with specialist art knowledge “you know a lot about art, don’t you” and artistic 

skills “I can’t get this bit right, can you do it, you can do anything” she nonetheless assumed 

the role of the classroom teacher in several other respects. Fleur’s responses to situations both 

in-the-room and just outside-the-room left me with a sense that my authority as an 

experienced classroom teacher, art educator and my (perceived) status as the implementer of 

the program were being challenged at various junctures (Coburn et al., 2008). Although Fleur 
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seemed to agree with the general design of the program and happily shared a number of arts 

learning activities with classroom teachers, she often questioned, among other things: my 

approach to instruction; management of my time and coach like interactions with the 

students; my desire to retain students whom she believed were not able to keep up with those 

she referred to as “the good ones”; and my preference to welcome or retain students deemed 

by others not to be good at art. Her questioning, along with a behavioural classroom 

management style that was oppositional to my own, created tensions. Prompting me to reflect 

critically on my own pedagogical assumptions, which led me to an understanding the 

situation as a philosophical dilemma rather than a personal or pedagogical challenge. At 

times I recognised in her responses tension that I experience between my own artist-self and 

teacher-self, each possessed of good and reasonable intentions but each seeing particular 

teaching and learning situations from different perspectives. Literature related to arts 

education positions pedagogy as a complex term not easily defined but often “used 

interchangeably with classroom strategy” (Burnard & White, 2008, p. 676). Troman, Jeffrey 

and Raggl (2007) identified the complexity of implementing both performativity and creative, 

(or competency), pedagogical approaches within the school setting. They suggest the 

traditional policies of measured performance often evident in primary schools impact teacher 

identity, commitment to teaching and notions of on-going career. These often entrenched 

notions are set against an increasing advocacy for the adoption of competency or creativity 

pedagogy (the pedagogy of the artist) in primary education. Into this complex arena came the 

decision makers who interacted inside-the-room, the teacher-aide and artist-teacher, bringing 

into sharp relief oppositional socio-political value based beliefs and divergent personal-

cultural philosophies (Craft, & Jeffrey, 2008; Cremin, Burnard, & Craft, 2006; Kind et al., 

2007; Hall, Thomson & Russell 2007; Meban 2002; Perso et al., 2011; Wimmer, 2009). Over 

time and through numerous reflections I came to understand that the horns of classroom 
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dilemmas arose from the dichotomous positioning of our respective often unconscious, 

pedagogical stances. 

Gradually I recognised that each of us expressed implicitly and explicitly the core beliefs and 

values of our respective pedagogical philosophies, absorbed over time around the nature of 

teaching, learning, community and art. On one hand I favoured a competency pedagogy 

where control is implicit or invisible (Hall et al., 2007) referred to as a student-centred 

approach or learner inclusive pedagogy, said to be more often employed by artists as it passes 

control back to the learner (Cremin et al., 2006). On the other hand Fleur’s approach reflected 

many of the elements noted by Hall et al., (2007) as embedded in a performative pedagogy. 

These authors explain that performance based pedagogies tend to rely on visible practice, 

which is what I experienced in the classroom with Fleur. The students constantly being 

reminded that they are being watched and if they didn’t “pay attention”, “keep up” or if they 

“talk and move about too much” they would be replaced by others “who know how to 

behave.” 

I am sure Fleur means well … well means to follow what I presume is the prescribed 

school behavioural, learning teaching ethos and I don’t believe I can intervene in front 

of the students that would be inappropriate, but my attempts to discuss the disquiet I 

feel over the differences in our approaches has so far failed on several levels. Marie 

seemed slightly perplexed when I broached the situation with her, Graham is not 

available most of the time and Fleur herself, is more bemused by our differences and 

refers to us as the “good cop” and the “bad cop” and says with authority and self 

conviction that the students know what to expect if they play up. I can see this in their 

responses – and it unsettles me – this is not what I expected – nor find any comfort in. 

The students are being put under pressure to perform and in many respects I feel 

under a similar pressure. (Journal extract) 
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Despite my attempts to build dialogical bridges with Fleur, these uncertainties and the 

underlying philosophical divisions remained unspoken and unexamined. Over time our initial 

tensions seemed to ease perhaps in deference to professional behaviours we developed as a 

respectful compromise in classroom cooperation. In the latter stages of the program, this 

sense of compromise evolved into a more co-constructive collaborative partnership. This 

sense of partnership emerged as Fleur’s focus seemed to move from her watchful attention of 

classroom behaviours to concerns of personal art making and my own watchful attention on 

teaching methods shifted reflexively to find an appropriate balance between artist-as-teacher 

and teacher-as-artist.  

I feel it again … the sense of being watched and judged as though I am totally 

responsible for the effects that Dewey’s “live creature” has on students.  Often by 

those who do not engage with it on its own terms….Without the opportunity to 

engage in any meaningful dialogue – those unfamiliar or unpractised in the ways of 

art – feel the need to control it – or at least control and restrict the students with rules 

and bounded approach. It’s much the same feeling I had when being reviewed by the 

Ofsted panel in the UK – that was not a great outcome even though the school Head 

often praised my creative teaching abilities and safe calm classroom – students 

attempted to break in – rather than break out which stunned a few people…. It feels a 

little like that again – attempting to teach creatively in a time measured, rule bound 

environment, where I felt a constant need to resist the external pressure to pump the 

information in and hope the students retained it long enough to shine during a pop 

quiz at the end of the lesson. Sometimes it just feels as though I am back there…being 

watched, being judged, being tested by criteria that is alien to the ways of the artist – 

yet they say they prize the ways of the live creature – what classroom strategies can I 

employ that will encourage the students to engage meaningfully with this life giving, 
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life changing creature AND at the same time save it from the cookie cutter ‘school 

art’ culture? What role do I play and how do I play it? (Journal extract) 

Laaksonen (2011, p 21) suggests that “partnerships are not considered sustainable or effective 

if sufficient trust is not present or developed” and Kind et al., (2007) found the process of 

developing an ongoing “meaningful and mutually supportive partnership” (p. 844) requires 

time, several years in fact to build necessary bonds of trust. Many challenges were gradually 

overcome but the visible signs of a co-constructive partnership only began to emerge in the 

latter part of a two year program. In-the-room I experienced these in-the-moment co-

constructions around the design of specific programmatic elements and pedagogical 

movements towards coach/mentor-student/artist interactions between Fleur, myself and the 

students as relationally rewarding teaching-learning interactions. Yet from a programmatic 

perspective we still seemed to lack “common language and goals” (Laaksonen, 2011, p. 21). 

Outside-the-room in deeper self-reflexive considerations related to themes of pedagogy and 

relationship I struggled with the idea of maintaining a meaningful, supportive partnership 

between my internal selves: the pragmatic teacher self able to adopt a role as instructor rather 

than educator; the researcher self, promoting acceptance of the limitations if continued access 

to the site was the reward; and the artist self strongly aligned with Dewey’s (1994) notion of 

the experiential nature of art as the live creature constantly stifled by the need for compliance 

to a restrictive pedagogy in exchange for respect and understanding. 

Such pedagogical difference is said to generate a range of conflicting responses from either 

the artist and or the generalist classroom teacher when they come together to teach the arts 

(Hall et al., 2007; Kind, et al, 2007). A situation I found to be present in the slowly 

developing classroom partnership as these invisible tensions pushed the programmatic 

purpose and classroom practice further apart. Seidel et al., (2009) state “when decision 

makers are engaged in genuine dialogue … across roles, responsibilities, and proximity to 
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“the room,” they increase the likelihood that they will work in harmony, not discord (p. 68)”. 

Little genuine dialogue with respect to classroom practises and pedagogical differences took 

place during the life of the arts program. The distancing of the Principal and the lack of 

involvement of other teachers or staff through the program reduced the opportunities for 

wider discussion and reflection. Fleur the only staff member in-the-room demonstrated a 

reluctance to either keep a reflective journal or participate in one-on-one semi-formal 

interviews which resulted in little opportunity for deeper dialogue or fine grained exploration 

of core beliefs and values, purposes and understandings. Reluctance on the part of Fleur or 

Graham to make a space for deeper dialogue might be better understood in the light of the 

notion expressed by Kind et al., (2007) that in schools without arts specialist teachers (and in 

this case teacher-aide) may not have the necessary background knowledge to critically reflect 

on or adequately understand the artist’s position (p. 858). 

Nevertheless I echo Meban’s (2002) thoughts as I reflected on my own pedagogical 

confusions and concerns as my artist’s ways of doing pedagogy met with resistance and 

misunderstanding. Fleur showed a preference and affinity with art based instruction and 

techniques. Kind et al., (2007) argue this “art as skill” (p. 849) attitude, favoured in primary 

education, plays opposite the “art as self-expression” (p. 847) philosophy in contemporary 

tensions surrounding arts based education.  As these authors suggest neither one “is adequate 

in itself” (p. 851). To become competent in a set of skills is the first step towards creative 

understandings as students begin to engage in “deeper questions around meaning, content, 

intent and learning” (p. 853). The lunch break that initially frustrated my original curricular 

structure was refashioned as a pedagogical tool to frame a short skill based segment pre-lunch 

followed by a longer post-lunch session that encouraged students to delve deeper, explore 

their materials and form relationships with their own artistic voice and expression. This 

process required time and although the program was conducted over a two-year period the 
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students had only just begun to make substantial subjective connections as the program came 

to an end. As a pedagogical tool this structure served to relieve some of the pressure between 

the conflicting agentive practices of the teacher-aide focused on the traditional performativity 

pedagogical approach and the creative, competency focused pedagogical approaches of the 

artist (Burnard & White, 2008).   

I am not sure what to make of this confusion because I dare not use the word conflict 

but they have a similar feel.  I know that I know what I am doing in terms of art 

making, and I want these students to experience authentic art making not just a 

slightly expanded version of school art that they can do sitting at a classroom desk.   

But do I push us all to the boundaries of our respective comfort zones in a couple of 

short bursts?  What will the consequences be? Will they be worth it?  Or do I pull 

back and find a balance….take us all forward – or outward – in a more considered 

manner – watch for the signs of readiness to breakthrough – not my preference but 

perhaps the wiser course. Only I do wish I could open up more with Fleur on her real 

under ridding beliefs, views etc., but so much is marked don’t go there – safety and 

risk - how do I tease them out – how do I best weave them together? Art is about risk 

- there is no other way. (Journal extract)

As I reflected on our pedagogical tension I recognised that I was experiencing confusion and 

a sense of conflict related to my core beliefs about learning and teaching visual art. Perhaps 

Fleur was also confronted by aspects of my artist informed practice that were alien to her 

notions of the nature of teaching-learning and classroom management practices. In this 

context my desire to create an authentic artists’ studio environment for the students with 

easels, a range of materials, canvases, art on the walls, and opportunities for students to 

exhibit, may have presented as rather fanciful notions beyond Fleur’s expectations of the 

aims and outcomes of a school based program. Such additional requirements may have also 
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inferred the possibility of more responsibilities, time and effort being asked of Fleur herself. I 

sensed that there was an expectation that more responsibilities would naturally be assumed by 

staff members who “enjoyed” a particular activity without recompense in respect of a balance 

of duties, time or funding. Fleur confided during one of our regular sink chats “Graham spoke 

to me again about doing that big primary school art show for all the schools in the region. I 

think he expects me to do it all as well as everything else I do”. I had not been included in 

further discussion after the initial concept was spoken of, so I was both surprised and 

supportive of her in equal measure.  

Seidel et al., (2009) identified five elements viewed through the lens of pedagogy that reveal 

not only what is being taught in the classroom but more importantly how it is being taught.  

They named: (i) authenticity; (ii) modelling artistic processes, inquiry, and habits; (iii) 

participation in the learning experience; (iv) making learning relevant and connected to prior 

knowledge; (v) intentionality, flexibility, and transparency as elements that can be observed 

in arts based practices as exemplars of effective learning experiences (p. 34). 

6.1 Authenticity  

My desire to create an authentic studio experience for the students through the employment 

of easels as a focus for their individual mini-studio space; student focused thematic, arts 

based learning experiences; the public display of art works and involvement in ‘real life’ 

exhibition opportunities had been thwarted to a great extent by factors beyond my control.  

However Seidel et al., (2009) noted that many factors influence a teacher’s pedagogical 

approach and if situational factors change so too can the teacher’s approach.   

The early and mid-stages of the arts learning experiences had been marked by many 

frustrations, some minor, others more troubling. The promised easels and drying rack had not 

arrived which meant in a physical context my planned approach to our artistic learning 
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experiences had to be adjusted; the supply and storage of materials remained problematic; 

student numbers gradually reduced overtime due to students de-selecting from the program 

and ongoing pressure from Fleur to reduce and limit numbers to the original level fifteen (see 

Chapter Seven for in-depth discussion); and teachers and students were still confused by class 

release times and the junior and senior groups bi-weekly time table which led to confusion 

and late starts for some students.  Fleur was excellent at taking control of these latter issues 

that released me to focus on the art and the students who were in the room. The expected 

arrival of two identified teachers to participate in the arts learning experiences as part of the 

professional development program had not eventuated. I understood the time related 

pressures on teachers but I had anticipated they would be offered release time to attend some 

sessions to gain a solid understanding of the content and direction of the program rather than 

just arrive unprepared, as happened on one occasion with, what I perceived to be unfortunate 

consequences.  In spasmodic cameo appearances art making can indeed take on the persona 

of a wild practice (Wimmer, 2009). My attempts to find out about the teachers and their 

expected participation had not progressed.  Meanwhile the students remained my primary 

focus. 

In an early session a friendly teacher did arrive, more to observe than participate it 

seemed … I was uncertain – I hoped they would come in the beginning and follow the 

process through…but my focus really was on the students – I need to find ‘a point of 

entry’ that works for most of the students, without pushing them to quickly beyond 

their perceived artistic comfort level – yet invite them to go further- it was an artistic- 

pedagogical balance – some days I feel more like a tight-rope walker than an artist-

teacher. (Journal extract) 

I constantly felt I walked a fine line in achieving an aesthetic balance between the liberating 

artist-self and the pragmatic teacher-self. Art making is about risk taking (Seidel et al., 2009) 
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as is teaching art. I planned to take a risk. In essence to avoid another possible risk I saw 

looming, the threat of this program becoming a replica of a school art style identified by 

Efland (1976) and Eisner, (2002) centred on art based skills and technical instructions that 

delivered product rather than an immersion in artistic and creative process. Perhaps this was 

the programmatic goal of the school administration from the beginning and perhaps like 

Meban (2002) I had found myself in a complex position both artistically and educationally 

with few guidelines to follow. My pedagogical dilemma was then how do I engage the 

students in such an environment without alienating the adults who sanctioned their inclusion. 

With the increased number of students I realised that eliciting their individual artistic skills, 

attitude and interests would require time I did not have. As art is primarily an emotional 

experience (Eisner, 2002) I decided to gauge the students emotional benchmark by their 

responses to the shock and surprise the arts could deliver by way of a demonstration. My 

pedagogical intent was to do something that I thought would take the temperature of the room 

and provide a guide the initial direction and level of pedagogical positioning required.  

Demonstrations tend to elicit immediate responses; my experience also dictated that 

demonstrations came with a number of implications and risks. The major risk is that students 

will simply attempt to copy the teacher’s image.  Consequently, the student might negate 

their own imaginative, meaningful reworking of the image as not-as-good-as; or take the 

view that they cannot replicate it to the same level of perceived quality so refuse to try; or 

they may devalue their representation when compared to what they perceive as the correct 

version created by the teacher. Hence I determined the demonstration had to be simple in 

presentation; inspiring enough to invite students to follow my lead; and entice them to create 

their own image not just replicate mine. Considering several factors I had to demonstrate the 

process in a very short timeframe, approximately ten minutes thus providing students with as 

much time as possible to work through their own process; stimulating and relevant subject 
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and materials would have to be provided; the materials should be simple to use and not 

assume a central focus; and the process would have to be seen to evolve in stages that were 

easily followed so that students with lower confidence levels were not excluded by fear of 

failure. Then there were the practical issues. This demonstration highlighted the 

environmental issues such as the lack of easels impacting on my pedagogical considerations 

and restricting my artistic practices. To demonstrate drawing principles with pens and 

charcoal I initially taped paper to the white board to ensure all students could see my visual 

prompts. Demonstrating techniques with water based paints however raised frustrations not 

easily overcome. Lacking easels and drawing boards that could be propped up flat tabletops 

were the only option. There is physicality to art making that I believe requires movement 

within the space to authentically work as artists work. Artists often move, stand and walk 

around the subject under investigation, they move back and forth, standing back to reflect 

(Burnard & White, 2008), or moving in close to their work in the process of creating an 

image. Much as a person might do in a gallery or museum when viewing a particular art work 

(Eisner, 2002).  This physicality is mostly absent when students sit on chairs at tables with 

instructions not to move from their place! 

Despite the prevailing environmental restrictions, I decided to demonstrate to the junior 

group a relatively loose and slightly unpredictable technique of painting a portrait with 

layered washes of colour. Eisner (2002) proposes ‘[art] techniques reflect ways of thinking’ 

or represent ‘a mode of thought’ and I wanted to work like an artist works to impact the 

students’ thinking and also read their responses. I chose the face as subject. The human face 

is easily accessible and engages young artists and the use of simple shapes linked to ideas 

from our previous session. On an A3 sheet of cartridge paper I drew light and loosely 

constructed guide lines in the shape of a large oval balanced centrally on the time honoured 

upturned flower pot shape to create a focus for face, neck and shoulders. Purposefully I filled 
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a large area of the paper and explored the spaces with a number of lines to give me a feel for 

where the features might eventually emerge. This was a precursor to a portrait pose planned 

for later in the term. I had noticed that most students were very concerned about the correct 

rules to follow in the execution of their work to guarantee the correct product (or answer) at 

the end of the session. I wanted to free up their thinking, encourage them to explore a range 

of possibilities linked to merging colours, overlapping forms observing the aesthetic 

acceptability and sensibility of layered drawing allowing images to emerge or receed. Like 

the investigative multilayered multiline drawings by Giacometti7 I wanted to encourage the 

students to understand that the first line they put down and every subsequent line would 

rarely be perfect or necessarily correct. I asked them to think of lines not as statements of fact 

but as lines of exploration and investigation. I had banned the use of erasers as an option to 

remove marks they judged to be wrong or a mistake. Initially this caused some consternation 

but I hoped to encourage an evaluative aesthetic discourse rather than a measurement of right 

or wrong (Hall et al., 2007). I wanted them to see past the first obvious cognitive response, 

looking merely to identify an object. Rather I wanted to encourage the use of line as an 

expression of individual seeing and feeling, visually moving in and out, back and forth across 

the surfaces of objects and shapes describing layers of visual information that constructed 

meaning rather than making immediate decisions categorised as right or wrong (Eisner, 

2002).     

The demonstration involved a simple layered watercolour wash technique pushing layers of 

different coloured paints around on a sheet of dampened paper laid flat on the desk top, so no 

need for easels. With paper already randomly dampened, the colours would run and merge in 

aesthetically effective ways, but there was always the risk that they would not. I mixed a little 

                                                 
7 Alberto Giacometti Swiss Sculptor and Painter (1901-1966). Giacometti’s iconic approach to drawing, particularly the 
head, involved rapidly applied lines repeatedly encircling the outward region of the face, while thin, straight-edged lines 
divide its features into separate zones, reinforcing its inherent symmetry.   
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acrylic paint with a good amount of water, given that it was a hot afternoon I expected the 

wash of paint to dry fairly quickly, thus alleviating the need for drying racks and allowing 

time for the students to work over the watery paint with more solid layers of colours and 

smaller brushes to gradually work up or define selected features.  

I was happily mixing my colour washes with a three-inch brush which caused some students’ 

eyes to widen.  “Can you paint with that brush, Miss?”  “You certainly can, you can apply 

paint to a surface with a range of objects, each will leave their own peculiar marks” I replied 

as I demonstrated both the thick and the thin lines that were possible as I wielded the full 

bodied brush in different directions. Eisner (2002) suggests that for young children materials 

matter because they influence how children think and engage in their work. Using a wide 

brush fosters expressiveness while using a pointed pencil denotes delimitation. He also 

suggests that teachers who demonstrate provide peripheral learning opportunities through 

observation and socialisation and “promote tryouts” (p. 117) by young children. I wanted to 

promote the notion of expressive attitude. I wanted to excite the students to try something 

new without providing a step-by-step instructional approach. I purposefully selected the 

widest brush I had available because the bigger the brush the less chance of getting caught up 

in the details of features too early in the process.   

I had found that the majority of young students started drawing portraits with a pencil held as 

though they were writing and often employed a heavy hand to inscribe details of eyes and 

mouth before they have mapped out and explored the overall image with a variety of lines, 

shapes or colours. This often caused frustrations when they sought to change lines that did 

not look right as the work progressed. A teacher, later formally introduced as Roseanne 

arrived just as I had begun a demonstration for the students clustered around a long table. 

Roseanne smiled a greeting and watched as I made the simple shapes and exploratory lines 

on the paper, then she circled around and stood slightly behind me looking over the heads of 
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students gathered around as I spread clear water randomly across the surface of the paper. 

“Now” I said as I filled my brush with a watery yellow “remember there is no right or wrong 

here…we are exploring possibilities, so we start with the lightest colours first and build our 

layers until we finish with the stronger, deeper colours” With that I flooded a good half of the 

paper with colour, washing over the various feint guide lines I had drawn, as I did so an 

audible gasp sucked in the air behind me, simultaneously several students chorused their 

dismay, one interjected in a somewhat distressed voice “but Miss you can’t do that … you 

can’t go outside the lines!” More gasps followed as I quickly washed my brush, gathered up a 

brush full of crimson and layered it partially across the yellow and over more of the drawn 

lines. The teacher who had arrived minutes before nodded her goodbye and was gone. 

Meanwhile the students followed the flow of the brush and eyes widened as a face emerged 

from the layers of colour and they grew restless to begin their own.  

The response of horror from the students was somewhat expected … even though a 

little disappointing – obviously I would have to gently but firmly ease these students 

out of the blinkered way of looking rather than seeing imposed by core educational 

practices. Thinking and seeing will be my pedagogical targets - Technical skills could 

be taught along the way…  

 … But …and this is the troubling but … the audible gasp came from the teacher who 

stood behind me… she did not stay till the end of the session and she did not return at 

any further session. And no other teacher has come since…but we cannot expect from 

the children what we as adults are afraid to do…I must find a way to work with the 

teachers.  But I may have just missed my first opportunity to find an opening in the 

barrier…  

I had forgotten a golden rule my teacher self relied on - remember to scaffold – not 

shock - is the best way to bring adults to the art table – children seem far more open to 
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the possibilities the live creature offers  than adults – in adults there is often 

resistance. (Journal extract)   

Art making is about risk taking either as student or as artist-teacher. The real risk for my 

artist-self and teacher-self in conducting a demonstration in less than preferred conditions 

held both a philosophical and practical risk.  I made myself vulnerable each time I carried out 

a demonstration in order to engender engagement and then watch for and respond to reactions 

from the students and from Fleur. I was constantly aware that I was asking these students to 

make themselves vulnerable in the eyes of their peers and possibly the whole school 

community so I could not shrink from my own moments of personal and professional risk 

taking and possible peer/student judgement. 

6.2 Modelling artistic processes, inquiry, and habits 

Conducting demonstrations during the instruction phase and in various other one-on-one 

contexts I was mindful of my influence on students as I modelled artistic processes, inquiry 

and habits as reflected through the lens of pedagogy (Seidel et al., 2009).  I was careful to 

present each instruction as a possible version or one way of going about the process, while 

providing a broad cross section of art images as aesthetic stimuli to examine and discuss 

approaches and techniques other artists. I was not positioned in the school as an artist-in-

residence with studio space and opportunities to create my own works as a catalyst for 

response and engagement. So although I was in effect delivering art lessons in a classroom 

environment, I agreed with Meban’s (2002) view that I was also “providing an in-depth 

account of a single perspective” (p. 4) of my own practice underpinned by personal attitudes 

and beliefs that adhere to notions of process rather than product, personalised forms of 

communication and multiplicity of views and knowledge sources. In a simplified dualism a 

focus on a competence like pedagogical attitude that focuses on the learner and achievements 

of the learner resists the temptation to present instructions through a performance pedagogy 
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model that places the emphasis on the specific output or product of the learner employing a 

more teacher centred set of expectations judged as either correct or incorrect (Hall et al., 

2007, p. 607). 

6.3 Participation in the learning experience 

In my first year of fine art undergraduate studies my allotted studio space was deconstructed 

and removed piece by piece from its demountable building and reconstructed in the Regional 

Art Gallery as an art work in the end of year students’ exhibition. My lecturer had chosen this 

installation to exhibit, he said, because he wanted the audience to see what a working artist’s 

studio actually looked like. My allotted three metres by two metres studio hosted a collection 

of small scientific based experiments related to: the effects of air, salt and sun on the surfaces 

of various materials, including perspex and steel, ultimately inked up as plates and printed; 

and the effects of dry heat on apple cores and pomegranates. These were scattered through 

samples of soils, seeds and stones; assorted objects cast in plaster; photos and prints, twigs 

and leaves that festooned the walls and hung like lanterns from the ceiling; several shelves of 

books and personal art journals that sat in rows and were stacked in columns, interspersed 

with all manner of found objects delicately stored n tissue lined boxes of assorted sizes; a 

small table in the corner groaned under the weight of drawing materials, brushes, mediums, 

binders and paint in tubes and cans; and an easel that held a drawing board loaded with sheets 

of cartridge paper; large canvases rested against the only free wall space. I still managed to 

find room for my own self and one or two other students who would come daily to inquiry 

after the experiments or investigate (and sometime add) some new addition to the visual 

artefacts.  This assemblage was documented, dismantled and reconstructed as one might 

approach an archaeological dig, replicated authentically in every nuanced detail.  The 

Manager of the Gallery was perplexed by the process, and to some extent so was I until I 

witnessed the response of the audience.  This was a living work, a work in progress, a process 
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that in many ways could be entered by the viewer as they recognised and responded to 

elements connected to their own lives, this was not a product attached to a wall that 

represented an end in itself.   

I reflected on this early experience as I surveyed Fleur’s room for the first time. I had been 

invited into her classroom many months after the commencement of the program.  As a 

teacher-aide Fleur had her own classroom set up for tutoring individual and small groups of 

students assigned to her. I always felt reluctance on Fleur’s part to allow me into her domain, 

but here I was and the experience was enlightening. We had encountered many moments of 

tension in the art classroom primarily emanating from, as I perceived it, a vast dissimilarity in 

our professional and personal pedagogical approaches. Primarily these tensions related to 

classroom management practices, teacher-student learning relationships and the way in which 

I implemented (or as Fleur often suggested), failed to implement instruction appropriately. I 

reflected often on our odd-fellow alliance in the classroom, referred to by Fleur as being our 

good cop, and bad cop roles. At times I wondered if we would be resilient enough to continue 

in our respective roles until the end of the program.   

The space in which Fleur carried out her teacher-aide duties reminded me so expressively of 

my own student studio.  With one major exception, it was very, very, very, tidy, very neat, 

very precise, measured, contained, labelled and organised. The walls were lined with shelves 

that held neatly stacked, preciously labelled and colour coded boxes; books were arranged 

vertically in orderly fashion in the book case, pens, rulers and coloured pencils; tools of her 

practice, were precisely bound, controlled and categorised in the centre of neatly arranged 

student sized desks. The photos, drawings and text based educational images that hung from 

her ceiling were all A4 in size, laminated and hung in orderly spaced rows attached by the 

same coloured pegs to thin white cord stretched at equidistant intervals across the room. This 

one short view of her space allowed me to ‘see’ both the commonalities and the significant 
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differences we both struggled with in a great deal of clarity. One other significant element 

caught my eye because it surprised me and because it was slightly out of place and slightly 

askew in its presentation. I noticed three images in plastic sleeves (not lamented), that I 

recognised from our art sessions. I had noticed and encouraged Fleur’s tentative participatory 

steps in art making that seemed to coincide with the restructured instructional process 

resulting from the challenges around the lunch/play break. I noticed too that Fleur appeared 

more relaxed, less watchful of both myself and the students as she participated more often in 

the art making. I took this change as a positive step and began to work with her as I worked 

with the students. At times her frustrations with her project were obvious and she put it aside 

and often she treated her work with a feigned disregard.   

Seeing her works displayed in her room I realised she was working to resolve her dilemmas 

outside of the room as well as asking me for assistance inside the room. When I saw her own 

efforts at art making displayed slightly out of place in her well organised, neatly constructed 

room I began to understand the full implications of the seemingly wild practice (Wimmer, 

2009) of my artist self on her own sensitivities related to structure and instructional order. I 

encouraged Fleur’s inclusion in participation through shared artists’ talk around the table and 

invited her participation in artistic problem solving with students. I had to lower my own 

somewhat self-defensive barriers to achieve a new inclusive level of classroom partnership 

through the conduit of shared participatory experiences. Gradually I noticed a shift in some 

students to request assistance from Fleur rather than from me and her growing willingness to 

engage with students in this respect rather than defer to the expert.  The change in the 

hierarchical artist-teacher-student-relationship structure began to find a balance in a more 

collegial artist-to-artist pedagogical approach where everyone was learning side-by-side 

(Seidel et al., 2009, p. 35).   
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6.4 Making learning relevant and connected to prior knowledge  

As an outsider the relevance and connection to students’ prior knowledge, embedded in the 

understandings of the community’s sociocultural, educational ethos presented challenges. I 

understood they were important elements in engaging students in the art making process 

leading to effective learning experiences, but in this respect I was uncertain about the level of 

impact my outsiderness would bring. The unexpected increase in student numbers also 

impacted on my considerations of the programmatic purpose and my own role and place as 

an artist and as a teacher. Seidel et al., (2009) note that “[m]aking work relevant to students’ 

lives can take many forms” (p. 35) and in my personal and professional flux of uncertainty I 

turned to my own connection to prior knowledge and experience. I returned to a tried and true 

rule; when in doubt go back to basics. I began working with the foundational visual elements 

of art in a post-renaissance, western culture that is line, shape, texture, form, tone, and colour 

then build onto this foundation the pillars or principals of design evident in compositional and 

visual impacts (National Gallery Australia). I began with these fundamental markers of art 

making, employed in current school curriculums to understand and explore the construction 

of images as well as the analysis and aesthetical readings of traditional and modern western 

art movements. I perceived this approach as a way of providing the basic art language to 

engage the students, and Fleur, in artistic conversations which would provide opportunities to 

share stories make connections and create links back to their lives. These links might then 

present opportunities to introduce new ideas threaded onto existing knowledge. This was not 

without challenge as each group was made up of 20 students across three or four grade levels, 

that together spaned the full spectrum of the primary cohort from preparatory to year 7 

students. As highlighted by Seidel et al., (2009) relevancy for first graders is “different from 

relevancy for high school students” (p. 34). I reasoned that the notion of a post-modernist, 

deconstructuralist approach would be a cultural and conceptual step too far for these students 
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given Fleur’s preference for performance pedagogy and students’ responses and questions 

related to reliance on judgements of right and wrong, correct and incorrect. I imagined that I 

would gradually insert conceptual elements into classroom conversations as they unfolded 

and stories were shared over time.  

I held some hope for a sustainable future for this program and my pedagogical approach was 

framed with the longer view in mind, because as suggested art is nothing if not flexible and 

the learning experiences could be re-designed or re-framed in response to the students’ and 

community’s individual and collective stories (Eisner, 2000, 2002).  One such opportunity 

arose in the second year of the program. It came in the form of an invitation from the 

Regional Art Gallery for the students to participate in a series of school and gallery based 

activities related to re-imaging the future of local culturally specific icons, including their 

school. The students were able to make connections with the cultural past of their community 

as well as draw on background knowledge held by many of their family members to engage 

with culturally relevant problems to re-imagine their own cultural futures.  The Regional Art 

Gallery then invited the students to share their individual and collective visual responses in an 

exhibition open to the public. 

This opportunity brought relevance and connection to the students’ learning experiences 

through real life situations faced by artists and the real risks encountered when artistic 

expressions of personalised ideas and concepts are exposed to public scrutiny through gallery 

exhibition.  The students responded to the challenge of seeing iboth their cultural past and 

their imagined future with the commitment that comes from “authenticity of purpose” (Seidel 

et al., 2009. p. 34).   The learning experiences arising from these opportunities and challenges 

are discussed in following chapter.   
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6.5 Intentionality, flexibility, and transparency 

Regardless of the challenges I held to my intention to always focus on doing artist’s work 

rather than doing “school style art” (Efland, 1974, p. 37) or cookie-cutter art this required 

both flexibility and transparency. Opportunities to practice pedagogical flexibility came with 

regular frequency. Seidel et al., (2009) noted “[b]eing prepared was not only an issue of 

planning a specific session, but extended to include the full design of the course” (p. 37).  In 

my teaching career I followed a practice of having a number of learning experience options 

available because experience taught that the tone and direction a class might take could turn 

on a sixpence as the teacher walked through or even approached the classroom door. I called 

on it often to accommodate a number of pedagogical and programmatic challenges that 

texturised the program over time. Well considered plans were often overturned as I walked 

through the door of the flexible classroom. One such occasion occurred in the first year of the 

program during the school’s annual Book Week. This particular Wednesday I arrived at the 

office as usual, signed in and was about to ask for a key to the flexible classroom when Pat 

said, “Oh it is open now, it is Book Week.” With that her phone rang and I had no 

opportunity to ask the obvious question. As I walked from the office I wondered how a 

school’s Book Week and the scheduled art learning experience intersected at this moment.  

The answer came as I stepped inside the flexible classroom and found it occupied by several 

children, a few adults, and many, many books, stacked and displayed around the room. A 

friendly dark haired woman sat at a table counting books as a student accompanied by an 

adult waited. I felt my jaw dropped several inches and I stood transfixed. This dark haired 

woman smiled broadly, “can I help?” she asked. As the blood rushed to my head the 

remainder of her comment faded away.  As I stood still and attempted to collect my thoughts 

a familiar voice sounded behind me “Oh I forgot to tell you it is Book Week this week and 

they always have it in this room, we will have to go somewhere else.”  It was Fleur. “I think 
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we can use the meeting room over there but the floor has carpet and they have good tables so 

we can’t do the painting we planned.  Do you have something else they can do that isn’t 

messy?”   She then glanced out through the doorway.  “Oh here they come now, I’ll get them 

settled in the other room and you bring the materials over, oh and we only have a small group 

today most of them are on excursion”.  

As I made my way across the room to the storage cupboard, which was opened to allow extra 

space for the book display, I made several computations between deep breaths and calm 

reassuring self talk. The only non-messy activity I could think of involved paper and glue. I 

moved a section of the book display, with an apologetic look to the dark-haired woman 

serving several students and sifted through the one material box I could access without 

dismantling the whole display.  I emerged a short time later with sticks of glue, sheets of 

cartridge, a small container of oil pastels (the most colourful and least messy of all drawing 

media), a selection of small squares of brightly coloured card and a bag full of realistic 

looking artificial fruit that had formed the centre piece of the still life arrangement this group 

of students had been working on the previous fortnight.  The small mosaic squares of card 

were materials from a design exercise I had planned for an artist-in-residence project 

delivered to the Year Seven students many months before.  This design exercise was not 

completed due to lack of time so now I substituted the previous sea life design subject with 

the now more appropriate fruit subject and headed over to the new space. Sitting happily and 

expectantly this small group of students showed no sign of disquiet at being marshalled into a 

different space as long as they were able to do some art.  As I distributed the materials I had 

hurriedly collected, I explained that we would continue to focus on the still life subject begun 

in their previous session and this exercise would help investigate the play of light and shade 

on an object, in this instance a piece of artificial fruit from the collection I had set out before 

them.  I demonstrated how the thoughtfully selected small squares of colour could be 
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arranged side by side in a pattern of colours and tones ranging from light to dark, to describe 

the idea of three dimensional volume occupied by an object, much like the pixilated image on 

a computer screen. After some negotiation about which student would work with which piece 

of fruit the students set about their interpretations.  Within a space of minutes they were all 

deeply engaged as each created a mosaic representation of a three dimensional object. The 

process proved deeply satisfying for the students including Fleur, who relished the orderly 

arrangement of squares laid beside squares to construct an image. Their works were 

aesthetically pleasing and I was disappointed that the whole group had not been present for 

this improvised learning experience. These students had obviously talked, in positive terms, 

to their art group peers about the “great thing they did” as I received several requests to 

“repeat the fun thing the others did with the little squares” from the absent students at the 

following fortnightly session.  

Such are the fortunes of the artist/teacher, well planned efforts go sour or do not 

eventuate …then out of the blue you get spun around in a whirlwind of confusion – 

pull an artistic rabbit out of a hat and you have a great learning - art making 

experience. How do you know what to expect and when?  My rule of thumb when 

working with community arts groups and also applicable in a school environment - be 

prepared and always except the unexpected.   I will add this learning experience to my 

repertoire.  I need to forget that I was not fore warned and take it as a learning 

experience for myself as teacher and as artist - and as outsider. (Journal extract)  

The combination of being able to link the structure of the lesson on that occasion to their 

previous session, in a conceptual sense if not in a material sense, created an avenue of 

continuity and transparency in our intentions for that lesson. It provided clear expectations 

and goals for the session which gave us all the ability to be responsive, spontaneous and 

flexible.  This combination of a mental rolodex offered an unflustered response to the 
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changed circumstances that allowed the students to “just go for it and really become engaged 

with the problem or the material or whatever is the context that day” (Seidel et al., 2009, p. 

37).  It is the engagement and the character of that engagement that is discussed in the 

following chapter. 
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Plate 6 

The aesthetic ‘I’  

Acrylic paint, cardboard cut outs, paper cut outs, pen, pastel, silvered rice paper on canvas. 
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7 

7 The Lens of Student Learning  

“The arts celebrate multiple perspectives   that there are many ways to see and interpret 

the world. Learning in the arts requires the ability and willingness to surrender to the 

unanticipated possibilities of the work as it unfolds” (Eisner, 2000, p. 8) 

 

This Chapter examines the art learning experiences of the student participants viewed through 

the lens of student learning made visible through five elements: (i) engagement, purposeful 

experience creating or engaging with works of art; (ii) emotional openness and honesty; (iii) 

experimentation, exploration, and inquiry; and (iv) ownership. Seidel et al., (2009) contend 

that not all of the elements must be present but when a number are evident there is more 

likelihood of “high quality arts learning experience” (p. 30) taking place. Their study found 

student learning to be at the heart of the effective worth of an arts experience and the 

recognition of each student as a decision maker significantly influenced the effectiveness of 

their own as well as the arts learning experiences of others. 

Two key features, noted by Seidel et al., (2009) those of purpose and decision making, as 

central to effective arts experiences formed the programmatic contours that shaped the 

learning experiences of the student participants in this study. These features appeared as 

complex, multilayered and multifunctional characteristics within the educational landscape I 

traversed. As Eisner (2002) notes the direction learning should take is influenced by 

policymakers and reflective practitioners but also by the local context such as those attending 
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a school at a particular time and location. The early programmatic purposes and direction of 

the arts learning experiences for students in this study were reshaped by the unforeseen 

responses of numerous decision makers at all levels across the school community.  

Seidel et al., (2009) highlight the “complex realm” (p. 61) of decisions, decision making 

processes and challenges of decisions made as critical elements in the implementation of 

effective art learning experiences. Moving from the hierarchically view that key decision 

makers are those with the broadest reach in terms of policy to a perspective focused on the 

experiences students have when engaged in the arts led these researchers to reconsider who 

really makes the critical decisions that most affect the value of an arts education. These 

authors identified three sets of decision makers, representing multiple different roles but 

linked by their proximity to the classrooms where arts learning experiences take place. Set 

within three concentric circles they placed students, teachers, artists (and occasional others 

such as volunteers) in-the-room as a central focus; expanding outwards to those just outside-

the-room including principals, other teachers, mentors, program coordinators who may 

occasionally visit the room and encircled by those who are furthest from the classroom such 

as funders, school committee members, district arts coordinators and the like who may rarely 

visit the room. This study focuses on those decision makers that occupy the two inner circles 

and this chapter addresses the experiences of those least thought of as decision makers, the 

students in-the-room. Although a web of interconnectivity stretches across the artificial 

boundaries Seidel et al., (2009) assert that it is only through genuine dialogue that an 

alignment of learning purposes can be constructed and sustained. Reflexive, open dialogue 

and ongoing conversations regarding the alignment of key programmatic purposes with 

individual beliefs and how these beliefs matched with the implementation of the program did 

not eventuate during the life of this study. The observable yet unaddressed misalignment of 

purpose and expectations that permeated the circles of decision makers and pervaded the 
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implementation of the arts learning experiences surfaced initially in the selection and 

enrolment of students for the program.   

This process involved a number of decision makers - the students, their parents, their teachers 

and administration staff.  I found my exclusion from this important decision making process 

curious. Although stories of orderly systematic nomination and selection, based on teacher 

identified giftedness and talent was retold by administration staff, student stories and veiled 

references from Fleur suggested a rhizome like selection process had taken hold across the 

school.  I learned that several students passionate about doing art, with the support of their 

parents, had nominated themselves and encouraged their friends to do likewise. Teachers 

exercised personal discretion driven by different motivations such as seeking a creative outlet 

for students overtly challenged by core subjects or assisting a student who loved pictures to 

motivate approaches to literacy. Some teachers sent students to the room without an 

explanation. In these cases, there was an inference of expediency from Fleur’s perspective 

revealing in conversation that “some teachers just want some students out of their class for a 

while, the ones who play up a lot, so they have put their names on the list and just send them 

here.  They think that if they put their names down they are automatically in the program.”  

This view held some resonance for me as on a number of occasions in the early stages of the 

program students just arrived at the door without warning and little understanding of why 

they were there.  “My teacher just said I should come here now and do art but I don’t know 

what I am supposed to do.”  These students often wanted to remain in the program, a 

situation that caused tension with Fleur who increased her efforts to reduce the numbers 

wherever possible. The constant movement of students in and out of the room for various 

reasons in the early stages of the program impacted my session planning and delivery and 

consequently the students’ learning experiences in a number of ways.   
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Fleur’s quick and decisive response to send unexpected arrivals back to class was noted by 

the students who remained. As another child left with slumped shoulders and dragging feet 

my silent yet quizzical glance at the roll book and then at Fleur was in return met with a 

steady look and a quiet yet firm reply, “If we let one in we will be flooded with students. If 

we send them back the message will soon get through.”  While I thought it prudent to bow 

her insider knowledge, I was uneasy because as the unexpected arrivals kept coming I sensed 

a disjuncture between the apparent administrative policy on selection and the practice as it 

was unfolding across the school. I wondered if and what hidden agendas were in play.  The 

continued surprise entrance and unceremonious departure of students also produced more 

troubling concerns: time was precious, the interruptions in the early part of a session forced a 

break in attention and concentration for both myself and the students; art making is not a 

purely intellectual enterprise, it involves deep connections to social and emotional states 

(Upitis, 2011). So while the interruptions impacted the immediate emotional demeanour of 

some students as they became excited at the prospect of their friends joining the program and 

then equally disappointed when they were turned away the process acted as a catalyst for 

more serious emotional disquiet. The students being turned away at the door served to 

symbolise and reinforce Fleur’s oft repeated behavioural policy of “you’d better settle down 

and get on with your work or you will be gone just like them”.   This did little to encourage a 

sense of the safe place noted as necessary by Seidel et al., (2009) and one of my personal 

pedagogical pillars. Several times after such interruptions the students’ in-the-room turned 

hushed conversations to who might be in and who might be the next to go. Such verbal 

exchanges were interposed with silent responses such as shoulder shrugs, eye flicks towards 

Fleur or me followed by head shaking to end the verbal discourse, words and actions that 

indicated some anxiety and concerns about the security of their own tenure.  I wondered what 

stories were retold outside the classroom. “Did Zack just get chucked out?”  “What just 
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happened?”  “Wow did he really get chucked out? He is so good at art, better than me.”  

These stunned comments popped like bubbles on the surface of still lake as heads bobbed up 

and down, distracted from their work then quickly dropping down as they absorbed the 

implications and wondered if they might be next.  

I am to respond to this process? I have so many clashes of emotions and questions … 

where do I start? These students were individuals not just a part of a ‘homogeneous 

entity’ called students as Dinham (2011) referred to. As an artist I am concerned at the 

immediate dismissal of these young people without discussion or opportunity to 

discover their artistic desires or potential – it just seems alien to me.  I know both as 

artist and teacher I am seriously concerned about the effects not only on the denial of 

the student’s art experiences in the school context but also on the experience of being 

turned away from art, literally and figuratively.   

Then there was the question of what perceptions being formed in the school 

community about the program itself and me as the artist, supposedly “in charge”!!   

This all feels very wrong – but I just don’t know how to approach it – or resolve it - 

effectively. Given her head – AND the authority to override Fleur –my artist self 

would just bring them all in and face the consequences.  

But I am a visitor - a stranger - in this landscape. I am often unsure of my orientation, 

often unsure of where I stand in the normal course of things – there seem to be many 

different “views” alive and well here – I don’t want to “upset” the wrong people – or 

anyone for that matter – AND I want this program to continue – maybe we can iron 

out these differences – I just need some time to think. I would very much like to talk 

to the teachers though – and the students independently AND Graham!!  I just can’t 

seem to get to him to discuss this – he gave Fleur ‘the job’ of being the school’s ‘go 

to’ person – now it seems he has just walked away…(Journal extract) 
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Robinson (1999) notes that there are many misconceptions about creativity, one in particular 

appeared to play out in the context of this study that is the notion that artistic creativity is “the 

preserve of the gifted few, rather than the many” (p. 10). This concept underpinned the 

Principal’s policy of programmatic purpose and the criteria for selection of student 

participants.  In practise however, differing views were evident as selection seemed to rest on 

other and sometime oppositional factors that included: a lack of understanding related to 

artistic giftedness; a belief that all children are gifted; a belief that art has beneficial outcomes 

for students challenged by more academic subjects; or a disregard for the policy guidelines 

laid down by the administration. Again I wondered what stories were being told and retold.  

Fleur recounted one such story to me of the teacher who had nominated fifteen of her 

students. “Can you believe that, she says they are all talented and should have the opportunity 

to be included?  I told her no way, we have too many as it is.”  This revelation added to both 

my curiosity and concerns on several levels. I pressed Fleur for more information including 

the identity of the teacher with the intention of discussing the request and the possibility of 

offering some form of art learning experiences to her whole class also I was keen to talk to 

the teachers about the selection process in play but so far my efforts had been unsuccessful.  

Fleur was dismissive of my need to talk to the teachers and appeared reluctant to divulge any 

further information.  These events caused me to reflect more deeply on the selection process 

and my role and place in it.  While I had been distanced from the decision making process, in 

later reflections I realised I did have a role, I had allowed Fleur’s decisions to abide, albeit for 

reasons linked to lack of response from school leadership, insider-outsider relationships, 

perceptions of status and authority.  While reading Touching Eternity (Barone, 2001b) I 

wondered if Don Forrister would have allowed the process to continue unchallenged and 

what he might have done to address it. I felt that the lack of genuine conversation between 
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decision makers around the haphazard nature of the selection-and-rejection process that had 

evolved was damaging to all members of the community including myself.  

Internalising my troublings I returned my outward gaze to the students who were fortunate 

enough to be in-the-room.  Fleur was correct in one respect the flexible grey classroom was 

filled to overflowing with excited students.  But once assembled and engaged with art making 

materials I noted that not every student appeared to share the overall enthusiasm. A small 

number of students displayed unusual discomfort in this environment, even though their 

teacher had nominated them and come to their first session to oversee their transition. Such 

responses were not always aligned with the decisions made by adults either inside or outside 

the room but nevertheless I took them to be valid responses in the lifeworld’s of these 

students.  Scholarly literature indicates that little attention has been paid to the notion of 

students as decisions makers and the consequential influence of their decisions on their own 

learning (Dinham, 2011).  Some decision points are invisible as some “students may not 

perceive engagement as a matter of choice” (Seidel et al., p. 49).  Something about being in-

the-room clearly made some students uncomfortable and I felt compelled to provide them 

with opportunities to de-select themselves from the program.  The irony of helping some 

students escape while troubled by the direct reductionist attitudes demonstrated by Fleur did 

not escape me. 

I noted on many occasions that the decisions made by students and about students in the 

context of this program had a strong influence on how their own learning experiences were 

shaped as well as the impact it had on others.  I was repeatedly reminded over the course of 

the program that the “complexities of outcomes associated with arts based educational 

programs” (Seidel et al., 2009 p. 17) were not restricted solely to artistically related 

outcomes.  The lens of student learning identified by Seidel et al., (2009) and discussed in 

this chapter focuses on “what students are actually doing in the classroom” (p. 30). Clear, 
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visible signs of engagement in the learning experience, although engagement can present in a 

multifaceted context, were for me the primary indicator of a successful selection outcome.   

7.1 Engagement  

Evidence of engagement (or lack of it) was never far from the surface, even with larger than 

expected numbers and initially cramped conditions. The eagerness of many of the students 

indeed had a “visible intensity and immediacy” (Seidel et al., 2009, p. 30). Many students 

came bounding to the door of the classroom in high excitement because it was “our week to 

make art”; others who bounded to the door to find that it was not their week retreated in a 

cloud of disappointment. Once settled the majority of students returned to the work begun in 

the previous fortnight, most with notable enthusiasm, although this surprised me given the 

two week time lapse between the introduction of a theme and its (forced) completion.  As a 

panacea for Fleur’s concerns about product “well they can’t take too long on each one, we 

won’t get anything done” and the lack of storage for long term projects we had decided on a 

two session timeframe for each project.  I noticed too that some students would hang back 

from immediate engagement.  Sometimes this reluctance was accompanied by comments 

such as: “I am not sure I like it any more Miss”; “What do you think I should do now, Miss? I 

kinda forgot what I was doing”; “Can I just get a new canvas and start over, this is dumb.”  

These comments sometimes generated an animated yet reflective conversation in this 

community of learners. Thoughtful reflections, observations and converging conversations 

circulated in the space in-between the student/artist, artist/coach, other student/artists and 

Fleur who initially engaged as teacher with reminders of time wasting “that is the one you 

started, just finish it” and overtime moving to a more collaborative posture of “well you can 

move things (object) and mix new colours, maybe try this other red, I’ll help you.”  This 

process of discussion and reflection ebbed and flowed until the student felt comfortable and 

motivated to re-engage with their work. Engagement can take on both a reflective internalised 
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mode as well as the more obvious external physical intensity.  I was keen to encourage 

engagement on a reflexive level as Burnard (2006) argues making art is “a reflective process” 

and “reflection as a form of conversation turns experience into meaningful learning” (p. 6). 

The “reflective conversations with self” (Burnard, 2006, p. 4) as an artist and the “standing 

back” (Burnard et al., 2015) posture I adopted with as art coach/mentor were integral to both 

my professional artist and teacher selves, as such represented a process of engagement I had 

hoped to transfer to these student/artists. 

In the early days of the program evidence of dis-engagement was also apparent as I looked 

around the room.  There is a marked difference, to my way of seeing, between reflective 

stillness and dis-engaged uncertainty.  A number of students in the first few sessions showed 

such uncertainty. During each art excellence session in the classroom I searched for 

indicators, for evidence of how individuals demonstrated elements of the categories identified 

by Seidel et al., (2009) that have to do with the learning purposes “the specific skills, 

dispositions, and understandings” (p.17) that sign-posted a pathway to authentic engagement.  

I searched for indicators of the positive attributes of student learning. For some students, like 

Sam the boy who liked pictures but who appeared terrified at the prospect of drawing them. I 

noticed his eyes and detected the slight flinch of his body whenever I placed paper and 

drawing materials in front of him.  Was it the new environment, the expectations of his 

supportive teacher, the expectations of his hopeful parents, the room crowded with other 

students he seemed not to know, and now he found himself crowded on all sides by them?  I 

realised that I might never know for sure, but my practiced eye read subtle signs.  In this early 

phase of the learning process with such numbers I adopted an instructive model to begin the 

sessions and moved to a coach/mentor role as students increasingly engaged with the topic.  

Sam struggled with and without instructions. He also politely repelled attempts to work with 
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me.  He often squirmed in his seat and tugged in confusion at the corner of his drawing sheet. 

He was not alone.  

Tony, also in Year 4, although one could be excused for thinking him younger given his 

short, slight frame, long hair and fragile appearance, did not flinch when given materials to 

work with but he did struggle with instructions and with the notion of needing assistance to 

“keep up with the other students” as Fleur often pointed out.  His work showed a number of 

disconnections between the image and collection of instructional steps drawn on the board 

and his own drawn interpretation of these lines and steps.  He appeared embarrassed as he 

realised he lagged further behind his peers but could not find a way forward and resisted my 

one-on-one attention.  When my overtures of assistance were refused I offered him my own 

master copy of the image we were all working with.  He took this and worked diligently with 

it till the end of the session at which point I asked if I might see his work.  He was pleased 

and seemed greatly relieved as he produced his own representation of the image.  It was made 

clear to the students from the beginning that this was a voluntary program and that they were 

free to decide at any point to withdraw without repercussions. But one teacher had come with 

several students to settle them in and this may have implied a lack of choice on the part of the 

students. The overlapping of the Four Lenses mentioned by Seidel et al., (2009) was evident 

as a central challenge in the physical environment, the disruptive lunchbreak, ultimately 

providing an opportunity to offer the dis-engaged and fretful students a safe withdrawal. 

When Fleur issued the ultimatum “don’t go to play, have your lunch and then come back 

here” there were audible moans, she replied with “if you don’t come back then you’re out 

altogether.”  As much as I cringed I noticed signs of relief on some faces. 

Sam was first to rush to my side, “Oh I don’t mind coming sometimes” he said as I gently 

probed his response, “but I want to play football with my friends at lunch, is that ok Miss?”  

Tony quickly followed him out of the door with a similar reason and a look of great relief.  
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Although I understood the positive motivations of their teachers, the physical environment 

was such that it worked against students who needed a different more therapeutic form of art 

engagement. I felt the pressure for these students to perform may have been more detrimental 

than beneficial.  

Art is a risky business, and not everyone is prepared to take the risk and I do not 

blame them. The attrition effect that these departures had on group numbers was a 

positive outcome for Fleur; she senses a small victory and hoped for more reductions.  

My artist self was not happy, but my teacher self took a pragmatic view; be realistic, 

you would have had to run almost two quite separate programs in the same space at 

the same time, to alleviate their anxiety and accommodate the outcomes hoped for by 

their teachers.  Now you have room to breathe and room to spread the remaining 

students out, it will give them their own small but workable space. (Journal extract) 

Although there were further calls from some teachers to fill the vacancies left by self de-

selected students Fleur held her boundary in place and the numbers stabilised.  This allowed 

for a reconsideration of a pedagogical approach to the learning experiences.  I wanted to 

introduce the students to the experience of not only engaging in their own ideas and art 

making processes but also to become familiar with works by other artists. 

7.2 Purposeful learning experiences creating or engaging with works of art  

Although the time constraints on the classroom sessions did not allow for theory based 

aesthetic analysis and art history lessons as separate topics I endeavoured to weave such 

understandings into the practical hands-on tasks we engaged in.  Seidel et al., (2009) make 

note of what they refer to as “a long-standing dichotomy” between making or creating art 

objects and looking at or engaging with visual works in arts education (p. 30). I agreed that 

this disconnection was unhelpful as both activities are essential to amplify the broad and deep 
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learning embedded in the arts. Finding a way to connect the students to works of other artists 

was vital yet proved problematic in this particular environment.  My efforts to secure some 

form of hanging space or art on the wall came to naught.  I decided not to give up the idea 

entirely but to individualise each student’s art focus through a hands on pocket gallery.  I 

gathered together a collection of art images that represented a broad spectrum of artists, art 

movements, styles and cultures. I chose works of art that I considered “would likely have 

both strong emotional and intellectual dimensions” (Seidel et al., 2009, p. 31) to appeal to 

and engage the students I was progressively coming to know. I had these images printed A4 

size in full colour and laminated so they could literally be worked over and worked on.  As I 

unpacked these images and students began to sift through them, they became triggers for 

observation, discussion, inspiration, deeper artistic exploration and personal projects of re-

interpretation.  I encouraged students to choose an image or section of an image that appealed 

to them and then worked with each student to resolve problems they encountered in re-

interpreting the image. We discussed techniques as well as concepts and the place of these 

works in the social and culture milieu of their creation. As a group we were able to examine 

images from different perspectives and as each student gradually gravitated to a particular 

image, style or subject matter I was able to gain a number of valuable insights into the 

personal perspectives and individual artistic strengths, attitudes, focus and abilities of 

students which I found invaluable as an artist and coach/mentor.  The learning experience for 

most students mirrored the “serious intentional engagement in making or experiencing” noted 

by Seidel et al., (2009, p. 31). I also noticed that as each student chose to work with an 

individual image even in rather cramped working conditions they seemed to develop an 

intense relationship or rapport with the work itself to the exclusion of environmental 

distractions. This related to an intimate experience of the student’s artistic relationship with a 
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chosen artwork in-the-room.  But that did not translate to a significant presentation or 

exhibition of their work as a purposeful focus for their personal projects.    

7.3 Emotional openness and honesty 

Described by Seidel et al., (2009) the elements of emotional openness and honesty were 

demonstrated in the need “to feel safe” (p. 32).  The sense of safety referred to did not only 

apply to the possible use of chemicals or tools that required operational precautions.  The idea 

of safety in many instances related to possible “feelings of embarrassment, frustration, and 

vulnerability” (p. 31) such as those that may have contributed to the self-deselection of Tony 

and Sam (and others) in the early stages of the program.  Students also need to feel safe to 

express “joy in the work” they undertake which may contribute to “powerful emotional 

responses” (p. 31). The sense of joy and emotional response emerged during a learning 

experience that unfolded for Andrew, a year seven student.  When planning learning 

experiences for students it was not always possible to foretell the outcomes for the group or 

for individual students.  A primary aim, goal and purpose of planned art learning experiences 

were to “engage students in the emotional and intellectual dimensions of artistic experience” 

(Seidel et al., 2009 p. 32).  To witness this outcome for even one student brings a great deal 

of joy to my artist/teacher selves.  After many struggles and challenges in the early days of 

the program I was both relieved and overjoyed to witness one such event. 

“This has been the best day of my whole school life” was a comment made by Andrew after 

he had engaged in a two hour artist-in-residence mosaic workshop, attended by his Year 

Seven cohort. Although he had demonstrated a polite, mature and thoughtful attitude to his 

presence in the workshop, Andrew seemed quite challenged and perplexed at times and 

required more guidance with techniques as well as extra reassurance about his progress than 

the other students who happily buzzed about their mosaic images. By the end of the session 

he seemed very proud of his mosaic piece and thanked the artist/teacher profusely for the 
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opportunity to make some art. Andrew commented that this was the “first time” he had made 

art and he “was very happy with the outcome”.  When his mosaic art work was being 

installed along with the other student’s pieces on a wall in the school grounds, Andrew came 

every day to inquire about when his piece would be added. His work was one of the last to be 

put in place, but his keenness did not wane over the ensuing weeks and finally he was able to 

gaze, almost in wonderment it seemed, at his small mosaic creation sitting in situ.  Marie told 

Andrew’s story of a student known as a mathematical genius that had been offered secondary 

scholarships from several top academic schools in the area. Yet despite his obvious 

mathematical brilliance, previous accolades and no doubt numerous other activities 

undertaken in seven years of primary school education, it was revealed that engaging in a 

short, two hour art making experience had had a major personal impact on this young person. 

Andrew’s father, a member of the Parent and Friend’s Committee, recounted to Marie his 

son’s excited response.  “Dad, it was the best experience of my entire school life.”  His 

parents reported being surprised and delighted with his unexpected and enthusiastic reaction 

to an art making experience. 

7.4 Experimentation, exploration, and inquiry 

Personal observation and an incident reported by a volunteer during a reflective conversation 

brought together the disturbing implications that result from a clash of students’ explorative 

attitudes and performance pedagogies discussed in the previous chapter.  Rather than 

“laboratory atmosphere” described by Seidel et al., (2009, p. 32) exploration and 

experimentation can often be considered as just plain mucking around in more traditional 

settings of student learning.  As Seidel et al., (2009) states in a “very real sense, students’ 

experiences are the primary product, not the artworks they produce” (p. 85) hence arts 

learning experiences act as personal inquiry where the investigative process engaged in is 

more important than the product presented as an outcome.  This intense inquiry was evident 
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in the investigative approach of Joslyn, a student in the younger group.  I had set the room up 

with a series of tables each holding different materials to allow the students to move about to 

explore, investigate and merge their interests with what they discovered.  Joslyn had circled 

the room several times without showing any strong interest in any materials tentatively 

approached a table of students engaged with pieces of clay.  The other students soon moved 

on to other materials but Joselyn remained at the table. 

Today I watched a student as she worked repetitively with a single piece of clay.  She 

explored its elasticity, its malleable nature, its potential and possibilities.  She created 

and destroyed a series of concave, convex and convoluted shapes.  As each shape 

reached a point of conclusion, she considered it from several angles, touched, tapped, 

pulled and pinched at its surfaces and then squashed it back into a soft squeezable 

shape in her hands…. Only to begin the whole process from a different perspective, 

incorporating or drawing on her learned experience about the nature of clay from her 

previous modelling. Each shape or form I noticed changed and moved in its form and 

seemed more complex than the last.  Forms were created and destroyed in this flow of 

energy between fingers hands thoughts feelings …each movement seemed to either 

answer a question or pose another….it was to my eyes, a poetic performance. (Journal 

extract) 

As I watched from a distance, it became obvious that this young student had quietly 

developed a very inquisitive, tactile rapport with the softly resilient, smooth, malleable nature 

of terracotta clay. I thought it appropriate to enter such a newly formed relationship with 

offers of guidance on further possibilities only once she had established her personal interest 

and had sufficient time to make her own inquiries of the material. The rush to produce a 

finished object was not the object of this experience. A range of materials had been laid out 

across several workstations. Each station was supported by a volunteer pre-service teacher 
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educator.  I explained that I would circulate around the tables and act as a coach and anyone 

was free to ask me questions or for assistance at any time. I wanted to remove myself from 

the teacher at the board position to give the students a sense of responsive freedom and 

flexibility.  This was a step in my move away from the teacher role and closer to the 

artist/coach/mentor role, positioning the individual student central to their own learning. I 

issued an invitation to the students to move around the various stations and explore the 

materials to see what they could make, use and discover about the materials. They were also 

asked to take note of what they enjoyed using or did not enjoy.  As we began the exercise 

Fleur raised the question of expectations.  “How many things do the students need to make?”  

The process of exploring or playing with materials to see what they could do, not producing 

finished products was the goal I explained, this session was about trying different materials, 

especially ones they had not used before.  I was keen that they would take the opportunity to 

explore, to show flexibility in their thinking; experiment with innovation, imagination and 

above all show courage and risk in their choices.  

In answer to Fleur’s questions about numbers I replied, “As a guide let’s say everyone 

explores three different tables. Look around and find a table with materials you know really 

well, then find one that you might have tried before and would like to try again and then I 

would like you to find a table with materials that you have never worked with before and try 

them out.” The numerical value mentioned in my response, was unfortunately taken literally 

by Fleur who kept watch for those lagging behind the prescribed quantity of production and 

hurried them on the next table.  Too late I realised my mistake and I tried to soften the hard 

edges of an idealistic quota, much to Fleur’s obvious confusion and perhaps frustration.  This 

investigative process over product tensions intersected as Fleur and I (a step behind) arrived 

at the table where Joslyn sat alone with her (now) ball of clay. I had watched her create and 
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destroy at least five forms and thought it was time to enter her “laboratory” my timing was 

fractionally slow. 

I wish I had been faster on my feet. I took a little too long in thinking about how to 

approach her and demonstrate some more techniques she might have liked to explore. 

But I got there a fraction behind Fleur; a fraction too late to prevent what I felt was a 

damaging experience for the student.  (Journal extract) 

I arrived at the table a short step behind Fleur a fraction too late to prevent her words from 

cutting through the deep investigative process I had been witnessing. Joslyn dropped the 

almost perfectly formed ball of clay, with a light thud it hit the table and flattened a section of 

the smooth curved surface.  Large questioning eyes turned and looked at Fleur.  “Is that all 

you’ve done all session, just made a ball of clay.  You were supposed to make at least three 

things, weren’t you?”  Fleur spoke in a firm yet even voice. “Three different things not just 

muck about with clay. If you aren’t going to take this seriously there are plenty of other 

students who will gladly take your place.”   

Fleur’s tone was her normal authoritive voice rather than overly harsh still I was 

rattled I must admit, and even though I recovered quickly and calmly assured Fleur 

that I had seen Joslyn create and destroy at least five different clay images during the 

session – there was tension… “but you said they had to use different materials”… I 

could see the ‘well, make up your mind’ frustration in her eyes.  Talk about the 

elements of balance and tension in a composition – so often it seemed I walked a very 

fine line between the aesthetic ‘zing’ when all of the elements come together with a 

sense of unity and the awful intangible discomfort when the whole thing is just ‘not 

working’ – and even as the artist I just do not know how to ‘fix’ it.  Sometimes an 

artist will turn the painting to the wall for a length of time before returning to attempt 
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to salvage the work.  Sometimes it is just better to paint over the whole surface and 

start again. But where do I go with THIS disharmonic ‘painting’? (Journal extract) 

As I began an attempt to justify both my general instructions and my defensive positon 

regarding Joslyn’s actions I felt the rise of Fleur’s reference to our good cop, bad cop 

relationship and changed my approach to focus on the artwork.  I complemented Joslyn on 

her artistic inquiry approach and silently hoped that as I talked through my observations and 

the benefits of hands-on personally driven inquiry particularly with art making materials I 

hoped both Joslyn and Fleur would understand the artistic importance of this student’s 

explorative approach.  This approach is said to be difficult to instruct a student to undertake.  

It is a form of inquiry that Seidel et al., (2009) suggest students must be invited into, rather 

than being “dragg[ed] by someone to do it” (p. 32). Still I could not but fear that damage had 

been done. The hoped for moment of positive artist-student exploration/interaction had 

certainly passed and I wondered as I turned to other tables buzzing with student activity, 

would this student ever allow herself such an opportunity to enter a sense inquiry again for 

fear of breaking someone’s time and number bound rules?   

I  know that discordant relationships between objects in a composition have a purpose 

and place in art making … but what effect will visible discord between the insider and 

the outsider, the well-known teacher-aide, and the little known artist/teacher have on 

the art making / learning experiences of the children themselves.  

Tension can hold things in balance – and create an exciting image, my artist self said 

in a slightly defensive if not reassuring tone.   

Other thoughts came then.  Did any of the other students witness the exchange and 

pause in their experimentation to consider similar messages of produce or perish?  

Lastly then I wondered how the personal and professional frustrations Fleur and I 
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seem to constantly experience would eventually play out.  Even more importantly I 

questioned my selves, how would these relational points of tension affect the learning 

experiences of the students? How would these ‘affects’ manifest themselves and when 

would they surface, if at all.  (Journal extract) 

7.5 Ownership 

I reflected again on these concerns in the latter stages of the program.  We sat together, the 

younger group, Fleur and I, around the flexible grey tables that were covered with paint 

stained plastic sheets, a testament to the continued absence of easels and the perseverance of 

students who worked diligently regardless of the less than suitable artistic environment. The 

class now consisted of a much smaller group of students who comfortably occupied four 

tables with A3 size canvases and sufficient space for individual palettes.  I had taken to 

coaching from a mobile chair, it kept me on the same level as the students and allowed me to 

move up and down on one side of the table to work with individual students as required or 

requested, without disturbing the students either side.  Fleur had moved further from her role 

as classroom manager and closer to artist/student that resulted in a growing confidence in the 

approach to her art making.  Although Fleur still asked for guidance at times particularly 

when she encountered a new problem or wanted to extend her artistic repertoire as we called 

her expanding artistic abilities, she had also taken on an artist/mentor role with some of the 

students, who often looked to her for answers to arts based problems. One such occasion 

transpired many months on from our mutual encounter with Joselyn and the ball of clay. 

Fleur worked on her own canvas as we talked about techniques and tools for application, and 

about the difficulties of mixing the aesthetically correct colour for a section of her painting. 

This was the topic under discussion as we deliberated over particular tones and I 

demonstrated a range of options on a communally shared palette.  The atmosphere was 
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relaxed.  Joslyn was seated across from Fleur as I occupied the space beside Fleur as we 

formed a triangle of investigative artists. 

We were all still in-the-room.  An unexpected outcome I mused as I reflected silently on the 

many points of tension and challenges that had impacted the program, physically, 

pedagogical and philosophically over time.  I noticed that Joslyn, who had often asked for 

help with her work after the clay incident, particularly when it came to making the right way 

to do it, had not done so on this occasion. As Fleur and I talked Joselyn began to lean in 

towards our conversation as she mixed and remixed various colours which she overlayed on 

the small pot in her still life image (the beauty of acrylic paints on a hot summer’s afternoon, 

quick drying properties mean they can be painted over repeatedly without the colours going 

muddy).  At first I thought Joslyn was struggling until I realised her actions were quite 

deliberate. I was pleased, again she was investigating, laying down a block of colour and 

reflecting on the result taking time to consider her options as she explored a series of colour 

variations mixed and applied as she listened to our talk of colour mixing.  

So I did not interrupt, even when Joslyn painted over one particular version that pleased my 

aesthetic eye.  I realised she had taken ownership of her artistic attitude and aesthetic 

judgement.  I focused my energies on my discussion with Fleur and related to the function of 

colour in a work of art and how to make aesthetic choices about colour in particular 

situations.  Joslyn, who had come to the end of her own colour experimentations, began 

taking a more interactive role with our process as she increasingly offered comments on the 

colours being mixed and discussed.  As Fleur responded to some of these comments I realised 

her tone and attitude remained the same as she moved her conversational exchanges between 

Joselyn and me.  She spoke as one artist to another, she offered Joslyn a form of mutual 

exchange rather than instructions and did not comment, or seem to notice Joslyn’s repetitive 

focus on the one small shape in her yet unfinished still life painting.  It seemed that the 
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finished product, once of measurable importance to Fleur, had become in this instance, 

subordinate to the process of aesthetic inquiry.  Ownership and new learning forged through 

deep engagement and personal investment evolved in the space formed by the triangle of 

commitment to artistic inquiry.  

My observation was confirmed later during what had become our regular after class 

unstructured yet increasingly reflective conversations as we cleaned brushes, pallets, tables, 

sinks and floors. On this occasion Fleur echoed my thoughts on Joslyn “she has really 

matured in her approach don’t you think?”  Seidel et al., (2009) suggest that “part of the 

character of deep engagement in learning is a personal investment in the work at hand” (p. 

32). Joslyn had moved beyond the child like need for direction and reassurance at every step 

as she invested her own experience and understanding into her art making. When she did feel 

the need to ask for an opinion, a question to broaden her range of options, it was as one artist 

to another as she accepted the “responsibility” for her colour choices and for the “relative 

success of her [own] efforts”. (p. 33).  Fleur replied with invitation over instruction which 

marked a point of growth in a teacher-aide who had become an artist and a co-constructor of 

the program she not only participated but had become authentically engaged in.  There was a 

lesson in this moment for us all I reflected, as I contemplated the notion voiced by Seidel et 

al., (2009) that “[f]ocusing on more finished products would interfere with real rigor and the 

authentic development of the [students] ownership of his or her own understanding technique 

skills and agency” (p. 33).   Through commitment and perseverance Joslyn had come to own 

her own learning (Seidel et al., 2009). A process I observed in several other students in 

varying contexts.   

Two Year Seven students engaged in a journey of self-discovery through their final project as 

primary students through a self-portrait project.  Tom was tallish boy with an athletic build 

and a ready smile, popular with his classmates and always enthusiastic about making art.  He 
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had been with the program since its earliest days and approached his self-image with his 

usual enthusiastic “Yeah, I know exactly what I want to do” response. Seidel et al., (2009) 

noted “a constant shifting back and forth, from working towards mastery to exploring new 

possibilities and experimenting with different approaches” (p. 32) that accompanied the 

intensity of dancers in the exploration of communication of expressive possibilities of 

feelings and their meanings.  I witnessed this same movement back and forth from mastery to 

exploration in Tom’s approach, not as a dancer but as an artist and as a young boy in 

transition to future possibilities seeking a form of exploration and expression of those 

possibilities.  Although begging confidently Tom appeared to wrestle with his identity, 

current and future, during several lessons.  He used his technical mastery to create an initial 

image of a young boy in a primary school uniform, staring out from the canvas, simple, 

uncomplicated, recognisable, the image unfolded within twenty minutes.  Then he sat back 

and contemplated this image.  His questioning face drew creases across a youthful brow.  His 

thoughts seemed palpable “Is this really me?” I could hear his silent confusion. He took a 

brush laden with paint and began to make changes. The uniform became a plain tee shirt 

without the identifying emblems.  The eyes were made smaller, the mouth bigger, the neck 

longer and the hair style changed. It became less tidy, more tussled, slightly longer.  Between 

each assault of brushwork on the surface of the canvas Tom halted, sometimes briefly and 

sometimes for longer drawn out periods. During one of these longer reflective spells another 

student came to investigate his activity, his image of self.  “Huh, you thinking of growing 

your hair?” Rob asked.  “Yeah … maybe.” Tom replied.  “Hey, Kayla look at this, do you 

think Tom should grow his hair?”  Kayla, recognised by her peers and many on the staff, as a 

really good artist and according to Fleur was the reason some of the older boys were keen to 

get into the art program, pulled herself away from her own deliberations of self and looked in 

Tom’s direction.  Rob held the work up to offer her a better view.  Tom blushed and laid the 
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canvas back down on the desk.  Kayla came across the room to look more closely. “Oooh I 

like it Tom, are you going to start growing it now.”  “Huh, no, maybe, maybe next year” Tom 

answered without looking up.  He returned to the image to make more changes. Tom had a 

certainty about his strokes and technique, it was his internal reflective processing that caused 

him to halt his technical mastery and consider other possibilities.  

I left him to his deliberations once more and answered a request from another student.  Just 

before the end of the session I returned to Tom and wondered how he had progressed. My last 

glance at his work revealed deliberate distortions in the description of the facial features, 

clear uncomplicated eyes had become misshapen, the mouth pulled out of proportion, the tee 

shirt replaced by a soccer shirt.  I wanted to talk with him about the process he had been 

involved in but the lesson had ended far too quickly as usual.  He had cleaned up his space 

and was leaving as I approached his work.  The hair remained longer, still tussled, the soccer 

shirt now a plain tee shirt again, the background was clear of embellishment and the facial 

features were smeared diagonally across with finger marks of thick flesh coloured paint that 

obscured all but a remnant of red that had once marked the outline of a mouth, painted over 

with another shape of mouth.  

Fleur was cross at what she saw as self-sabotage of his own work, “Look he’s ruined it. He 

will have to fix it up next lesson, if he has time.  I wonder why he did that, it is not like him, 

really.”  To my artist’s eye Tom had made a strong statement about his own confusion, his 

own uncertainty about future identity and future possibilities. I felt it was a strong statement 

not only owning his learning but owning himself as a person, with a future, however 

uncertain that might appear.  Of all the works attempted and completed by over seventy 

students over a two year period I felt that Tom’s self-portrait was by far the strongest image 

as in a sense he had come to own his own uncertainty. As Bamford (2006) said “[u]ncertainty 

surrounds quality arts practice and this is to be encouraged”. 
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The stories of student learning observed in this study are too numerous to present 

individually. What was evident was that although faced with numerous obstacles and 

challenges those of us who ultimately remained in-the-room were able to develop a measure 

of working collaboratively as a community of learners, of artists by focusing on and engaging 

in artistic processes.  Over time the community dynamic shifted; the narrative moved on and 

the relationships changed both in-the-room and outside-the-room, not in all cases for the 

better, or worse, but the landscape had shifted marginally and I imagined would continue to 

do so in expected and unexpected ways.  What remains constant is the notion that “when 

learners’ whole focus and soul is invested in the work” … “the intrinsic pleasure of making 

or experiencing art becomes truly joyful”. (Seidel et al., 2009, p. 30) 

The impact of the community dynamic completes the cycle of environment. The social 

relational aspects of the community environment that acted in many ways to shape the 

program is discussed more fully in the next chapter. 
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Plate 7 

Intersection without connection. 

Acrylic paint, gloss medium, graphite, card, cut outs, photocopies, text. 
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8 

8 Lens of Community Dynamics  

Because we see the professional knowledge landscape as composed of relationships among 

people, places, and things, we see it as both an intellectual and a moral landscape. (Clandinin 

& Connelly, 1996, p. 25)   

 

In this chapter the relational aspects inherent in the social dimension of the learning 

environment are examined Seidel et al., (2009) propose this dimension is present to some 

degree in each of the Four Lenses but the Lens of Community Dynamics pays particular 

attention to “relationships among the students themselves, between students and teachers, and 

among the teachers and other adults who interact with students in the classroom” (p. 29).  

These authors argue that “healthy relationships” play a central role in the development of a 

community of learners and are critical to the effectiveness of the students’ learning 

experiences as they create “a safe learning space built on trust and respect” (p. 38).  This 

socially based dynamic is explored through three key elements: (i) respect and trust among all 

participants, along with a belief in students’ capacities; (ii) open communication; (iii) 

collaboration. The study by Seidel et al., (2009) focuses attention on the social climate in-the-

room, that is, the learning space itself.  This study includes a focus on the influential 

interweave of relationship, community and collaboration that moved back and forth across 

visible and invisible boundaries intersecting the two inner circles of decision makers - those 
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in the classroom and those just outside the classroom.  It was often in these moments of 

intersection that the tensions and frustrations inherent in my outsiderness emerged.  

Seidel et al., (2009) state that “supportive communities do not simply form; they have to be 

born in the heat of some shared commitment, challenge, and/or identity” (p. 38).  My 

understanding of the shared commitment of those who came together in-the-room, students 

and adults: including myself as the artist, Fleur the teacher-aide, plus (at various times) two 

community artists and up to six volunteer pre-service teachers, was to engage in a program of 

arts learning experiences for the purpose of developing an authentically personal aesthetic 

understanding and expression.  As an artist the challenges I felt most keenly in forming a 

supportive community predicated on art making were not student centred but rather grew 

from a sense of confusion and misalignment of purpose central in the response of adults both 

inside-the-room and outside-the-room. Relationally I sensed, in the course of this study, there 

were multiple, complex and nuanced layers of insiderness and outsiderness, both visible and 

invisible, that pervaded the Connell School community’s narrative related to ‘trust and 

respect among all participants.  

I came to this program with an extensive background of community arts and specialist art 

teacher educational experience.   In the early stages of the program the school administration 

placed their trust in my experience and agentive capacity to design and implement the arts 

based program initiated by their Principal.   Once in the classroom with the students, 

however, I felt a sense of judgement related to my pedagogical approach and teaching ability 

prevail, not from the students who approached me as an artistically agentive and 

knowledgeable outsider able to introduce something new and valuable into their educational 

lifeworld, but rather from Fleur who outside the room in comments reported by Marie, 

professed strong support for me and the success of the program.  I was troubled by what I 

perceived as complex contradictions in Fleur’s judgemental response that underpinned our 
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classroom relationship, her dialogically positive response to Marie and the disjunctive 

response Fleur displayed between her enthusiasm for inclusion in the art program in-the-room 

and her agentive distancing from demonstrations of support or involvement in arts learning 

experiences implemented outside-the-room. I found this duality in Fleur’s responses 

perplexing.  It was as if there was a barrier drawn around the flexible grey classroom. Inside-

the-room our relationship finally found a respectful operational niche that I noted did not 

extend into the space beyond the room. 

When working on the students’ mosaic wall mural during a student free day Fleur and 

a group I recognised as teachers walked by.  “Wow that’s colourful” said one person, 

“gosh looks like a big job” said another.  “Is this what you’re doing too Fleur?’ asked 

another. “No not me I have nothing to do with that.” Fleur, who had not openly 

greeted me, responded as she walked on. (Journal extract) 

I was puzzled by her response because she had been involved in assisting students during the 

three day artist residency to create the motifs for the mural. Perhaps it was an element of a 

pattern I had noticed of being involved without a formal recognition of her involvement. In-

the-room I worked at involving Fleur as a co-constructor of our arts learning experiences. For 

this purpose I kept a folio of ideas that we consulted and discussed on a regular basis. This 

process allowed us an opportunity to reflect on students’ progress, capacities and interests 

without the trappings of a formalised reflective dialogue, or journaling that Fleur had shown 

resistance too.  

On one occasion she expressed enthusiasm for a three dimensional activity that required each 

student having a backing board approximately sixteen by thirty-two centimetres.  I had a 

large board that could be cut into enough sections for the students but explained it would take 

time for me to have it cut up before we could supply them to the students. Fleur was excited 

at the prospect of doing something three dimensional.  “If you have the board here we could 
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do it today, couldn’t we?  I’m ready for something new and I reckon the students are too.”  I 

reminded her that the board had to be cut up and I could only do that away from the school as 

I had no access to tools or a saw in particular.  Her response was swift “Oh don’t worry I can 

ask Vince to do it.  He likes me and will do any little job I ask.  Let’s get the board and take it 

over to him.  He can cut it up while you explain to the students what we are doing”. I took a 

minute to collect my thoughts and response. I was sceptical, Vince, the maintenance person, 

had shown great resistance from our very first encounter to my presence in the school. I had 

approached him several times for assistance, at the direction of the Principal, in particular the 

required improvements to the storage cupboard in the classroom to no avail. Fleur was privy 

to the restrictions and frustrations engendered by the storage issue yet had remained silent.  I 

had not realised she possessed privileged access to Vince that had remained untapped.  On 

this occasion such restrictions were not in place and Fleur returned to the classroom with the 

boards neatly cut into appropriate shapes just as I had completed my discussion with the 

students.  

My thoughts flashed back to my first encounter with Vince and the on-going difficulties I had 

encountered particularly with storage inside-the-room as well as outside-the-room as a result 

of his refusal to assist. I recall knocking on the glass pane in the top section of the door and 

pushing it a little at the same time. The drab faded curtains stretched across the inside 

shielded the inhabitant from the outside viewer.  The door moved a little but I heard no reply 

so I knocked again, louder this time as I recalled Fleur’s abolishment that I was ‘too soft’.  

This time I heard a muffled sound I took to be a response and entered.  I stepped into a room 

that immediately brought to mind the grainy black and white photograph of the opening of 

King Tut’s tomb by Howard Carter in 1922 not because of its gold and gilded treasures but 

because, as my eyes adjusted to the dull grey green light and dancing dust particles, I noticed 

an array of objects, tools, shovels, ladders, hoses, buckets, stacked and scattered around the 
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edges and in ad hoc fashion across the floor.  The man whose kingdom I had entered was 

seated at a small table set in the far back corner.  A bank of patterned glass louvers, 

interjected with the occasional flat green coloured glass, stretched across the wall behind him. 

He held a newspaper at a raised angle to catch a censored light that filtered across his 

shoulder. He sat motionless, inscrutable in the gloom. As my eyelids flickered to adjust my 

sight Vince raised an eyebrow and shot a silent glance in my direction. “Sorry to disturb you” 

I began apologetically. He slowly released his grip on the newspaper and it slid 

unceremoniously down on to a collection of what looked like smaller hand tools scattered in 

no particular order across the table top. Vince now examined his watch studiously.  

“Whatever you want you’d better be quick, I have to be gone on the dot of three, exactly, not 

a minute later”. I calculated I had roughly five minutes as Vince went on to explain the 

family related reasons for this precise departure time. As he spoke my eyes, now adjusted to 

the dim light, noticed tracks of unused space among the shelves that lined three of the grey 

cement block walls. I reflected on my mission and sized up the obvious vacant shelf space 

ideal for my storage needs. As if he had read my mind he stopped talking and cocked an 

eyebrow in my direction.  It was my turn to speak, but in whose name, whose authority has 

power here I wondered.  “I am …”  “I know who you are” he replied, “What do you want?”  I 

attached myself to the Principal’s authority – “Graham suggested I talk to you about storage 

space for some art …”   “Did he?”  His rejoinder cut through my faltering words. I had not 

chosen well. “Well everyone is always looking for storage space; this is a school after all.  

What we have is already spoken for, so don’t think I can help you.”  Vince returned his 

attention to his newspaper. I hesitated. My mind searched for a way in, but found none. 

Where do I go with this conversation now? I pushed myself for some insight. I was not sure, 

and I did not know who else I could call on to grant me entry to this world.  “What exactly is 

it you want to store anyway?” He was looking directly at me again. I was grasping for the 
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right words and the right name but I had only managed to become tongue tied. Vince was 

obviously a man of few words. I felt if I opened my mouth I would begin to babble. I was not 

absolutely clear on what exactly I needed to store at this stage, I had some ideas about 

possible art projects but not a detailed inventory but I tried to sound convincing.  “Some tins 

of house paint to begin with, maybe art boards and easels, and boxes of tiles, it will depend 

on the projects Graham agrees to.”  Vince pressed his lips together and then released an 

almost inaudible “hhhuuum … and then more loudly he asked “and what are you going to do 

with all that stuff?”   “Some will be used for the student’s art program and some for the 

various art works Graham is keen to have installed in the school grounds”. 

Vince’s eyes rolled as he let out an exasperated breath.  I realised I should not have used 

Graham’s name again but I had no other.  “No I can’t help you” he replied with a dismissive 

glance at the door and returned to study his watch. “I’m going now, like I said I have to be 

out of here by two minutes to three, otherwise…..” “Yes sure” I said “I understand thank you 

anyway.”  Our exchange was over; he folded his newspaper collected his lunch box and I 

preceded his exit by a couple of steps.   In truth I was relieved to be escaping the dusty room 

with the pale grey green light, the cluttered interior and impossible to answer questions.  As I 

stood in the clear air and bright sunlight and watched Vince disappear towards the car park I 

realised that I had not mentioned the shelves in the art storage room.  I decided then that 

mobile storage draws and plastic bins would have to suffice for the time being, the shelves 

would have to wait.  I wanted to rethink my approach and perhaps find an ally before 

knocking on Vince’s door again. Meanwhile my car, already serving as a mobile storage unit 

for the students’ art materials would also have to accommodate the mosaics, grout and tools 

for the mural wall project got underway.  This project undertaken by the year seven cohort 

necessitated a work party of volunteers from outside the school to assist with the installation 

of the students’ mosaics out of school hours.  I was working with a number of volunteers to 
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install the student’s mosaic works in a large wall mural and working on site during the school 

day proved difficult. Vince had been asked to place a safety barrier around the site while we 

worked on the installation but this had become a problem and for a number of reasons it was 

decided to work on the mural only after school or on weekends.  A request for access to the 

school toilets on selected weekends led to a surprise solution to my storage woes and at 

Graham’s suggestion. Graham arranged for a key to be issued to me and noted that the key to 

the toilet block would also allow access to a long narrow room known as the cleaner’s store 

room that held left over paint tins and industrial cleaning chemicals, buckets, mops and the 

like. The toilet block and store room were not far from the site of the mural. “Maybe you 

could put your mural things in there” Graham suggested “if there’s room. See Alison, she 

will give you a key.”   

I have a key! I have a key at last!  Not quite to the whole kingdom but a big step 

forward!   A practical –and feels like a moral - victory!   It is such a relief after all of 

that back breaking lifting and lugging crates of materials around and in and out of my 

car.  I collected my key from Alison!  The store room was perfect, for the immediate 

future at least.  A set of shelves in the cleaner’s store room would add a great deal 

more available storage I noted to myself - but I am not to mention that to either Vince 

or Graham – just yet. (Journal extract). 

Afterwards I often had occasion to cross paths with Vince at various locations in the school 

setting as he attended to his maintenance and I attended to the art installations. I noted his 

eyes rolled up or sometimes sideways with a slight shake of his lowered head became his 

normal acknowledgement of my presence.  I would smile and wave but he rarely came too 

close. Except on one occasion, some many months after our initial meeting, he came close 

enough to deliver a statement.  “Just so you know, the cleaners want your sh—sorry, stuff out 

of their store room. It’s taking too up too much room. It’s a safety issue”. 
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Internally I questioned if connections could be traced between what I experienced as 

pedagogical differences with Fleur and the sense of distancing I experienced outside the room 

or was it a natural confluence of response from individual members of a community to an 

outsider who attempted to become an insider. I felt questions of perceived and shifting 

notions of identity impacted issues of trust and perhaps respect in various stages of my back 

and forth movements along the insider-outsider continuum. Given my researcher affiliation 

with a University and perceived access to resources I may have been perceived by members 

of the school community as a privileged outsider (Kerstetter, 2012).  The responses I received 

from key individuals to requests for necessary support inside and outside the room made me 

question how I was positioned by various members of the community and what contributed to 

that positioning? I questioned how my identity and role as artist, as teacher, as researcher and 

the person charged with implementation of a program initiated by the Principal was shaped 

by others and by my own agentive sense of self.  I realised I was just as much in a 

relationship with my own artist, teacher, researcher selves as they were in relationship with 

the other participants and community members. Kerstetter (2012) suggests that as boundaries 

are disrupted the issue of trust emerges. As events unfolded the boundaries of my own 

a/r/tographic selves were seriously contested. The internally defiant artist who did want to 

keep them all in as Fleur rightly noted was emotionally pitted against the researcher who was 

ethically torn between doing no harm, that is removing students in response to Fleur’s 

ongoing pressure “to have only fifteen like Graham said”; keeping a discrete distance from 

contrary decision making in recognition that I was unsure where the line of disruption and 

observation was drawn between me as researcher/observer of others and further possible 

distortions I might bring as the artist/advocate in an adversarial role with Fleur over this 

issue. My low key attempts to discuss this issue with Marie and limited access to Graham on 

any issue meant heightened resistance on my part might end in open conflict with Fleur and 
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for my researcher self raised the uncomfortable spectre of the loss of a richly complex site of 

investigation. 

Upon reflection I have come to recognise that by and large my presence in the community 

represented a disruption and potentially a catalyst of change, be it either welcome or 

unwelcome. A disruption if not in philosophical terms then certainly in practical terms: the 

exiting of students at fortnightly intervals from classrooms amid task driven requirements of 

an overcrowded curriculum may have been a stretch too far for some teachers and overly 

concerned parents.  It became clearer over time that the school community had had little time 

to prepare for my arrival and the potential for disruption that accompanied the introduction of 

the program. Critical reflections towards the end of the program brought an even deeper 

awareness of the possible disruptions my presence brought as I questioned how my own 

actions and reactions contributed to the narrative of the artist and specialist art teacher in a 

school that had no art program and how that might throw up questions of self for teachers 

who did art making with their students. The external facing images taped on windows of 

some classrooms and the display on the board on the wall of the administration reception 

office testified to their existence that otherwise remained hidden to an outsider. I reflected too 

on the response of teachers who sent their students to the arts learning experiences only to 

have them returned to class without explanation or conversation between the teachers, the 

students and myself. How did these responses and actions, unaccompanied by reflective 

dialogue, frame the identity of the artist, the art based program, and the community outsider?  

Did Fleur in her self-proclaimed role as the bad cop focus on limiting the numbers in line 

with the Principal’s policy talk to these teachers, or students, later after the damage had been 

inflicted or were they left with silence and their own constructed stories to tell to others? 

Kerstetter (2012) suggests that as boundaries are disrupted the issue of trust emerges. This 

view caused me to consider that Fleur may have found the idea of a new person as intrusive 
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or a new way of doing things such as art that attempted to intersect her traditional boundaries 

ultimately meant overwhelmingly an increase of responsibilities, workload and uncertainty.  I 

have come to recognise and understand that my largely unexplained, unsupported presence in 

the community represented a disruption; a disruption and perhaps a catalyst for change either 

welcome or unwelcome. 

8.1 Respect and trust among all participants  

During the multiple distractions and disruptions that plagued the early stages of the program I 

maintained with determination in-the-room art making was the central focus. My 

relationships with the students’ in-the-room and progressively with Fleur were constructed 

around building confidence and capacity in their own aesthetic expression, exploring the 

aesthetics of other artists, enjoyment in the engagement, and developing the art based skills 

required for their self-expressions.  Primarily I adopted a stance of mentor/coach although I 

struggled with the pedagogical implications of this stance in opposition to the instruction 

centred teacher in front position favoured by Fleur.  Eventually we found a reasonably 

comfortable compromise that evolved into the mentor/coach position as our respective 

behaviours grew into that more closely resembling artist-to-artist. The “positive social 

climate” foundational to effective arts learning experiences (Seidel et al., 2009, p. 38) grew 

from building confidence and capacity in the students through allowing them to innovate, 

express and explore ideas, supported by an attitude of respect for their value as artists.  In 

other words there was no right way or wrong way to solve a problem or express an idea. Such 

freedoms led to authenticity in learning experiences when carried out without reservations 

according to Seidel et al., (2009).  In the art excellence classroom there were reservations at 

play for some time that raised anxieties across the boundaries of my a/r/tographic selves. 

Anxieties about right-wrong approaches and outcomes surfaced in the students’ responses but 

within respectful student-to-student interactions that demonstrated supportive and 
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collaborative appreciation of each other’s work. My concerns centred on encouraging a less 

instructional focus and visible classroom management approach in the adult-to-student 

approach taken by Fleur.  Although accepted meekly by students the strict conditions she 

imposed on their classroom behaviours; repeated cautions of “behave or you will be out of 

here just like that” delivered with pointed fingers and rebukes for infringements with threats 

of “do that again and you will be replaced immediately, there are a lot of students just waiting 

for a place in here” echoed in my ears and often left me shaken.  I felt at times as that the 

cautions and possible threats of replacement might also apply to me. Tensions over 

pedagogical approach had manifest almost immediately between us. It was clear from the 

beginning that I did not fit the model that was Fleur’s notion of a real teacher.  This was not a 

new experience for me as a teacher/artist but it was a situation that quickly became 

problematic in the working environment I had anticipated to create.  I wanted to encourage 

dialogue, student-to-mentor and student-to-student, to share ideas, to move around to see and 

reflect on different works, to touch, to handle materials, to imagine and discuss the processes 

we were engaged in. I wanted the students to experience opportunities of freedom to develop 

and express opinions as developing artists through shared dialogue and through making art.  

This approach seemed completely oppositional to the only other adult who shared the 

classroom learning environment. As Eisner (2002) advised a worthwhile arts program 

embraced a host of subjective learnings. These in turn relied on the development of 

relationships. I realised an authentic and respectful adult-to-adult classroom relationship 

particularly between artist and teacher (aide) was pivotal to the success of the program 

(Seidel et al., 2009, p. 39).  My mission was to find a way to transform the growing 

oppositional stance to a collaborative partnership built on respect and trust but could this be 

achieved through dialogical communication alone? I had tried and I was not hopeful. 
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8.2 Open communication 

In the early stages of the program Fleur’s expressed preference to a teacher centred 

instructional model in an arts based program often put her at odds with not only myself but 

with other adults in the room.  The other adults were volunteers, two in particular who came 

each week during the first half on the program.  Tessa and Mitch were both enrolled in 

second year of a Bachelor of Primary Education program of study.  Both had a strong interest 

in the arts, and in particular visual arts. Tessa was an artist in her own right and due to her 

experience as a muralist accepted the position as artist-in-residence to implement the Mural 

Wall for the year seven cohort.  Tessa and Mitch came to the classroom as arts mentors to 

support the students. I had also asked that they keep a reflective journal to offer independent 

observations such as: the structure of the program, the response of the students, as individuals 

and as a group, and my own pedagogical classroom process.  I saw this as an opportunity to 

engage in a critical reflection of my programmatic design and implementation approach with 

knowledgeable observers as I enacted my role as artist/teacher/coach.  

I hoped that their presence in-the-room would create a supportive counter-balance to the 

growing disquiet I experienced when confronted with Fleur’s rule bounded responses to my 

open ended invitations to the students’ learning experiences.  On one occasion concerns were 

raised by Mitch relating to an incident with a quiet student who was close to completing a 

work painstakingly constructed with deliberate fine brush work. Mitch reported that Fleur 

had removed the work from in front of her, before she had completed it, with the instruction 

“you’ve spent long enough on that now, start another one.”  This followed several remarks 

from Tessa on Fleur’s strictly enforced teacher’s instructions given by me merely as 

guidelines rather than explicit, time sensitive production imperatives.  These two 

observations in particular in concert with my own observations raised concerns related to the 

flow on effect of Fleur’s visible classroom management style. These effects included students 
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demonstrating renewed uncertainty through questioning their correctness of approach and 

abandonment or reduction of artistic efforts. 

Mindful of Bamford’s (2006) belief that a bad art experience could impact negatively on the 

longer term artistic attitudes and interests of students and with confirmation that others 

observations were similar to my own I decided to broach the subject with my conscientious 

assistant.  I opened my conversation with Fleur as we packed away art materials one 

afternoon after our session. I began with references to the time taken by some students to 

complete art works. Her response was forthright.  “Well of course you are too soft and easy 

with them.  I am tough, I know it and they know it.  But they respect me and they like me.  I 

have more kids around me in the playground than most of the other support staff or teachers.”  

Then I found the discussion centred on the problems associated with the increased numbers 

and possible remedies, Fleur again referenced my soft approach “you’ll have to harden up 

and get rid of most of them; we are only supposed to have about six to eight in each group 

you know.”  I defended my position of accepting the students on the grounds that they had 

been nominated by teachers and enrolled through the Deputy Principal. “Some teachers just 

see it as a way to get a break from students who are a problem, I can tell you the ones who 

are really good at art and some of them are not on the roll.”  This was sobering news.  I 

wondered if she was right about both my too soft approach, and or about the whole selection 

process. Thoughts of misaligned expectations surfaced again. Later as I reflected on our 

conversation I realised my objective to discuss management of arts based learning 

experiences had been disrupted.  

The conversation had not gone well. I was cognisant that the nature of collaboration and 

social relationship between the adults in-the-room had a deep influence on students’ learning 

(Seidel et al., 2009, p. 41).  I was equally cognisant of the view that adult-to-student 

relationships were equally as important. There had to be a change, and perhaps a solution lay 
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outside-the-room.  I had attempted one meeting with Graham over this matter but it had not 

gone well, due to other matters.  This time I arranged a meeting with Marie. I felt the need to 

tread carefully with the school leaders on the subject of classroom management and the 

school appointed teacher-aide cum art assistant for two reasons.  Although a registered 

teacher with insider educational knowledge and experience accumulated across several 

decades in the field of art and education I was still an unknown outsider in this particular 

village.  I was the knowledgeable outsider (Milligan, 2014 and McNess et al., 2015), an artist 

and arts educator who could see things from a different vantage point.  I was also from the 

outside academic world and I felt that it would be disrespectful to begin my insider journey 

by questioning the professional competence of one of their long term staff members. 

Secondly I still was not sure what outcome I wanted in this situation.  I did know that I was 

not comfortable with the classroom approach to behaviour management demonstrated by 

Fleur as it ran contrary to my personal philosophy and believed it impacted negatively on my 

professional teaching and learning strategies.  But what did I want to happen?  This question 

occupied my thoughts as I knocked on Marie’s door and was greeted with a warm smile.  I 

had spent a restless night wrestling with the dilemma. By the time I had taken a seat at her 

desk, I had decided to own the problem, invite Marie’s feedback and gauge my next steps, 

informed by her response.  I thanked her for her time and laid out three issues that I felt were 

in need of discussion: firstly, I had found it necessary to reshape the art excellence 

programmatic approach due to the unexpected increase in student’s numbers; secondly I 

confessed to some confusion with regard to the selection criteria coupled with the expected 

excellence outcomes of the program; and finally I raised the role and scope of Fleur’s 

position in the art sessions.  My authority as an art specialist had been invoked in response to 

the first two points raised around student numbers and selection process, “You are the 

specialist, you can decide those things, let us know how many you can cope with and we will 
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give you what you need.  The response from the parents and some new parents I have 

interviewed has been very positive.  I am sure there will be more nominations for next year so 

we will support whatever you need.”  These were early days and continuation of the program 

had yet to be discussed, so I was both buoyed by the possibility and reflective about what the 

program might look like the following year. But my authority was not recognised with regard 

to my last point, Marie was clear and adamant: “Fleur is one hundred percent committed to 

doing everything she can to help you make this program a success.  She thinks you are a great 

art teacher and she wants to help you in any way she can.”  I thought back over the past 

weeks and remembered Fleur’s enthusiasm for the task sheets I had prepared for each 

session, the copies I had shared for her folder and her odd comment about how a certain class 

had “really loved the activity”.  I had to take a step back, the situation needed to be reassessed 

in light of this information.  I smiled re-assuredly at Marie, talked vaguely of a few teething 

issues that could be ironed out and took my leave.  I realised that a large pot of English 

breakfast tea would be required as I contemplated this landscape shaped by misaligned 

expectations and unseen boundaries (Seidel, et al 2009; Hall & Thomson, 2007). In 

describing their portraiture methodology Lawrence-Lightfoot and Hoffmann Davis (1997) 

scope out the boundaries to be crossed when an outsider, even one who is invited, enters 

unknown territory in order to effectively merge and take on attributes of an insider in order to 

work in and with a community to accomplish what is perceived to be a valuable task. The 

challenge in this instance was to develop enough trust to allow a creative endeavour between 

an outsider, a specialist art educator and an insider, school based teacher-aide to grow into a 

respectful, productive partnership. These two divergent approaches needed to be integrated 

and reshaped in order for both adults to engage effectively and deliver positive and authentic 

arts learning experiences to the students in the classroom. As I reflected on my dilemmas 

concerning Fleur’s classroom management approach and Marie’s affirmative comments in 
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support of her I decided to adopt the same attitude with Fleur as I practiced with my art 

students. Respect for her capabilities, trust in her capacity to see and develop new artistic 

perspectives and skills and interact with her as one professional to another, artist-to-artist.   

This would not occur through oppositional attitudes I realised and drew on notions expressed 

by Seidel et al., (2009) that mutually respectful adult-to-adult relationships can be fostered 

through visual demonstration of respect for and interest in one another’s work.  Fleur had 

begun to engage in her own art making as I worked with the students (my work) I 

reciprocated by taking an interest in her efforts. I valued Fleur as an artist doing her work. 

This proved to be a positive turning point in our classroom relationship and classroom 

relationships in general as our cohesive attitude conveyed “to students the sense that the 

artist, the artwork, and the teacher are all important” (Seidel et al., 2009, p. 39).  I then 

noticed a trend for students to ask Fleur for assistance drawing her into their deliberations.   

During the first term in the second year of the program issues related to financial resourcing 

had come to a head.  Disruption to the flow of financial support for arts based programs is 

said by Seidel et al., (2009) to indicate a misalignment of purposes between decision makers. 

Graham expressed in an interview his belief that art programs such as this one did not require 

funds. “There are any number of retired teachers out there in the community who would 

gladly come in to teach all manner of things to students. I don’t think we need to fund these 

activities ourselves.”  I recalled this comment as I attempted to make contact with Graham to 

discuss the lack of funds and the limitations the situation placed on the program. I would 

have to withdraw and the program would end if the situation could not be rectified. I had 

apprised Fleur of the seriousness of my dilemma when it became obvious that a meeting with 

Graham might not eventuate.  A relationship that was marked by vision and energy had, I 

assumed, fallen prey to the pressures of ever increasing school responsibilities. As the end of 

the term approached I prepared myself to inform the students. I told Fleur in our regular pre-
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class preparation meeting that the end of the Term would unfortunately also mark the end of 

the program. I had been forced to make a decision and would inform the students at the end 

of this session. Our mood was sombre during the pre-lunch session that day.  Both lost in our 

own thoughts, mine rested on how to tell the students. Of Fleur’s thoughts I was not certain. 

She went to her lunch duty without comment.  During the lunch break I practiced my 

unhappy announcement. I wanted to tell the students myself, rather than have them 

experience any more surprises that seemed to reverberate through the early implementation of 

this program.  Fleur arrived back from her lunch time duties in a rather hurried state, she 

looked serious. “Don’t say anything to the students. Go and see Graham he wants to talk to 

you. Go now I will get the students working when they arrive.”  I did as bidden. Graham was 

indeed waiting for me, ready to talk. He explained that he had not fully understood the 

seriousness of the situation and the impact on me and hence the program itself. He wanted the 

program to continue.  We reached an agreement and the program did indeed continue.  The 

uncertainty generated by the lack of open communication with decision makers’ outside-the-

room created unnecessary tensions that impacted directly on those participants inside-the-

room. I was grateful to Fleur for her intervention on my behalf outside-the-room in this 

instance.  The experience made me reflective of the relationships that criss-crossed between 

the grey flexible classroom and the educational landscape outside-the-room.  I recalled a time 

in the previous year where Fleur had come to me with personal issues that required, as she 

saw it a professional solution.  Although related to the art program, the issue existed outside-

the-room and caused Fleur a great deal of difficulty with some of the other staff members. 

Rumblings of discontent had arisen among other school support teacher-aides on the grounds 

that Fleur was, as she recounted it, getting off duties because she was doing the art thing all 

the time and it wasn’t fair.  At first Fleur mentioned these negative responses dismissively as 

petty jealousies from individuals who just wanted to get out of their normal duties and hang 
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out in the art room.   She assured me that no one else would make the same absolute 

commitment to the behaviour management and teaching support that she had.  Occasionally 

another staff member would come in in search of Fleur and they would talk quietly together, 

sometimes they would go outside, or speak in whispered tones, with odd glances in my 

direction.  Over time these petty jealousies appeared to escalate and Fleur felt she had to 

defend herself.  Occasionally as I thanked her for her efforts after our art session, Fleur would 

half-jokingly respond with, “Well, don’t forget to tell Graham about the good job I am 

doing.”  To which I would reply “sure, of course.” Then at one point she asked me, in a more 

serious tone, to re-affirm with Graham and Marie that, as the “art teacher I required her to be 

in the classroom twenty minutes before the students arrived so we could discuss the lesson 

plan and make adjustments if necessary.  And don’t forget to let them know I help you with 

setting up the tables, putting out the materials and doing the clean up afterwards”.  I was both 

surprised and a little concerned at this request. I agreed to deliver the message to Graham and 

pressed her gently for additional details.  Fleur brushed further conversation aside with a 

short reference to it being about jealousies and political agendas.  “You just don’t know how 

things work in this school. I have good friends and good support in the school, so it will all be 

fine”.  She spoke as if working hard to convince herself of the truth of her statement.  And 

then added “but if you can just confirm what I do and what hours I am needed here that will 

help.”   

I had plans in hand to make more community based artistic progress once I had had a chance 

to talk with Marie.  I had learnt last year that to email or to phone to speak to or make 

appointments with senior administrators rarely bore fruit.  In the dying weeks of the previous 

year, frustrations simmered almost daily due to my numerous, failed attempts to speak to or 

even make an appointment with Graham. Finally, Pat had whispered in my ear “Just stand in 

this hallway and wait, he will come through here to avoid the front office.  Grab him then, 
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otherwise you will never get to talk to him.”  I settled myself on the hard wooden seat where I 

had a full view of the hallway and busied myself with notations in my field journal and 

planning notebook.  After a good length of time Pat leaned across the front counter, with a 

loud whisper, “Anne if you go through to the staff room now, you’ll find him, but be quick.”  

I immediately gathered my papers together and soon took a seat on the staffroom couch 

beside a very surprised Principal with a quiet acknowledgement that I may have an ally in the 

front office. 

I decided that I would start the New Year with the same approach.  I had learned a number of 

important lessons about the operational processes of this school community, which included 

the collective and agentive response to decision making.  Experience had demonstrated that 

Marie as the person who seemed to make things happen in the school so it was Marie I 

looked to make contact with on this occasion. “Hi Pat” I called as I entered the office.  I 

noticed her first as she arranged some folders on the front desk and then I noticed something 

looked different. As she returned my greeting still distracted by the folders, I noticed like a 

camera panning out for a wide shot that the front desk had changed, the office had changed. 

In fact the whole interior had changed. The walls, the hall, the ceiling everything had been 

painted and redecorated. Very tastefully too I decided.  Gone was the invasive deep blue 

colour on walls and ceiling replaced by a cool blue that refreshed rather than repressed; gone 

was the hard timber slated pew replaced with a more inviting couch, and gone was the 

crowded clutter of boxes and bins replaced by a small table and potted plants. Gone too was 

the small display board that was usually covered with students’ art work. In its newly painted 

state I thought immediately of the conversation with Graham and the high profile hanging 

space for the promised annual student’s art acquisition award.  It would be ideal I thought to 

myself.   My private reflections were cut short.  Pat was speaking to me.  “Hi Anne, back for 

another year then?” “What can I do for you?” “Oh I just want to catch Marie before the year 
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starts up again, is she here now? I am happy to wait” I said in a breezy manner.  “You’ll be 

waiting a while” Pat replied with a noncommittal expression. “She’s not here now, and not 

going to be for the rest of the year.”  I felt Pat’s words physically move me backwards.  “I am 

not sure I understand” I said with what sounded like an echo of a thin reedy voice.  “Oh 

didn’t you know Marie has been seconded to another department, not here, and she won’t be 

back this year.  Happened just a week ago so all a bit of a rush.  We have Derek here now.  

He is taking her place.  Just in the office there.  I’m sure he won’t mind if you go in.” 

I walked to the office in a daze. A stranger was unpacking items from a small cardboard box 

and placing them on a desk that left few traces of Marie. Dereck had paused momentarily as I 

knocked on his open office door.  No indeed he did not mind if I came in as long as he could 

continue to unpack. As Dereck continued his task I tried to find the words to explain who I 

was and why I was standing in his office.  As I tried to string words together about an art 

program and school art projects that made some sense, I glanced around the office, gone were 

the toys in the corner, the cushions, the curtains, the rug and comfortable chairs. Yes, it must 

be true I told myself. Marie had gone and I would have to begin again. Dereck seemed not to 

have heard anything I thought I had said and began to recount his own story as he continued 

to unpack. He was a middle career Primary educator who had come from a school not too 

distant from the one where he was very happily unpacking some personal belongings and 

symbols of his professional life.  He explained that he was excited to take up the position of 

deputy principal, even at very short notice as this new school was a little bigger that his old 

one and had such a good reputation. And when it came to art he had some ideas of his own.  I 

realised he had been listening or at least heard some of my faltering words. He discarded an 

empty box and picked up another from beside the desk. He paused briefly as he began to tell 

of an annual art auction he normally organised at his previous school and how he would 

arrange bales of hay and hessian in the school hall and parents would bring plants and other 
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objects from home to help decorate. Every child in the school would have made a piece of art 

to auction and their parents would naturally bid for their own child’s work.  Dereck’s frame 

straightened notably as he ended his story with a sense of pride as he recounted “everyone 

had such a good time and we always did well for the school, no parent could say no to buying 

their child’s work, you know.” I did not know what to say in reply.  My silence hung briefly 

in the air between us and then he nodded to the two other boxes on the floor near his feet.  

“This is all a bit rushed and I want to get it finished. If you have more to talk about could you 

arrange another time for a meeting, just email me and I will get back to you”.  I waited and 

then asked for his email address.  He looked briefly about the desk surface “I’m sorry I don’t 

have a card on me, just now.  Ask one of the girls in the office they’ll have it.” I agreed to do 

as he suggested and bid him goodbye as he returned to his boxes.  My emailed requests for a 

meeting were not answered and no meeting ever eventuated.  Fleur became the conduit 

through which all information passed between myself and the administration team.  

8.3 Collaboration  

“The quality of the arts experience really depends on the quality of the relationship between 

the classroom teacher and the artist” (Seidel et al., 2009, p. 41). I entered this village with 

perhaps unrealistically high expectations.  I saw possibilities beyond the flexible grey 

classroom and the students’ art program.  I saw the potential for the creation of a shared 

identity constructed through the collaborative engagement in artistic endeavours. But reality 

can teach harsh lessons. With the departure of Marie at the beginning of the second year of 

the program, my inability to secure meetings with Graham; and the early demise of a small 

group of community members who had come together with myself, Marie and a reluctant 

Fleur to discuss the Principal’s visual art feast and interactive concepts generated by staff 

during an earlier meeting I felt deep disappointment in my own unrewarded efforts to bring 

about what I perceived as worthwhile arts based collaboration.    
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Perhaps I had fallen prey to my own need to see a product in a short time frame rather than 

focusing on the process. The results of which may only be discovered years after my 

interaction with the community. It is noted that teacher-artist partnerships in schools take 

time, three years or more to develop a trusting relationship between a teacher and an artist 

working together in a classroom. The program of art learning experiences ended after two 

years and in the last short while it seemed as though collaborative encounters had increased 

in the grey flexible classroom to the extent that they had become ordinary rather than 

extraordinary. Collaboration outside-the-room did not eventuate within this same time frame.  

Although initially positioned as an outsider I had imagined that my teaching experience and 

qualifications would identify me as someone possessing a priori intimate knowledge in the 

field of education thus providing a sense of trust derived from a common status with fellow 

educationalists. Enough trust perhaps to allow an initial step into insidership. This 

expectation was not met and progressively my movement along the outsider-insider 

continuum become static and fraught.  Although occasional friendly smiles and nods greeted 

me as I walked through the playground and hallways of this community I did not feel as 

though I belonged or was really accepted in any of my possible identities. Fleur made no 

offer to accompany her to the staffroom by way of introduction or familiarity exercise 

between myself and the other staff.  No teacher ever called by the grey classroom to inquiry 

after a student, view their work, discuss my approach, my attitude, my role, my place at times 

I felt invisible, other times I felt shunned and on other occasions I felt confused. This sense of 

personal confusion led to moments of professional confusion over the purpose and direction 

of the program itself. Deep reflective issues surfaced with my artist/teacher self. If I was 

invisible, without obvious value, then was that the same for the program I offered to the 

students? Questions also surfaced for my researcher self hopeful of building trust to engage 

more easily with community members in order to gather a richer set of data through shared 
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experiences (Kerstetter, 2012).  Although Hellawell (2006) states that possessing intimate 

knowledge of a community “doesn’t necessarily mean being a member of it yourself” 

(p.484), I realised that as a researcher I needed to avoid a strict insider/outsider dichotomy in 

this situation and occupy a space in-between. To do so required that I assume responsibility 

to understand where I was positioned within the space and heed Kerstetter’s (2012) call to the 

researchers’ awareness of how positional and relational “status may affect the research and its 

outcomes” (p. 101) 

After only a short time in the landscape occupied by Connell State School two things became 

apparent (a) the arts occupied a position peripheral to the central culture of the school and as 

an artist and art teacher I felt I was similarly positioned and (b) relationships appeared to be 

the currency that carried the day, or held borders in place for those inside the community and 

in equal measure provided barriers and blockades for new and hopeful outsiders bearing 

artistic trinkets to trade for insider knowledge and understanding.  As the program ended the 

relationship of the school community to the visual arts was still tentative. My marginally 

successful efforts to build a successful relationship with Fleur through shared challenges and 

commitment to positive arts learning experiences for the students’ in-the-room provided no 

guarantee of my hoped for sharing of insider knowledge or open communication outside-the-

room.  The fledging trust that appeared to develop between us in the wake of our shared 

experiences in-the-room did not extend to openings or bridges to her privileged relationships 

in the wider school community.  Building relationships with others outside-the-room as much 

as inside-the-room was my responsibility to build, to fail to build or to lose as became the 

case with Graham.  The final chapter discusses the findings of the study and presents 

conclusions and recommendations for further study.  
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Plate 8 

Boundaries and bridges. 

Acrylic paint, graphite pencil, stencils, photocopy. 
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9 

9 Findings, Discussion, Conclusions, and 

Recommendations 

This study makes a contribution to the conversation related to arts based education in the 

primary years as it presents a collective of voices from within a primary school community, 

my own included echoing Barone’s (2010) call for a single study that offers a “wide array of 

diverse, even conflicting and incommensurable perspectives” (p. 150).  In some measure it 

also references the call to “expand the conceptualization of research to include teachers, 

administrators and students – those most deeply involved in the living experience of arts 

learning” (Seidel et al., 2009, p. 87) albeit in this case presented as a reinterpreted 

outsider/insider contribution to the conversation. The voices presented here may be diverse 

and at times conflicting but as such they may disrupt taken-for-granted notions and offer 

insights into the complexities surrounding the role and place of the arts and artists in primary 

education. Implications extend to issues noted in national and international research related to 

the gap between policy and practice in the classroom (Bamford, 2008; Ewing, 2010; Russell-

Bowie 1993) and calls to provide innovation and a stronger research presence in the area of 

arts based education (Gibson & Anderson, 2008; Klopper & Power, 2010). Moreover, it 

provides an incentive for further research noted in the recommendations Section 9.3.3. 
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9.1 Findings and discussion 

 

9.1.1 Addressing the research question 

The focus of this autoethnographic study was to investigate a school community’s response 

to the role of a program of arts learning experiences carried out across the artistic, cultural 

and social canvas of the school.  The aim of the project was to provide an insight into the 

probabilities, possibilities and potentials of an art specialist working in and with members of 

a school community as co-constructors of arts based co-curricular and extra-curricular 

opportunities. 

In order to address this inquiry I focused on two questions:   

• How do members of a school community respond to the role of arts learning 

experiences implemented across the artistic, cultural and social canvas of the school 

setting? 

• How do members of the school community respond to their role as ‘co-constructors’ 

of a program of arts learning experiences in collaboration with an art specialist?  

I found that the responses presented a range of diverse, complex, unexpected and at times 

conflicting perspectives.  I found that over the life of the program members of the school 

community responded to the arts learning experiences more often through silence or 

individualised actions rather than through inclusive conversation, dialogue or discussion.  I 

found this pattern of individual agency, rather than inclusive dialogical response created a 

sense of fragmented disjuncture between key decision makers.  As the artist/outsider I found 

this disjuncture produced an unexpected personal and professional uncertainty that troubled 

my view of self on many occasions. Among decision makers in the community I sensed the 

unaddressed disjuncture created disruptions, frustrations, and misunderstandings culminating 

in a misalignment of expectations across the school community related to the purpose and 

intent of the program. In response to the confluence of uncertainty and disruption I found 
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myself regularly adjusting the structure of the program and my pedagogical classroom 

approach, guided more by reflexive conversations with my a/r/tographic selves in the absence 

of inclusive conversations with decision makers and community members. I was searching 

for a comfortable fit between myself as the artist outsider and the community I had come to 

share my art with. Outside of my relationship with the students in the room I could not find 

that place. Even in-the-room, I found myself wanting as an advocate for students who faced 

removal from the program. As an artist I found the removal and the process of the students’ 

removal distressing. More troubling still I found myself positioned as the ‘decision maker’ 

with power “Well it’s your program, you tell them they have to go” when in reality I had 

neither authority nor status. I found the lack of access to the Principal who held the power 

exacerbated unresolved tensions that pervaded my presence and the program both inside and 

outside-the-room. I found the distancing from the others in the community disappointing, 

troubling and fraught with misconceptions that led to bouts of critical self-reflection in search 

of answers or insights into the true nature of the barriers that blocked my path to insidership. 

Overall these tensions, uncertainties, troublings and mismatched expectations combined to 

limit the artistic possibilities that could be offered to the students and diminish the potential 

to extend the delivery of visual arts into the classrooms through professional development 

and mentoring opportunities available to teachers.   

The school community’s response to the program of arts learning experiences demonstrated a 

mismatch between the school leadership’s expectations as I understood them and the 

overwhelmingly enthusiastic response from teachers and students to the introduction of the 

program. The enrolment of forty-two students who responded enthusiastically to the 

possibility of making art far exceeded the fifteen or so gifted students alluded to by the 

Principal in initial discussions. I found that this anomaly in response and decision making 

was not addressed by the school leadership at the outset.   As the artist and teacher 
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responsible for the implementation this unexpected oversubscription resulted in a 

reorientation of the foundational purpose of the program (Seidel et al., 2009).  Once the 

students had arrived at the classroom door for their first art excellence session the program, 

and the artist, became caught up in “the complex web of actors and actions” (Seidel et al., 

2009, p. 49) that continued to adversely impact the program. The unresolved mismatch of 

expectations between the Principal’s policy and the response of other decision makers in the 

community generated frustrations in individuals who adopted opposing positions about who 

and how many students should participate, caused emotional upset to some students who 

were exited from the program due to pressures caused by these conflicting views, and 

disrupted programmatic decision making and implementation as ongoing discord surrounded 

the selective inclusion or exclusion of students. Stiches were dropped, threads became 

tangled, motifs were sewn in then unpicked and removed, the quilt showed signs of struggle.  

Ultimately issues related to the physical environment such as the restrictions of time, and lack 

equipment and resources were of less consequence to the integrity of the program compared 

to the lack of understanding of the pedagogical differences that drive the nature and role of 

visual art in the lives of young students.  This lack of understanding was compounded by the 

lack of discussion and dialogue between decision makers in and between both policy and 

practice arenas. The disquiet caused by the gap in discussion between the policy decision 

makers and the artist in-the-room became a hallmark of the program.   

Positioned against this sense of negative loss was the initial and ongoing enthusiasm of the 

students to participate, to authentically engage with the live creature – the artist.  Contrary to 

my own sense of disillusionment at the restricted possibilities available to students I found 

the response by students themselves to be remarkable in two ways.  Initially I was impressed 

by a number of students who, driven by an apparent passion for making art, exercised their 

personal agency without waiting for a nomination and appealed directly to their parents and 
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teachers for inclusion in the program.  It was evident that some students negotiated often 

difficult issues with parents and teachers to participate in the program.  The exact extent of 

parental support was difficult to determine as few opportunities for conversations with 

parents presented themselves and survey forms sent home were not returned. Working 

parents and busy lives may have accounted for the lack of visibility of parents at the 

program’s two related evening events, the morning tea for parents and after school visits to 

the classroom.  It may also have been related to encultured behaviour as Fleur remarked on 

several occasions, “parents here don’t come to things; it is just not that kind of school”.  This 

lack of responsiveness by parents did not appear to dampen the students’ enthusiasm for 

engaging with the art program.  Few students seemed distracted by outside influences once 

they arrived and picked up a brush or pencil or a pastel stick. This response reflected 

comments by Seidel et al., (2009) that if the learning experience was highly engaging the 

quality of the physical environment was of secondary consideration. Hence the various 

physical drawbacks that I perceived appeared not to hinder the enthusiasm or artistically 

focused demeanour of the students. For many students the focus was between themselves, the 

materials and the art they were engaged in. This response in the development of an intrinsic 

relationship between student/artist, art materials and art expression has been discussed by 

authors such as Eisner (2002) and Seidel et al., (2009) who suggest that such engagement, 

invested with energy and commitment leads to ownership of the learning experience.  This 

response by the students demonstrated their position as decision makers in their own learning 

experiences, a position pivotal to the progress of their own “wonderful journey” (Seidel et al., 

2009. p. 32), and a position rarely considered central in traditional styles of pedagogical 

approach (Cremin et al., 2006).  In this study such intrinsically motivated attitudes were 

found to be crucial as little could be offered in the physical environment in particular that 

would inspire an artistic aesthetic or offer extrinsic stimulation to engage in art making.   
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In analysing the breath of response from across the community, teachers were positioned as 

an almost invisible, silent yet agentive force. Many of whom along with their enthusiastic 

students appeared to possess their own intrinsic motivation towards ensuring their students 

had access to the arts program. Their positive response came despite no direct interaction 

with the artist or understanding of the program, yet it seemed they ultimately exercised their 

personal agency to allow many more students than originally identified to be released from 

their classroom activities.  

This created the disjuncture between the Principal’s intent to restrict student numbers and the 

need they felt to nominate and release a larger quota of students from their normal lessons to 

engage in the program of arts learning experiences. While there had been references made by 

both Graham and Marie to an orderly process of selecting only the top two percent, gifted and 

talented students, remarks often made by Fleur alluded to a general disregard of expected 

protocols.  Instead it seems teachers’ responses to the idea of the program were borne of 

personal motivations, perceptions of the benefits of art and individual selection criteria. This 

eclectic response was demonstrated by the manner and artistic demeanour of students who 

arrived at the grey flexible classroom. After a time I sensed this response to be symbolic of 

deeper issues, perhaps unrelated to this program that seemed to rumble uneasily below 

Fleur’s unelaborated comments about some teachers.  Such issues sit beyond the scope of this 

study; however the absence of inclusive dialogue related to selection process and increased 

student numbers that resulted from the actions of many teachers and students presented 

multilayered challenges I felt unequipped and unsupported to address effectively. The quilt 

grew in an organic manner as I attempted to stitch programmatic purpose, participants and 

problematic processes together in a less than coherent form.  As the outsider I found many 

barriers to discussion and dialogue initially existed between myself and the teachers and 

overtime between the school’s administration and myself.  I felt I was positioned at arm’s 
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length from the decision makers by a number of factors and my efforts to build bridges or 

cross the barriers between us had been unsuccessful.  The administration’s agreement to 

provide two identified teachers with professional development opportunities through 

participation in the program, provide one-on-one mentoring and collegial collaborations did 

not eventuate.   

Several issues may have contributed to this outcome including: insufficient release time made 

available to interested teachers; a general feeling that if there is an artist in the school they 

should be doing the art thus freeing the teachers to focus on more serious academic aspects of 

education; a dis-interest of some teachers in integrating art into their classroom practice as 

demonstrated by one teacher in a rare interaction related to art making in the classroom, “Oh 

I don’t do art with my Year Three’s, it’s too messy.”  The reasons for this outcome remained 

unknown as meetings to discuss the issue with the Principal and conversations with teachers, 

like this aspect of the program did not eventuate. The only hint I received was from Fleur 

who commented in connection with other matters that “they (with a nod towards the 

administration office) expect us to do a lot of extra stuff but you never get any extra time.  

You are just expected to do it all somehow”. The one teacher who did visit the classroom in 

the early stages of the program never returned. I had assumed from her response to my 

crossing the line with paint pedagogical approach (Chapter 6) that my teaching method was 

perhaps considered less acceptable in the apparently rule bound traditional educational 

environment I found myself. Testing this hypothesis languished along with my efforts to 

make contact with this teacher. The response of the teachers and students to the introduction 

of the program of arts learning experiences demonstrated a broad and in some cases deep 

thirst for access to the visual arts. As the student numbers were gradually restricted and 

reduced I clung vainly to the fading expectation that teachers would take up the possibility of 

exploring the potential of their own artistic abilities offered by working with an artist in the 
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context of their own school setting. By the program’s end no teachers had taken up the in-

school opportunities to explore, extend and enhance their own art based knowledge, 

understandings and skills thereby developing their confidence to bring the visual arts into 

their own classrooms (McMahon, Klopper & Power, 2015; Power, 2014; Russell-Bowie 

2010).   

My attempts to instigate more casual contact with teachers did not bear fruit and my requests 

for introductions through Fleur were not readily agreed to.  When I mentioned I was keen to 

get to know the teachers a little better and asked about teachers who were interested in art, 

Fleur’s response was coy, evasive and resistant: “Don’t worry; if you need to tell them 

something I can do it for you.  I can see them anytime so you won’t have to wait around to 

talk to them.  Anyway why do you need to see them?”   In this milieu I realised Fleur, who 

had requested task sheets for our classroom activities had been sharing these activities with 

various classroom teachers. “I showed them that one we did last week and they all enjoyed it. 

They all looked good up on the wall” Fleur announced on one occasion. “Do you have any 

more like that?” I saw this unplanned form of collegial sharing as a welcome extension of the 

program into other classrooms and anticipated that such an exchange might eventually 

include an invitation to become more directly involved in art based classroom activities 

thereby cross more barriers on my journey towards a more substantive state of insidership. 

This expectation remained unfulfilled and the artistic exchanges between Fleur and other 

teachers appeared to dissipate as the arts learning experiences became more focused on 

prolonged processes underpinning personalised expression rather than short-term responses 

to simplified replications of iconic art images such as Picasso’s Tete de Femme and 

Kandinsky’s Trees. 

I found the decisions made by teachers to release increasing numbers of students to 

participate in the arts learning experiences challenged the foundational purpose of the 
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program. The intention of engaging students in effective learning experiences and thereby 

encourage a mindset of artistic excellence still remained a core programmatic objective.  

However, the unexpected increase in student numbers, the lack of an aesthetically supportive 

physical environment and the pedagogical classroom challenges that beset my preferred 

student centred approach called for an alternative, effective and practical art based response 

that still held true to the core objective. This response involved repositioning the initial focus 

from one of art making as a concept to one of art as instrument with the intention of 

increasing the conceptual component over time. It also involved looking for other 

opportunities to include more students in art based learning experiences.  

I was intrigued by the assertive approach of self-selecting students and excited at the initial 

and longer term potential of such an enthusiastic response from across the school community.  

I initially considered that such an unexpected and enthusiastic response would cause the 

Principal to rethink a number of the original intent that served to restrict participation to a 

talented few, in favour of increasing avenues of access for more students. My expectations 

were not addressed directly by the Principal, so I sought other possibilities. These other 

possibilities came in the wake of conversations with Marie, the Deputy Principal who 

responded on one occasion by authorising a three day artist-in-residence mosaic project for 

the cohort of year seven students. This recognition and response enabled seventy students to 

engage in an arts learning experience that for one student resulted in a life changing moment. 

“I have made a whale; I didn’t think I could, I haven’t done anything like this before.” This 

Year 7 student, (Chapter 7, p. 170) well recognised and acclaimed as mathematically gifted 

went home highly excited and announced to his parents that “this has been the best day of my 

whole school life.”  I found this response from Andrew, to his three hour participation in the 

mosaic work shop resonates with the notion that art making serves many purposes and “the 

work of art will … transform one’s life” (Seidel et al., 2009, p. 26).  
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I found Marie’s apparent support for increased participation in the program heartening. This 

sense of support I heard voiced in comments such as “all of the students at this school are 

gifted and talented” and “having a program like this helps us to keep and to attract students 

that might otherwise go to other more prestigious schools that have art as a subject.”   I was 

buoyed by her practical and constructive response to the enthusiasm shown by the school 

community and her recognition of the beneficial value of an art program to the school as a 

whole.  I felt I had found a supportive voice in the school’s leadership team.  Marie appeared 

to be a practical person who demonstrated a sympathetic attitude towards the acceptance of 

more students in the program thus aligning her response with that of many of the teachers, the 

students and myself.  As Fleur noted on one occasion, “Marie is just like you, she would have 

them all in here….Graham only wants the best ones you know.” However, Marie’s 

supportive attitude did not extend to initiating open in-depth discussions or clarifications with 

the Principal regarding his policy which limited participating students to a select few in 

contrast to the overwhelming response of students and teachers. A policy reinforced by Fleur 

in the classroom. Thus the student selection was consigned to a contested space that I found 

most problematic.  It was made clear to me at the outset that student selection was a school 

based process and I was the outsider in this situation. Now on the inside I had become the 

surrogate de-selector by proxy, and I found it a very uncomfortable place to be.  I found also 

for some members of the school community the presence of the program, and at times my 

own presence, occupied a problematic space.  

As described in Chapter Five, this study identified members of this school community to not 

only include the Principal, Deputy Principal, teaching staff, students and parents but also 

those grouped often as auxiliary staff such as the teaching aides, the administration staff, 

library staff, groundsman, cleaners and volunteers.  Seidel et al., (2009) identify three 

concentric circles of decision makers who impact on arts learning experiences: those in-the-
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room such as teachers and students, in this study it meant the artist, the students and the 

teacher-aide and at times other adult volunteers; those just outside-the-room whom they 

nominate as administrators and others, in this study they were identified as the teachers, the 

office administration staff, the Principal and his Deputy, the cleaner and the groundsman as 

their decisions, actions and inactions influenced the implementation and outcomes of the 

program.  In this study the third and outer circle of decision makers described by Seidel et al., 

(2009) as the policy makers often furthest from the room where the learning takes place, such 

as district, state and civic leaders are not considered relevant to this study, although it could 

be argued that Graham, the Principal might occupy this space as an agentive policy maker.  I 

chose to include him in the circle of decision makers just outside-the-room as it was evident 

that Fleur had regular conversations with him about issues that arose in-the-room and his 

responses carried back via Fleur did impact on the course taken by the program.  

Between the Principal’s policy decisions the complex trilogy of decision makers in-the-room, 

myself, Fleur and the students, sat the multilayered multivocal collection of administration 

staff and others outside-the-room.  Coupled with the disjointed communication with the 

Principal I found myself communicatively confined to the room as I failed to establish 

appropriate connections or lines of communication, not only with the teachers but also with 

significant others such as the cleaner, groundsman and office staff who occupied the circle 

just outside-the-room. I found that responses by individuals in such positions impacted on the 

program of artistic endeavours in a number of ways.  For example the appearance of the 

cleaner at the door of the art excellence classroom at the end of each session marked a low 

key yet potent and agentive response by a member of the school community to the 

introduction of the new art program.  A program that presented the possibility of increased 

work load without consultation or consideration of her current cleaning schedule.  Pam 

regularly stopped at the classroom just as the last of the students departed to share a friendly 
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greeting accompanied by a silent scan the room to satisfy herself that no extra cleaning duties 

would be required that afternoon.  On occasions Pam shared stories of past experiences of 

outsiders who had conducted art classes in the room with little regard for the effort and time 

required to clean up the ensuing mess. These stories, peppered with references to her 

admiration of individuals who could draw or paint, appeared to ensure we understood her 

concerns were not about the art program per se, but focused on the extra workload that might 

fall upon her should we also fail to control the messiness normally associated with art 

making.  Fleur’s support for her work colleague’s position was evident in her responses to 

Pam’s concerns and in her repeated reminders as we discussed plans for students’ learning 

experiences, materials and clean up procedures. 

Ultimately the regular reminders to avoid any form of art related mess that would increase 

Pam’s workload impacted on the co-constructed classroom relationship I attempted to build 

with Fleur.  I had adopted a stance of inclusion in discussions and decisions related to the 

materials and content of students’ learning experiences as a way to nurture our relationship 

through reflexive conversations and an supportive co-constructive partnership. Fleur’s 

considerations of appropriateness were most often predicated on a perceived level of 

messiness, clearly in support for Pam’s position as colleague and friend.  I realised as an 

outsider to ignore this interconnection of supportive friendship across the circles of decision 

makers might seriously undermine progress Fleur and I had made on building our own 

respectful relationship in-the-room.  Comments related to expectations of administration to 

increased workload without discussion or recognition of time pressures and current 

responsibilities often surfaced in conversations with Fleur, only to retreat once clarification 

was sought.  

Although the Principal saw marks on the surfaces in the room as a positive indication of a 

costly school facility being utilised, both Fleur and Pam were concerned about increased 
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work load, and held strong, corroborating beliefs that marks left by materials such as paint, 

pencil or clay were indicative of activities by inconsiderate individuals who apparently cared 

little for the time pressured workload encountered by school cleaners and teacher-aides.  

Caught between these juxtaposed positions I found myself, as both artist and outsider 

reconsidering, replacing or redesigning planned arts learning experiences that might have pre-

emptively been considered too messy by community insiders such as Fleur and Pam. This 

was not so much an act of ‘self-censorship’ of my personal artistic expression, as described 

by Meban (2002) in her experience, but when the possibility of making a mess negatively 

impacts the pedagogical approach of the artist it may diminish the potential of the students’ 

art making experiences.  As a newcomer, an outsider without social capital or authority to 

draw on, I felt pressured to ensure that the insiders, the members of the school community 

were reassured by my supportive actions and attitude.  I was determined to develop a sense of 

trust of the individuals I worked with first, such as Fleur and Pam before pushing through the 

boundaries of artistic expectations.  In this vein I moulded the early program sessions into a 

series of contained, manageable instructional, yet open ended exercises based on techniques 

and foundational elements of art making. Even then a number of techniques and materials 

were limited or withheld; the use of paint was restricted in the early stages of the program 

because of the possibility that it might mark the floor if spilled; work with clay was 

abandoned after four sessions because powder dry hand prints were left on the black cloth 

backed chairs; coloured inks and soft charcoal were withheld and printmaking was not 

introduced due to the perception of potential calamities of a “messy” nature.  Further impacts 

on the implementation of the program stemmed from pressures in the physical environment 

wrought by the responses of other community insiders such as Sandie in the front office.  I 

lacked the status of a staff member and could claim little authority during protracted 

interactions with Sandie as she struggled with the release of keys so I could gain access to the 
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room.  The struggle appeared to be related to trust and responsibility that surrounded the 

handing over of the master key to open the door of the grey flexible classroom. The same 

issue of authority arose in interactions with Vince, the groundsman who also carried out 

maintenance and small carpentry jobs such as installing shelving. In this context I was 

directed to go to Vince with requests for assistance with storage, shelving and other small 

jobs associated with the program implementation. For his part Vince responded to requests 

for assistance with necessary storage both inside and outside the classroom with defensive 

silences, dialogic non-engagement, and passive inaction.  I found that the very possibility of 

engagement was often negated through the distinct body language of dismissal or rebuff, 

expressed through various postures, gaze behaviour and gestures such as folded arms or eye 

rolling as I approached (Pease, 1981). 

I found this clash of social and physical environment acted in multiple ways: it influenced my 

perceptions of probabilities that progressively diminished as situations emerged and remained 

unresolved. It dampened my own artistic agency in respect of what I perceived as 

possibilities in the context of the physical and social environment. It impacted my social 

agency positioned as an outsider attempting to build trust and develop relationships with 

community members. It diminished, in my view, the potential for effective arts learning 

experiences for the students as well as professional development opportunities for teachers.  

For students in particular this diminishment of potential suffered by the students was due on 

one hand to the limited access to the program if not selected; and the restrictions to artistic 

investigation and experience through lack of access to equipment and materials if selected. I 

felt my original excitement piqued by the envisioned colourful, embroidered quilt, 

collaborative constructed of may creative hands slowly fade as I surveyed the tangled 

threads; the stitching haphazardly done only to be unpicked leaving holes, tears (and tears); 
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frayed edges and missing motifs; and I asked of the quilter, again and again “what is your 

role in this?” 

Alignment, or lack thereof in the perception of roles and relationships lay at the heart of my 

troublings and dilemmas. Early indications of the Principal’s direct enthusiastic involvement 

dissipated once the program of arts learning experiences had begun.  I found the increasing 

distancing of the Principal from the program produced fewer opportunities for dialogue or 

discussion with him or members of the leadership team particularly when difficulties were 

encountered. At Connell State School the impetus for the program of artistic endeavours 

including the art excellence program originated with the Principal Graham Nash.  The 

distancing of this key figure from a pivotal leadership role in the program resulted in a 

vacuum which was filled by silences and differing and disparate agentic voices. This finding 

aligns with research that suggests once some Principals have initiated an arts learning 

experience program and have established a partnership with an artist they believe they have 

fulfilled their responsibility to ensure success of the program (Redding, 1991). Equally Sabol 

(2010) suggests a successful arts program requires strong leadership that comes from an 

engaged and supportive Principal. In this study the Principal appeared to follow the former 

model of leadership that allowed for an unresolved disconnect to take hold between the artist, 

the program policy as intended by the Principal and agentive responses by other members of 

the school community. I found that the community’s response was not always aligned to the 

policy rhetoric of the Principal and questions surfaced around artistic giftedness or talent 

operating as the central criteria applied in the selection process.  It became apparent that the 

Principal’s expectations were challenged by a number of decision makers within the 

community, particularly by the students and the teachers who responded to the concept of an 

art excellence program with a level of enthusiasm that tripled the expected enrolment. 
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In solidarity with the Principal and in opposition to this response of student enthusiasm and 

excitement that initially flowed into the flexible grey classroom stood Fleur, the teacher-aide, 

my go to person assigned by Graham to assist me with the program and act as the school 

liaison person. Seidel et al., (2009) suggest how individual and collective practises align with 

programmatic purposes and values, across any or all of the three circles of decision makers, 

depending on the quality of the reflection and genuine dialogue entered into at all levels. In 

this study, collective communication, discussion and reflection were not entered into 

consequently and the misalignment of purpose and values among decision makers emerged as 

an unexplored and inherently disruptive element. This exposed the program, the artist, the 

teacher-aide, and presumably many teachers to unforeseen pressures and frustrations. The 

failure to rectify this misalignment brought confusion and distress to a number of passionate 

enthusiastic students.  

Seidel et al., (2009) describe two dimensions of alignment: (a) personal/organisational: the 

alignment between the individual and the organisation they work in, such as teacher-aides 

and the school; and (b) the organisation/wider system: aligning the organisation such as the 

school and the wider network of institutions, government entities and the like. I found the 

first of these alignments to be significant in this study as it speaks to the close alignment of an 

individual’s personal values with the organisation in which they work (p. 67). Most 

importantly for the teacher-aide who aligns herself with the Principal’s policy given views 

expressed by teachers who point out that “artists are just passing through” (Thomson et 

al.,2006, p. 35) while they must stay in the school. Although initially I responded 

enthusiastically to the Principal’s vision increasingly I found myself aligned to the over 

whelming enthusiasm and engagement of the students. A position that increasingly put me at 

odds with Fleur, the teacher-aide who would have to stay once the artist had gone and 

perhaps felt the need to keep “control … in the school” (Thomson et al.,2006, p. 35). In the 
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complexity and confusion that ensued from the students’ unexpected and over whelming 

response Fleur as a teacher-aide understandably reliant on job security had aligned herself 

with the organisation via visible support of the Principal, the head of the organisation.   

The misalignment exposed a deep philosophical disjuncture that separated the artist and the 

teacher-aide in-the-room.  A number of issues, related to the selection of students, surfaced in 

conversations and comments made by Fleur in the classroom. These related to: her support of 

the Principal’s intent, “we still have too many (students), we need to get rid of some”; my 

role in reducing the numbers “You will have to do something. Graham is expecting fifteen at 

the most, we have over forty!” and “It is your program; you will have to tell them to go”; 

student behaviour and teacher role in selection process “he shouldn’t be here, he won’t 

behave…some teachers just send kids they want a break from”; unwarranted parental 

pressure “she is very slow and takes too long at everything. She is in everything anyway. Her 

mother puts a lot of pressure on Marie to get her into everything, she shouldn’t be in here… 

she should give someone else a go.”   “I told Graham that we still have Craig in the program 

and that he is no good at painting.  I know you want to keep him (in the program) but Graham 

agreed with me, he has to go so I told his teacher not to send him anymore.  That’s another 

one gone”.  I found several students identified by Fleur as “not suitable” showed focused 

enthusiasm and a high level of skill when working with paint and clay in particular. Craig 

was the only student across the cohort who in my view had demonstrated a particular innate 

giftedness for visual expression. This view came about initially through a drawing test I had 

devised. 

I was aware of the discontent in some quarters raised by the erratic and contested selection 

process. Fleur often reminded me that “there are better ones out there, you know and they are 

never given a chance”. I reflected deeply on this possibility but wondered how I might find 

these “better ones” given my lack of interaction with the teachers themselves. In response to 
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my reflections I designed and provided Marie with a drawing test instrument to distribute to 

the teachers still eager for their students’ inclusion. It was a basic approach but one I hoped 

would give me some further insight and benchmark through which to view the selection 

process. Later I found Marie had also used this drawing test to successfully talk through the 

process of student selection with parents who were upset that their child had not been 

included in the program. Craig’s inclusion in the program through this process seemed to 

surprise (and disturb) Fleur “he’s autistic you know, are you sure you want him in here? He 

might not cope”. Some students also expressed surprise. “What’s he doing in here?” was a 

hushed comment passed by one student to another.  I enjoyed working with Craig, I was 

intrigued by his approach and I did want him to stay, but inevitably I was overruled. I found 

this response raised further questions about the contested notion of giftedness that 

underpinned the apparent understanding by the school community (given there was an 

established Gifted and Talented academic cohort).  Frustrations also emerged for Fleur “one 

teacher wants to send half her class, she says they are all gifted….that’s what I have to deal 

with”; “they keep coming up to me in the playground even and I just tell them no, there’s no 

more room”.  Frustrations of another kind were often laid at my feet, “there are much better 

ones out there, you know” Fleur said indicating the buildings across the playground. “I could 

give you a list. I don’t know why you’ve got these in here.”  The list was never forthcoming 

although requested more than once, but I perceived it as a clear message that somehow I had 

failed in my role as a real artist to have the correct students and the correct number of 

students. 

I often found myself unable or ineffective in rebuttal of Fleur’s dictates often couched within 

the humorously framed good cop – bad cop scenario. In such moments I found my pragmatic 

teacher-self attempting to hold the balance between an emotionally charged artist-self, deeply 

troubled by exclusions and conflicting views and a researcher-self frozen in the grip of the 
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warning “to do no harm” (Ellis, 2007, p. 6). Frozen in the process of attempting to understand 

which of the possible actions open to her would do harm, what manner of harm and to whom, 

to one’s self or to the other. Situations such as this often produced an internal sense of 

stuckness, like the image of self stuck between the panes of window glass on her first visit to 

the flexible grey classroom. The artist, the researcher, the outsider without status stuck in her 

own unwanted position between removing students deemed inappropriate by the criterion of 

others or actively opposing a school appointed classroom insider. I found there were times 

when the quilter no longer wanted to quilt, the threads were too tangled, the motifs were too 

numerous, too complex and fragmented in their design.  The materials that might offer 

aesthetic assistance to bring the disparate design together seemed often to sit just out of reach 

of the quilter’s hand. Then curiosity would take hold again followed by determination to 

complete the quilt albeit with altered stiches, rearranged motifs coupled with more 

acceptance of a design that revealed itself over time, rather than subject itself to the 

predetermined desires of the quilter.  

Ultimately I found that individual agentive decision making rather than joint reflection, 

dialogue and discussion between the Principal, Fleur, teachers, students and myself as the 

artist significantly impacted the direction and outcome of the program. I would have 

preferred collective dialogues, even if conflicting, than to be left alone with the internal 

monologue of my a/r/tographic selves.  I found removing students once they had been 

nominated and allowed to attend by their parents and teachers raised a number of personal 

and professional dilemmas.  Firstly, as an artist, I was positioned to turn away passionate, 

enthusiastic students which worked against my own values; secondly I felt uncomfortably 

positioned to identify the select few artistically gifted students among the many that had 

enrolled, and a third dilemma revolved around the sensitivities of both an artist and an 

outsider. These students were chosen by their teachers for a program that I understood was 
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promoted within the community as limited to those deemed gifted and talented in visual art 

by their teachers. I was not privy to this promotion of ensuing selection so I wondered what 

conversations had passed between teachers and students in these moments of selection and 

identification as gifted.  How was such an identifying process framed for and by both student 

and teacher? Given my gap in understanding I was troubled by such simplistic directives as 

“just tell your teacher you’re not in it any more” set against the agency of the teacher and the 

passion of the students without reflexive conversation or dialogue would not only create 

further barriers on my outsider/insider journey, but send conflicted, unexplained messages to 

both teacher and student.  

On occasions I found myself stricken by agentive indecision caught between my own beliefs 

and values grounded in basic issues such as the nature of learning, teaching, community and 

art voiced through my classroom practices yet set at odds with the Principal’s prescriptive 

intent.  As an outsider I felt unable to substantively  press my own views in-the-room due to 

limited access to and genuine dialogue with Graham and others just outside-the-room.  In-

the-room I found myself without professional status or authority as Fleur aligned herself with 

Graham’s position “I told Graham we have too many in here…he only wants the best… so 

fifteen at the most … it’s your program, you will have to tell the others they’re out”.  

Moments of indecision generated by these complexities required deep reflexive conversations 

with my a/r/tographic selves to find a way forward.  Like a quilter without a thimble each 

stitch was approached with an expectation of discomfort.   

9.2 Conclusions 

The responses by members of the school community to the program of arts learning 

experiences in this study were found to be complex, varied, and at times unexpected and 

personally vexing. While several students displayed a surge in confidence and capacity 

related to art making, other students suffered a negative loss as they were caught up in the 
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complexities surrounding the student selection process.  For this artist researcher the lack of 

meaningful dialogue between decision makers and identified disjuncture between the 

Principal’s prescriptive intent and the response of many teachers and students resulted in a 

negative loss that impacted not only the possibilities embedded in the program but also the 

potential for more students to benefit from the artistic learning experiences. By the close of 

the program a significant difference had been observed in the classroom attitude and artistic 

demeanour of Fleur, the teacher-aide. Fleur’s initial response as a visible disciplinarian who 

favoured a performative pedagogical approach evolved during the course of the program into 

an intrinsically responsive co-constructor in classroom interactions with students. I found it to 

be a personal and professional disappointment that other members of the school community 

did not embrace opportunities to engage in collaborations or adopt co-constructive roles 

within the artistic endeavours carried out. Three key elements impacted on the co-

constructive probabilities, possibilities and potentials embedded in the program of artistic 

endeavours investigated in this study:  

• leadership matters that emerged in the role of the Principal, particular with respect to 

restricted resources, limited collective dialogue and little recognition of the 

problematic student selection process;  

• social agency and the role of the artist in building trust and respectful relationships 

between students, classroom teacher-aide and other members of the community in the 

face of resistance;  

• the misalignment between values and programmatic purposes that underpinned the 

disjuncture between intent and practice within the school community.  

As an artist and researcher I adapted the Four Lenses framework (Seidel et al., 2009) to 

include another related and complex phenomenon that of the nature of artist/school 

partnerships. Ostensively this adaptation was developed with the artist in mind but also 
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offered the potential to act as a larger “looking glass” (Carroll, 1958) granting equal access to 

artist and educator, arts based and school based organisations, to enter the lifeworld of the 

other, to focus on observable elements; open dialogue and enter into a deeper investigation 

into beliefs and values shared (or not shared) by all decision makers about the nature and 

purpose of arts based education. To dialogically move through the looking glass in this 

focused manner sanction philosophical and agentive alignments and misalignments to 

become visible before any negative loss occurs in the intersection of artist and educator.    

9.3 Implications and recommendations 

9.3.1 Implications and recommendations for policy 

National and international educational policy papers define equitable access to arts based 

education as central to a child’s right in the pursuit of an effective education. Consequently, 

in countries across the globe schooling hours are mandated for student access and 

engagement in effective arts based education. Herein lies the gap as juxtaposed between this 

policy rhetoric and the reality of limited access for many students to the arts due to a range of 

complex factors including: the lack of human and material resources in schools; the lack of 

time to devote to non-core subjects in a crowded curriculum; the lack of appropriate arts 

education for generalists teachers; the lack of confidence by many teachers to integrate 

effective arts based learning experiences into their classroom practice; and the lack of a deep 

appreciation within school level policy decision makers of the true nature and value of 

effective arts based education for their students and their school communities.   Possible 

solutions to these issues of lack are addressed in a plethora of research as global and local 

policy maker’s grapple with the complexities of providing students with the mandated access 

to effective arts learning experiences as a central tenant of a good quality equitable education.  

One such solution highlighted in scholarly research recommends partnerships between 

professional or community artists and schools to implement effective arts learning 
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experiences for students and in-school professional development opportunities for teachers.  

Thomson et al.,(2006) note that the idea of educational/community partnerships pervades 

current policy discourse. They suggest that while policy rhetoric is long on proposing such 

partnerships there is surprisingly little written about what makes an art based partnership 

work.  These authors argue that partnerships are: “forms of power relations”; that they hold 

fundamentally and potentially oppositional differences” deeply rooted the ways of being for 

artists and teachers – ontologically and axiologically” (p. 38); and they call for “the 

development of a protocol” for handling differing points of view between artists and schools 

(p. 40).   

The implications for policy makers emanating from this study indicate the criticality of 

preparation for all decision makers via a framework that allows fundamental investigation, 

dialogue and negotiation to address central questions embedded in the main themes of 

environment, pedagogy, student learning and community dynamics as they pertain to their 

own settings. Ultimately it was found that at Connell State School neither the school 

community nor the artist was fully prepared for the process they both entered into. In the 

current educational milieu the arts are wedged uncomfortably between policy rhetoric of 

human rights, socio-cultural imperatives and mandated hours on one hand and scant 

resources, crowed curriculums and arts deficient educational attitudes and abilities that 

currently underpin school based practices on the other. In this context the artist-in-school is 

presented as both an untapped resource and cost effective answer to the highly complex 

question of providing effective arts based education to children in primary education. I found 

that the effectiveness is minimal and the calculated cost is high, artistically, socially and 

educationally for both artist and school community when an arts project fails. That 

professional artists represent a rich, often untapped, cost effective resource is not in question, 

as the available research confirms. Nor is the continued marginalisation and likely demise of 
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primary arts based education in doubt, again a plethora of research literature supports this 

view. What is contentious and rarely addressed in the research to date is the coal face 

interaction between the artist and the school community that ultimately determines the level 

of effectiveness wrought by the interweaving of an arts rich outsider and an arts depleted 

educational landscape. I recommend that the multidirectional complexities surrounding the 

intersection of artist and school community receive greater consideration from researchers, 

policy makers and practitioners alike.  

This increased attention will take time.  Meanwhile it is recommended that protocols such as 

those presented as an outcome of this research be employed to build bridges between the 

policy rhetoric and the realities faced by school communities in the provision of effective arts 

learning experiences for their students and their communities. 

9.3.2 Implications and recommendations for practice 

This study presents the experience of one artist, an outsider, who entered a school community 

to implement a program of arts learning experiences. It expands the narrative to include 

responses by members of the school community to the presence of the artist and the 

implementation of the art based program. Responses by portions of the community sat in 

opposition to the policy dictate of the Principal which were supported by other sections. The 

unresolved emergent tensions challenged the social, relational and artistic agency of the artist 

and importantly reduced the probability, possibilities and potential of co-constructed artistic 

experience and enterprise available to teachers and others in the school community through 

collaboration with the artist.   

In this context the implications for an artist outsider and a school community are manifold. 

The nature of partnership between an artist and a school is complex in its layering of 

relational concepts, aesthetic and pedagogical philosophies, cultural understandings, personal 
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art based beliefs and values, and experiences of outsider-insider positioning, authority and 

status. The unresolved community based tensions ignited by the introduction of a program of 

artistic endeavours implemented by this artist led to personal and professional uncertainties 

that I found echoing the experiences of other artists involved in school based arts programs 

(Bamford, 2008).  My artist self found the negative loss suffered by the students exited from 

the program against their will to be deeply troubling and raised serious questions of self: how 

did I as a/r/tographer address my own issues of personal and professional alignment given the 

insider-like relationships developed with students and the positioning as outsider by other 

members of the community.   

In this context my experience may raise implications for artists, arts based organisations, and 

passionate teachers engendering support for school based artist residences and school 

communities about to tap the creative resources of a professional artist that a successful 

partnering process requires investigation and dialogical preparation together with ongoing 

communication across all decision makers and a process of collective reflection. When a 

partnership does not deliver hoped for expectations for artist or school there are costs. 

Financial costs are more easily counted but there is also human cost for all decision makers 

when they discover themselves focused on less attractive educational quilts rather than a 

richly embroidered collaboratively artistic endeavour. Their response to this discovery can 

have serious implications for the place, role and even survival of the arts in their schooling 

community. The implications for school based practice arising from this study speak to the 

need of a structure or framework through which and in which to develop and maintain this 

arts focused collaborative approach between artist and community. 

In the absence of such a framework it is often left to the artist and individual community 

members to build sometimes difficult relationship bridges between the unknown artist 

outsider and the unknown community insiders. If these relationship bridges, on which rest the 
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success of the program are not soundly constructed the ensuing patchwork of compromise 

required to continue the partnership process may limit the possibilities and potential of the 

program itself. What could such a framework or protocol look like? This study developed an 

adapted version of the Four Lenses framework devised by Seidel et al., (2009). The adapted 

framework takes the form of a planning proforma with the artist and the community in mind. 

The format emerged through consideration of the foundational questions posed in Seidel, et 

al’s., (2009) study and as a reflexive response to my own experiences at Connell State school.  

Had such questions been discussed between all decision makers surfacing potentially 

oppositional differences in the early stages of this undertaking I believe the quilt would have 

become a truly collaborative creation.   

The Planning Proforma for Artists and Educational Organisations (Appendix 1) is based on 

the foundational questions and insights provided by viewing the arts through the four 

identified lenses, environment, pedagogy, student learning and community dynamics (Seidel 

et al., 2009). It provides a tool for productive communication introduced at the initial 

intersection of artist and educational institution to generate collective investigation, 

recognition and reconciliation of core beliefs and values of all participants and community 

members across the three circles of decision makers, those participants in-the-room, members 

of the school community just outside-the-room and organisational policy makers both inside 

and outside the school. The proforma provides a framework for regular discussion, collective 

conversations and reflective dialogue between all decision makers over the life of the 

program.   

9.4 Implications and recommendations for further research 

I began this journey with two main questions, as I conclude my investigation I am faced with 

many more questions and can offer few answers.  Further research is required in a number of 

directions. Artists’ experiences working in schools are lightly documented and could provide 
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a wealth of information if recorded and examined more closely.  A Principal’s role in the 

introduction and implementation of arts based education could be a worthy topic to examine 

more intently as leadership and policy issues lay at the heart of roadblocks faced in this study.  

The philosophical and pedagogical differences between traditional performative approaches 

and artistic, studio based learning experiences presents a rich landscape for inquiry. Further 

research should be undertaken utilising The Planning Proforma for Artists and Educational 

Organisations in future arts based educational projects to fully explore its potential 

operational capacity as a framework firstly: to provide a tool for initial explorative and 

investigative dialogue between the artist and the organisation; secondly as a focus for 

reflective discussion and conversation among decision makers during the implementation of 

the program; and thirdly to provide a platform for reflexive feedback and ongoing research 

providing a systematic approach often called for in arts based research.    

9.5 Epilogue 

 
My final visit to Connell State School occurred two weeks after the last arts learning 

experience in the grey flexible classroom. In retrospect the two years of my involvement this 

community had passed quickly and as I prepared myself for this last gesture of 

acknowledgement of this journey. I wondered what benefits had been gained, knowing it 

could be years before they fully emerge. I wondered too what possibilities and potential had 

been lost. It was the last day of school and the final school assembly of the year. I had failed 

in my attempts to have the students in the art program included in school’s graduation 

ceremony a month earlier. Fleur said there would not be enough time to fit them in “besides 

they are all good students and probably getting other awards anyway.”  In response I had 

graduation certificates printed and presented them to the students at our final class together. 

Fleur had advised not to invite parents “it’s a busy time you know and they probably won’t 
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come anyway.” As an artist I felt diminished by the overall experience but I wanted the 

students to have their achievements, their artistic growth, passion and commitment 

recognised and acknowledged by their own community. I wanted the school community to 

know that they had had a visual art program. This final school assembly was my last chance 

to acknowledge some students in front of their peers at least. “No Anne I am sorry Graham is 

not available, no he could be gone all week. It’s a busy time you know.”  After several 

conversations with various staff organisers I was given 5 minutes as the final speaker at the 

assembly. I followed the local constable with her holiday safety message to face a small 

cluster of tired teachers, exhausted parents and restless students eager to rush to the summer 

that awaited them.  I presented art materials chosen with specific significance to each of the 

students with words that echoed those on their special certificates in the language of the arts – 

aesthetic knowing, flexibility, persistence, commitment, personal expression. The end had 

come and it seemed I was the only one sad to see it so.   

As I left the hall Fleur appeared at the door. “Oh you came then” she said. “Yes” I replied 

with mix feelings, “Yes I came.” “Some of the kids aren’t here you know.” Fleur said with a 

look akin to pity for a well-meaning outsider. “Yes I know”. “You didn’t get any funding 

then to keep the program going next year?” “No, no funding I’m afraid. This is it.” I had met 

twice with a school committee related to a school based application for further arts funding, 

but it had come to naught. “He (Graham) wants me to do the students’ gallery, you know, for 

the best student art work each year.” Early in the program Graham had become enthused by 

the idea of an annual student art acquisition prize. The art works to be prominently displayed 

as testimony to students’ talent and the school’s commitment to arts education. “He chose 

Sara’s work, the one I liked best too; it is small but she has real talent, so detailed, even put in 

her freckles.”  “Oh, where has he decided to hang the works?” I was curious as there had 

been little recent mentioned of it. “Well on that high wall in the library, so they can be seen.”  
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My eyebrows rose instantly of their own accord. “Yes I know it is going to be a bit tricky, but 

that’s what he wants” Fleur responded to my silent expression.  I stopped a tumble of words 

as they rose in my throat. Instead I smiled a sympathetic smile and wished her luck as I 

imagined a student’s small delicate work hung high above the heads of little people and 

exposed to strong sunlight. “Oh well at least she can buy more materials with the money.” I 

responded searching for a positive outcome. “I think she donated it in the end.” Fleur replied. 

There was little else to say. Mentally I folded my quilt, returned my needles and threads to 

their folders and thanked Fleur once again for her help over the two years.  I took my leave 

before the rising well of mixed feelings and frustrations flowed over. “Thanks for my 

certificate too. Sorry you are not coming back, I really enjoyed doing all that art, my family 

think I am a real artist now” Fleur called as I walked away.  

A year or so later I drove past Connell State School. Externally there were changes. The 

mural on the outer wall was gone. One newly applied deep grey colour extended along its 

length and across many of the buildings within its boundaries. More demountable buildings 

had been added; testimony to the growth of the school. The front façade of the main building 

had been redesigned and carried the distinct hallmarks of a Mondrian painting. I wondered 

what changes may have taken place behind the paint and architecturally applied facade. 
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